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PREFACE. 

ANITOBA is the central province of the Dominion of 

Canada. If one point of a pair of compasses be placed 

on the map at Winnipeg, and the other pass through 

New York on the Atlantic seaboard, the compasses in 

their sweep will strike the shore of the Gulf of Mexico, 

then Vancouver Island on the Pacific coast, and also 

the borders of the Arctic Ocean on the north. 

Manitoba is thus the centre of North America. 

Long shut up by the Chinese wall of the fur traders, 

Rupert's Land remained an unknown region to the world. Its fertile acres 

were disregarded on account of the tale of snow and ice told of it, even by 

high officials of the Hudson's Bay Company. And yet it was by Hudson's 

Bay Company influences that the first settlement of Rupert's Land—the 

Selkirk Colony—was begun well-nigh a century ago. 

Not much earlier than the beginning of the present generation, this 

unknown region was transferred to Canada, was opened up to the world, 

and from it was carved out the pioneer province of the west—Manitoba. 

Rocky barriers, great lakes, a foreign neighbor, and vast distances 

separated the new-found world from Canada. But Canadian enterprise 

and the rising spirit of the Dominion overcame all the difficulties, and three 

if not four transcontinental railways—projected or in operation—are mak

ing the Canadian Confederation complete, while Canada is now known to 

have an area greater than that of the United States. 

i\Ianitoba, with its associated provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta and 

British Columbia in western Canada, is the greatest field of immigration 

in the world to-day. 

IManitoba—with its growing capital, Winnipeg, the Chicago-to-be of 

the western Province's Prairies—though not the largest, is the most notable 

province of the west. From it flow out the influences of mercantile, finan

cial, intellectual, and religious life which give the west a character of its 

own. 
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Attracting, as the province does, a large foreign population, it is 

inspiring them with a true Canadian spirit and making them devoted and 

loyal to Parliament Hill, Ottawa, and to the British Crown. 

Free institutions, united in a strong central government; liberty given 

to the separate foreign elements to preserve a love for their fatherland, 

combined with a determined stand for the use of the English tongue; a 

fair system of finance and government that will press unjustly on no class 

or interest; an inexorable and just administration of the law by competent 

and honored judges; one system of public schools, and a plan of higher 

education, utilizing in one Provincial University the disciplinary assistance 

of every shade of belief; and protection of the people in their intelligent 

and devout religious aspirations—these are the features of our Canadian 

and western civilization. 

To tell the story of Manitoba, and to give examples both by portrait 

and description of the men who are building up the new province is the 

object of this book. 

The work has been carefully prepared, and hopes to be regarded as a 

faithful picture of the rising life of this province, which is the cynosure of 

the Canadian West. 

THE EDITOR. 

WINNIPEG. 



HISTORY OF MANITOBA. 

CHAPTER I. 

DESCRIPTIVE AND TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

The Province of Manitoba, created in 1870 from the vast Territory of 

Rupert's Land, which at this date was taken over from the Hudson's Bay 

Company and given to Canada by the Imperial Parliament, appeared on the 

map of the Dominion, no larger than the postage stamp upon a letter. 

The great expanse, north of the International boundary line and west 

of Lake Superior, known as Rupert's Land and the Indian Territories 

embraced over two million square miles. 

Manitoba as at first constituted by the Ottawa Parliament extended 

from the ninety-sixth parallel of West Longitude, along the International 

boundary of 49 degrees N., to the ninety-ninth parallel of West Longitude 

Thence the western boundary ran north to 52 degrees 30 minutes N. lati

tude, and from that point the northern and eastern boundaries were fixed 

by completing the oblong. 

On July 1, 1881, the boundaries of the province were enlarged by the 

Dominion Parliament, the western boundary being removed west from 99° 

to 101° 25' W., and the northern from 52° 30' to 52° 51' N., while as the 

result of the boundaries discussion the eastern boundary was carried east 

to 95° 9'. 

The original Manitoba (1870) embraced approximately three-fifths of 

the enlarged province (1881), which now contains 73,956 square miles. 

On the establishment of the province by the Manitoba Act of May, 

1870, while various names were suggested, in the end the youngest member 

of the Dominion sisterhood of provinces was called Manitoba, from the lake 

of that name within its borders. 
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The name Manitoba sprang from the union of two Indian words, 

"Manito," the great spirit, and "Waba ," the "nar rows" of the lake, which 

may readily be seen on the map. This well-known strait was a sacred place 

to the Crees and Saulteaux, who impressed by the weird sound made by 

the wind as it rushed through the narrows as simple children of the prairies 

caUed them ' ' Manito-Waba," or the " Great Spirit's narrows.' ' The name, 

arising from the unusual sound, has been by metonymy translated into 

"God's Voice." The word was afterwards contracted into its present form 

—"Manitoba." 

As there is no accent in Indian words, the natural pronunciation of this 

name would be " Man-i-to-ba." On this account the custom of both the 

French and English people of the country was for years before and for 

several years after 1870 to pronounce it "Man-i-to-ba," and even in some 

eases to spell it ' ' Manitobah.'' 

After the formation of the province and the familiar use of the Pro

vincial name in the Dominion Parliament, where it has occupied much 

attention for a generation, the pronunciation has changed, so that the 

province is universally known from ocean to ocean as ' ' Man-i-to-ba. 

This will surely remain. 

T H E ARCH.3EAN REGION. 

The Province of Manitoba has on its eastern side a triangular extent 

of bold, bare, glacier-polished rocks of gneissic crystalline limestone, 

quartzose and granitic composition. This region of rounded hills, generally 

without soil, has a descending slope toward the province. Beginning at the 

southeast corner of Manitoba, where the Lake of the Woods simply intrudes 

its northwest angle, the west side of the triangle runs northwestward until 

it strikes Lake Winnipeg about 96° 35' W., and thence follows the east side 

of that lake to the northern boundary of the province in 97° 35' W. This 

rocky region is treeless except in its valleys, where at times a considerable 

growth is found of spruce, cedar and jackpine. The triangle includes about 

one-eighth of the province. 

This extent of Archaean rocks is, as may readily be seen, entirely un-

suited for agriculture, but it is the drainage area by which the great bodies 
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of water of the Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake find their way by the 

River Winnipeg to Lake Winnipeg. 

The name Winnipeg, as belonging to the greatest lake of the Canadian 

region west of Lake Superior, is of historic interest. The lake was met by 

the Crees and wandering Saulteaux of the Ojibway family as they jour

neyed westward from the clear and pellucid Rainy Lake and Lake of the 

Woods and approached the prairie region. Here they found this lake with 

its water clouded by the streams coursing from the prairies, and carrying 

finely divided and suspended clay. Seeing its murky appearance they 

called it by its present name, meaning "murky water." The French 

explorers were the first to place the Indian word in a written form and 

made it "Ouinipique"; Ellis (1748). The Hudson's Bay Company, as seen 

in Dobb's account (1744), adopted this spelling, but the English form soon 

asserted itself, as now found in Win—Murky, Nipi or Nipiy—water. I t 

was Winnipie or Winnipic. Now Winnipeg has become the settled form. 

The Winnipeg river—originally Maurepas—took its name from the Lake, 

and the city, though forty-five miles from the lake, its name from the same 

source. The Winnipeg river is a magnificent stream. Leaving the Lake 

of the Woods, which lies one thousand and fifty-seven feet above the sea, it 

flows after a course of one hundred and sixty-three miles into Lake Winni

peg, whose surface is seven hundred and ten feet above the sea. There is 

in consequence a fall of no less than three hundred and thirty-two feet, 

which gives an enormous accumulation of force that is being utilized 

for power works. The head of the Winnipeg river is a basin called Darling

ton Bay. Into this the waters of Lake of the Woods flow, with a fall of 

some fifteen or twenty feet. A great stone dam has been built here, which 

can be used to supply a vast amount of power. This point is about one 

hundred and thirty miles from Winnipeg city. 

But as the Winnipeg river flows on its way northwestward it tumbles 

over many falls, and after a course of one hundred and sixty-three miles 

reaches Lake Winnipeg. The most noted of these falls are near Lac du 

Bonnet. The nearest approach of the Wirmipeg river to the city of Win

nipeg is some forty miles. The works built at Lac du Bonnet are about fifty 

miles from the city. 1906 is the year fixed for their completion. The city 
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of Winnipeg also possesses rights on the Winnipeg river, where it may, if 

need be, construct power works. While power and building material are the 

useful products of this region, yet the wood for timber and pulp, and pos

sibly deposits of gold, silver and iron on the east shore of Lake Winnipeg 

may render the Keewatin district, as it is called, of value in the future. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

Though largely undeveloped, Manitoba has mineral resources which 

will yet be valuable. The Archsean rocks found east of the province in 

great force in the region of Rainy Lake and Lake of the Woods contain 

large intrusive quartz veins which are often rich in gold and silver. These 

rocks extend into the province to the eastern shore of Lake Winnipeg. The 

rock content is what is known as ' ' low grade ore, ' ' and the precious metals 

are obtained by crushing the rock containing them with stamp mills and 

then sluicing over mercury cyanide or other plates. Considerable quantities 

of gold have thus been secured. Indeed, this species of gold mining is 

likely to become, as in Nova Scotia and other places, a regular industry 

more reliable than even "placer mines." Money and perseverence are 

needed to develop the gold industry. 

On Big Island, in the narrower part of Lake Winnipeg, there are known 

to exist large quantities of hematite iron ore. These wiU be of vast import

ance to the west, but they have not yet been undertaken by mining enter

prise. The iron beds belong to the junction of the Archaean and Canadian 

rocks. 

At the narrows of Lake Winnipeg is found a large extent of gypsum 

beds. A strong company is organized and in operation for the purpose of 

grinding and treating this rock for cement, plaster and other requirements 

for housebuilding and public works. 

From the earliest times salt has been obtained from Lake Manitoba salt 

springs, and from similar springs in a number of the rivers. Extensive salt 

deposits are found at Lake Winnipegosis, which but await the capital, enter

prise, and as sufficient field to be supplied, to be undertaken as a great 

industry for the Canadian west. The presence of the Trenton limestone as 

an underlying rock in Manitoba has led to the belief that natural gas may 
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be obtained from this horizon similar to that of Welland, Ontario, and 

Indiana in the United States. Certain indications of gas have been met in 

Manitoba, but no extensive find has yet been reported. Frequent 

attempts arising from surface indications have been made to obtain petro

leum in the Devonian and even lower rocks of Manitoba, but have not been 

successful. 

Excellent building stone largely used for foundations and for cut-

stone buildings throughout the province is obtained in the Ordovician lime

stones east and north of the city of Winnipeg. Excellent cream-colored 

bricks are made from the marly clay found in the soil of the Red River 

Valley. 

THE LAKE REGION. 

West of the Archaean triangle before described lies seven-eighths of 

the province. This may be generaUy divided into the lake or central region 

and west of this, the Highlands of Manitoba. The lake region represents a 

depressed level, some seven or eight hundred feet above the sea. This area 

includes the Red river and its affluents, with three large and two smaller 

lakes. The three great lakes are Winnipeg (9,746 square miles) ; Manitoba 

(1,900 square miles) ; and Winnipegosis or Little Winnipeg (2,030 square 

miles). Portions of Lakes Winnipeg and Winnipegosis lie outside of the 

northern boundary of the province. A little west of the northern end of 

Lake Manitoba is Lake Dauphin (262^/2 square miles), whose name is a 

memorial of the early French occupation, and southeast of Lake Manitoba 

is Shoal Lake, a lake with no outlet and an area of approximately eighty 

square miles. 

Running into these lakes and draining the first or lowest level of Man

itoba is the Red river and its tributaries. These tributaries are, from the 

west, Pembina (partially in Manitoba), Morris, La Salle, Assiniboine and 

Nettley, while from the east proceeding northerly are Roseau (Reed river), 

Otterburn (Rat river), Seine (originally German Creek) and Cook's Creek. 

Two rivers rise in the Archsan triangle, the one, the Whitemouth, emptying 

into the Winnipeg river, the other, the Brokenhead, running into Lake Win

nipeg to the east of Red river. 
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The Red river, with its affluents, waters the most fertile portion of west

ern Canada. It enters Manitoba from North Dakota and running north

ward through the province for upwards of a hundred miles, passes m its 

course the town of Morris, the city of Winnipeg and the town of Selkirk. On 

the Assiniboine, the greatest tributary of the Red river, is the city of Bran

don, one hundred and thirty-two miles west of Winipeg, and also Portage la 

Prairie, fifty-five miles west of the city of Winnipeg. 

A geological investigation of the Red river basin renders intelligible the 

physical conditions at present existing. 

The rocks underlying the soil or drift of this prairie region consist 

chiefly of limestones, which were deposited ages ago on the western flanks 

of the Archaean triangle, which we have described. 

Taking the city of Winnipeg as the ceptre or ' ' golden milestone,'' we 

find that the rocks of the Red river basin for thirty-five miles eastward to 

the Archaean slope, are Lower Silurian or as now called Ordovician rocks. 

Exposures at Tyndall, and along Red river are limestones largely quarried 

for building <or for lime. Stony Mountain and Outcrops farther north of 

the same character belonging to the Ordovician subdivisions of Trenton and 

Hudson's river, are of the same rocks as those about Toronto, Ontario. 

West for some forty miles from Winnipeg the same rocks occur, but are 

largely covered by deep drift. Judging from certain indications, as Lake 

Manitoba is approached, there lie beneath the drift beds of Silurian rocks, 

which seem to include Onondaga or Saliferous beds. At Portage la Prairie 

the underlying rock is Devonian, much found west and north and having 

been largely explored in Lake Winnipegosis, reaching up to the base of the 

Highlands, which we are to describe. 

GLACIAL EFFECTS. 

In the past ages these Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian rocks that 

now lie under the drift, beneath our feet in Manitoba, were raised up and 

lay bare. Being exposed to the action of cold and heat, rain, frost, ice and 

snow, they were to some extent worn away. 

At length came the Glacial period, probably, according to the geologists, 

closing some ten thousand years ago. For long periods before this closing 
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era a great ice cap thousands of feet, if not several miles, thick, had covered 

the north of the continent. 

In the closing milleniums of the Glacial period the climate relaxed. The 

great ice barrier had stopped the flow of the Red river northward, and the 

beds of Lakes Winnipeg, Manitoba and Winnipegosis became embedded in 

solid ice. The ice accumulated in mountain masses, served as a barrier to 

prevent the melting ice from flowing northerly as it had done formerly to 

what is now Hudson Bay. A great lake five hundred feet deep formerly 

rolled where Winnipeg now stands and this depth meant the inclusion of 

the region even beyond the Lake of the Woods district within so mighty a 

sheet of fresh water. 

This great height of water, held back by the ice cap to the north, found 

an exit down the Minnesota river to the Mississippi. 

The geologists speak of this vast body of water as Lake Agassiz. Great 

glaciers descended lakeward, ground down the rocks which they encount

ered, both gneiss and limestone, and the debris was spread over the bottom 

of the lake. 

This has formed the soil or drift now covering the rocks. 
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The following section may show the beds deposited upon the rocks 

seen along the Red river. 

Average Section of Red Biver Drift. 

as 

Humus * 

White Mud, nearly Clay 4 

Blue Clay 40 ft. 

Boulder Clay 15 

Boulders 5 

Limestone Base 

SHORE LINE. 

While the Red river and lake region thus occupy the central area of 

Manitoba, being on the southern boundary sixty miles, it broadens as it 

goes north until on the northern limit of the province it is one hundred and 

fifty miles wide. The western boundary of this region is marked by a series 

of so-called mountains, running from southeast to northwest. This is the 

escarpment of the second prairie steppe, and consists of Pembina Mountain, 

and Tiger Hills for some sixty miles. Then comes in a great valley running 

eastward cut through the drift by the Assiniboine, at one time in the post

glacial period a great stream. North of this Assiniboine valley the range ia 

resumed in a greater elevation known as Riding Mountain and further north 
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still as the Duck Mountain. The higher plateau thus formed extends not 

only to the western boundary of the province, but for hundreds of miles 

through the Province of Saskatchewan. The drift of this upland plain is 

similar to that of the Red River Valley. 

The underlying rock of this prairie steppe is chiefly sandstones and 

shales. Long ages had prevailed during which the Red river basin was 

above the water, but on its west flank, as it sank, there were thrown down 

in the circumscribing sea sand and clay deposits which are the sandstones 

and shales of this region to-day. The time of deposition of these rocks was 

what geologists call the Cretaceous period. The overlying beds of clay and 

sand are the result of post-glacial deposition, much thicker, however, than 

those of the Red river basin. 

SURFACE FEATURES. 

Taking the whole area of Manitoba together, several remarkable fea

tures are observable. 

1. The melting away of the northern ice cap at the close of the Glacial 

period allowed the northern outlets to be resumed and Lake Agassiz began 

to lower. After a time it ceased altogether to flow south by way of the 

Minnesota river. As further melting of the ice cap took place, by gradual 

steps the lake sank till it emptied itself by the old channel into Hudson 

Bay. The various stages of the sinking of Lake Agassiz are marked on the 

slope of Pembina IMountain and Tiger Hills, by a series of beaches or 

shelves at places, thirteen in number, in a descending scale. 

2. The most interesting feature of the glacial decline is the Assiniboine 

river. Originally that river fell over the cliff of the second prairie steppe, 

emptied itself into Lake Agassiz, and deposited in the slack water of the 

lake a great delta of sand. It was at the same time wearing down and 

cutting through the escarpment over which it fell, just as the Niagara river 

now does. This great deposit of sand extended fully sixty miles east of 

the Assiniboine mouth, then near the site of Brandon, and constituted the 

great sandhills running from about Carberry to Bagot on the Canadian 

Pacific main line, and about Glenboro and Rathwell northward toward Port

age la Prairie on the Souris branch of the same railway. The Dominion 
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government has wisely reserved this sandy waste, blown in many places 

hither and thither by the wind, as an air space for central Manitoba. 

3. When the waters of Lake Agassiz declined the lake withdrew to 

narrower compass and the dashing Assiniboine pursuing its course east

ward, cut through the sandy delta, like a great monster destroying its own 

offspring, and cleared off for twenty miles the deposited sand, leaving the 

clay levels of Chater and Douglas, but was only strong enough to work 

out a channel for itself through the sand hills which still remain, separat

ing, however, the Carberry from the Cypress river sand regions. 

4. Stony Mountain, lying some thirteen miles north of the city of Win

nipeg, is an outlier of limestone rock, standing some eighty feet above the 

plain. Its west side is an abrupt rock escarpment. It bears traces of glacial 

action, and seems to owe its escape from the all-devouring glacier, which no 

doubt took away much limestone from the Red river basin, to the fact that 

two glaciers, one from the northeast, and the other from the northwest, 

impinged at this point and spared the mountain. 

The occurrence of Stony Mountain and its isolation, suggests the fact 

that not only was the general rock level of the Red river basin greatly 

reduced in post-glacial times, but that the lake bottoms were scooped out by 

the glaciers, broken up into rock masses and boulders, and much of the 

material ground into fine detritus, and spread over the basin to form the 

soil of to-day. 

5. Some eight miles northeast of the city of Winnipeg is to be seen a 

remarkable elevation of unstratified sand and gravel, containing lumps of 

clay, great boulders and almost every variety of morainal matter. This is 

known as Bird's Hill. Eastwardly, a continuation of it is called Moose 

Nose. There has been much speculation as to the origin of Bird's Hill. It 

has now been generally agreed that this post-glacial range is a vast "Ozar , " 

i.e., a great heap of morainal matter which has been piled up on an ice cape. 

The cliff of ice having broken off fell into the glacial lake and as a mighty 

iceberg, floating south and on melting, deposited its enormous burden of 

detritus in a stupendous heap, thus forming the two hills. 

6. As the water of Lake Agassiz lowered, the dry land appeared, but 

as it was impossible to obtain an exit for all the waters of the lake some 
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undrainable portions remained, which are the lakes of to-day. First to 

gain the form of a separate lake, was Lake of the Woods. This lake lies, as 

said, several hundreds of feet above the other lakes of the basin. The only 

part of this lake coming into Manitoba is the northwest corner, known as 

the Northwest Angle, a point famous in the diplomatic history of the settle

ment of the boundary line in the Treaty of Paris (1783) between Great Bri

tain and the United States. Lake of the Woods would have been drained 

down to the lower level but for the rock-barriers of the Archaean age, which 

prevent its escape. After Lake Agassiz formed its numerous beaches and 

the country became more and more dry, three lakes—the joy of Manitoba— 

viz., Winnipeg, Manitoba and Winnipegosis, with the little sisters, Dauphin 

and Shoal Lakes, still remained. These lakes of Manitoba are noted for 

their fisheries of white fish and pickerel, which have a market in many of 

the cities of the United States. 'Pike, sturgeon, catfish and goldeye abound 

in these lakes, but as the water in all is murky, the trout—the favorite of the 

fisherman—is not found here. 

THE HIGHLANDS. 

The higher level of Manitoba, lying west of the Lake basin, forms a 

triangle, similar in shape to the Archaean triangle, but larger as including 

about one-third of the province. The hypothenuse of these two triangles 

lying on opposite sides of the Lake basin, face each other and are parallel. 

On the southern boundary of this elevated triangle, which extends for 

one hundred and thirty miles, a notable feature is found in the shape of a 

long, low mountain, appearing on the horizon as a series of round topped 

hills. It is known as Turtle Mountain, being called by the early French 

explorers, " L a Montaigne des Tortues," the separate tops looking like a 

succession of turtles. This is an outlier of a higher horizon of rock, prob

ably Tertiary, which contains lignite coal—the only coal deposit known to 

exist in Manitoba. 

On the second prairie steppe a lake and river system similar somewhat 

to that found on the Red river basin formerly existed. Further to the west 

there was a second glacial lake to which the name Lake Souris has been 

given. 
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Powerful glacial action cut out the great gap existing between Turtle 

Mountain and higher levels found westward. Down this cut flows, between 

its very lofty banks from North Dakota, the Souris river, known in North 

Dakota as the Mouse river. This river seems originally to have connected 

Lake Souris of the second steppe with Lake Agassiz of the first steppe of 

the Red river basin. After a great detour it found its way from North 

Dakota northwest of Turtle Mountain and then turning eastward entered 

North Dakota again at the east end of Turtle Mountain, and fell into Lake 

Agassiz, some forty miles west of the present channel of Red river, at a 

place in North Dakota formerly known as St. Joseph, now called Walhalla. 

Here great sandhills occur—evidently an old delta similar to that of the 

Assiniboine. The most remarkable thing about the Souris river is that at 

some period in the course of the change of levels caused by drainage of the 

lakes and possibly by crust movement of the earth, the river was diverted in 

its course, and from the present deep valley known as Langvale pressed its 

winding way northward until it emptied into the Assiniboine from the 

south, the mouth being some twenty miles east of the city of Brandon. 

When the upper Souris thus deserted its lower channel and turned 

northward to the Assiniboine, the Pembina river did not die out. The melt

ing snows and summer rains still keep up in the old valley a water supply 

maintaining several long and narrow prairie lakes, whose woody, sloping 

bank.s are so attractive that they form beautiful summer resorts for campers 

and hunters. 

These form a chain consisting of Pelican, Lome, Rock and Swan lakes, 

connected by the Pembina river already spoken of. 

The topographical features of the province, along with the amount of 

humidity, determine the relative proportion of woodland and prairie to be 

found on the first and second steppes of IManitoba. In general it may be 

said of the province that from its being lowest in latitude of the prairies 

of western Canada, and having the greatest amount of rainfall, it is the 

most forested portion of the Canadian west in its latitude, on the nearer 

side of the Rocky Mountains. Undoubtedly, as shown by the increase of 

trees hy natural growth in many parts of Manitoba since its settlement, and 
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by the efforts of a well-directed forestry movement, the prairie lands of 

Manitoba are destined to become wooded. The result is furthered by the 

cultivation of the land, and the division of the country into farms, render

ing prairie fires well nigh impossible. Around the lakes and along the rivers 

there are in general blocks or belts of "t imber," as it is called. The moun

tain slopes of western Canada are also at times heavily wooded, as also are 

self-contained ridges. Poplar, both the Aspen tree and the black variety 

are the most usual trees found among the "bluffs" scattered over the sur

face of the province. In the lower levels, the spruce is very abundant and 

grows well when transplanted. 

On the Pembina, Riding and Duck Mountains, large forests of oak, 

basswood and tamarac occur. On all hands appears the Manitoba maple— 

not a true maple—while along the streams the American white elm is seen 

reaching a great size. 

The greatest vigilance is exercised by the Dominion government in 

preserving the forests on the Riding Mountain Reserve, as from the eleva

tion flow the chief rivers (excepting the Red river) of the province. Should 

the Riding Mountain be cleared of its present forests the rivers and smaller 

streams would shrink into trifling rivulets and agriculture become as unpro

fitable as in barren Asia Minor or worn-out Palestine. 

The soil of Manitoba and the conditions of the country are suited for 

diversified agriculture. The native grasses are most nutritious. Great 

quantities of excellent "fodder" for cattle are supplied by many species 

and varieties belonging to the Pea family. Here cattle and horses thrive 

exceedingly. The native hay is almost exclusively used for feeding these 

animals, it being found in great abundance on the low-lying swampy prairie. 

The prairie soil of western Canada is especially adapted to the cultivation of 

cereals. The growth on the Manitoba prairie of the varieties of hard or 

flinty wheat—containing a high percentage of gluten—has resulted in a 

variety of wheat that sells at ten or fifteen per cent, a bushel higher than 

the softer kinds of eastern wheat. By the use of labor-saving machinery 

a farmer, single handed, on the prairies of Manitoba, can produce surpris

ingly large quantities of this valuable cereal. Of the coarser grains barley 

and oats are likewise staple products. 

2 
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The theory that the farthest north point where a cereal will ripen is 

found to give the most perfect sample of the grain has been fully exemp

lified in Manitoba. The soil and climatic conditions are especially favor

able to the growth of the potato and field roots, great size and solidity of 

texture being both secured. 

As to fruit, the apple is grown with difficulty. A few experimenters 

have succeeded in raising fair quantities of excellent apples, but the 

greatest care and adequate protection need to be given the tree, especially 

in the early spring. The wild grape grows as a native vine. Wild cherries 

and plums abound, as also the Saskatoon and high-bush cranberry. The 

small fruits—currants, gooseberries, raspberries and strawberries—grow 

wild and cultivated varieties of these are very successful. 

Manitoba prairies have an excessive bloom of wild flowers. This shows 

a genial soil. Early in the spring the prairie anemone appears before the 

snow is entirely gone. The dwarf buttercup and three-flowered avens are 

close upon the anemone. The prairie rose, the July tiger-lily and the 

flowering onion come next. As the summer arrives the deeper colored 

flowers supplant the white, light blue and reddish, until in August the 

prairies are a blaze of yellow. The bloom of August consists largely of ^-ep-

resentatives of the sunflower family. These constitute about sixty per cent, 

of the flowers of Manitoba. The deep blue gentians close up the season of 

growth. 

The change from winter to spring takes place with great rapidity, as 

in the case in all northern climates. This generally takes place at the end 

of March. The clear skies of both winter and summer climates in Mani

toba are unexcelled. Winter may be said to begin about the middle of 

November. The winter is steady, salubrious and invigorating. Severe 

intervals are of short duration, and the climate nurtures a people of fine 

physique, of energy and of high moral and religious instincts. 



CHAPTER II. 

FOUNDING OF THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY. 

For two centuries we follow, in our attempts to trace the history of 

Manitoba from its scant beginnings and explain its earliest connections with 

civilization, the career of the Hudson's Bay Company and its rival, the 

North-West Company. All the vast region generally known as North 

Canada was till a generation ago, and much of it still is, the peculiar realm 

of the fur trader and his allied interests. The fertile prairies and wood

lands that now, under the enterprise of a thrifty farming population, are 

producing millions of bushels of wheat, not long since were the wilderness 

whose chief source of wealth consisted in the skins and furs taken from its 

wild denizens, and the collection of these furs was the only practicable and 

remunerative occupation of the more or less transient inhabitants and was 

the business of perhaps the oldest and greatest corporate and monopolisitic 

company in commercial history. Manitoba was the field of meeting and 

conflict between the interests of two great fur companies, which eventually 

merged, and the city of Winnipeg, the capital of the province, is likewise 

the present Canadian headquarters for the Hudson's Bay Company. The 

bold outlines of the history of the old Canadian fur companies furnish the 

proper introduction to the events in the development of the modern Pro

vince of Manitoba. 

The beginning of the oldest chartered company in the British Empire is 

found in the adventures of two Huguenot Frenchmen, Pierre Radisson and 

Medard Chouart, the latter born near Meaux in France and the other a 

resident of St. Malo, Brittany, who had gone to Canada about the middle of 

the seventeenth century, and, being full of energy and daring, had event

ually embarked in the fur trade. Out of the proceeds of his ventures 

Chouart purchased land, assumed the title of Seignior, and was thenceforth 

best known to history as *' Sieur des Groseilliers.'' 

The third expedition to the west, undertaken by these partners in the 

year 1658, brought them into the vicinity of Lake Nepigon, where they 

passed the winter, and, having had great success, they applied to the Gover

nor, on their return to Montreal, for permission to trade in the interior. 
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This was refused, except on very severe conditions, and they accordingly 

threw off all authority and at midnight departed without the Governor's 

leave for the far west. It is worthy of note that, though these two French

men, by their operations in the fur country, led to the founding of the Hud

son's Bay Company, they themselves, in these preliminary voyages, did 

not reach the shores of Hudson Bay. This point is of interest because the 

French claim to the country about the Bay was based, partly, upon the 

explorations asserted to have been made in that region by Radisson and 

Groseilliers. 

On the return of Groseilliers and Radisson to Quebec, for their disre

gard of the Governor's will, they were mulcted of ten thousand pounds and 

the former was imprisoned for illicit trading. Filled with a sense of injus

tice at the amount of the fine placed upon them, the unfortunate traders 

crossed over to France and sought restitution. It was during their heroic 

efforts to secure a remission of the fine that the two partners urged the 

importance, both in Quebec and Paris, of an expedition being sent out to 

explore Hudson Bay, of which they had heard from the Indians. Their 

efforts in Paris were fruitless and they came back to Quebec, burning for 

revenge upon the rapacious Governor. 

Driven to desperation by what they considered a persecution, and no 

doubt influenced by their being Protestant in faith, the adventurers now 

turned their faces toward the English. In 1664 we find them in Boston, 

then the centre of English enterprise in America. Having laid their case 

before the merchants of that town, they succeeded in engaging a New Eng

land ship, which went as far as the entrance to the Hudson straits, but on 

account of the timidity of the master of the ship the voyage was given up 

and the expedition proved fruitless. Though prosecuting their search with 

zeal, Radisson and Groseilliers were for a long time unable to obtain satis

factory support, until they chanced to meet the two Royal Commissioners 

who were in America in behalf of Charles II . to settle a number of disputed 

questions in New England and New York. By one of these, Sir George 

Carteret, they were induced to visit England. 

Through the influence of Carteret, who was no other than the vice-

chamberlain to the King and treasurer of the navy, they obtained an audi-
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ence with King Charles, who promised that a ship should be supplied them 

as soon as possible with which to proceed on their long-planned journey. 

Delays intervened, however, and it was nearly two years before the expedi

tion got under way. In the meantime Groseillers and Radisson had obtained 

an audience from Prince Rupert, the King's cousin, and had awakened his 

interest in the enterprise to which he was to lend his influence and co-opera

tion with such prosperous results. In fact, from the first the project was 

fostered by the foremost personages of England, from the King to the 

thrifty London merchants. The first stock book (1667) showed first on its 

list of names that of the Duke of York, the King's brother; then that of 

the notable Prince Rupert, who took £300 of stock, one-third of which he 

transferred to Sir George Carteret, who evidently was the guiding mind 

in the beginning of the enterprise. Sufficient stock having been subscribed 

to purchase vessel, cargo, and to bear the expenses of the voyage, the adven

turers then secured two ships, the Eaglet, Captain Stannard, and the Non

such ketch. Captain Zachariah Gillam. The former vessel has almost been 

forgotten, because after venturing on the journey, passing the Orkneys, 

crossing the Atlantic, and approaching Hudson straits, the master thought 

the enterprise an impossible one, and returned to London. 

It was in June, 1668, that the vessels sailed from Gravesend, on the 

Thames, and proceeded on their journey. The Nonsuch found the Bay, 

discovered little more than a half century before by Hudson, and, entering 

the stream, the Nemisco, on the southeast corner of the Bay, the party took 

possession of it, calling it, after the name of their distinguished patron, 

Prince Rupert's river. Here, at their camping place, having made an agree

ment with the natives of the district by which they were allowed to occupy 

a certain portion of the territory, they went to work and built a stone fort, 

which, in honor of their gracious sovereign, they called "Charles For t ." 

Here they remained until April, 1669, when, with a hold full of skins, they 

crossed the ocean to London and gave an account of their successful voyage. 

As the pioneer expedition to the Hudson Bay, resulting in the founding of 

the first fort and the beginning of the great movement which has lasted for 

more than two centuries, the voyage of the Nonsuch was a memorable event, 

and was the first of the long series of most important and far-reaching 
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activities which finally brought Manitoba in connection with civilized 

progress. 

The success of the first voyage made by the London merchants to Hud

son bay was so marked that the way was open for establishing the company 

and carrying on a promising trade. The merchants who had given their 

names or credit for Gillam's expedition lost no time in applying, with their 

patron. Prince Rupert, at their head, to King Charles II . for a charter to 

enable them more safely to carry out their plans. Their application was, 

after some delay, granted on May 2, 1670. 

The charter states that the eighteen incorporators named deserve the 

privUeges granted because they "have at their own great cost and charges 

undertaken an expedition for Hudson Bay, in the northwest parts of 

America, for a discovery of a new passage into the South Sea, and for the 

finding of some trade for furs, minerals and other considerable commodi

ties, and by such their undertakings have already made such discoveries as 

to encourage them to proceed farther. In pursuance of their said design, by 

means whereof there may probably arise great advantage to us and our 

kingdoms." 

The full name of the company given in the charter is, ' ' The Governor 

and Company of Adventurers of England, trading into Hudson's Bay." 

They have usually been called "The Hudson's Bay Company," the form of 

the possessive case being kept in the name, though it is usual to speak of 

the bay itself as Hudson Bay. The adventurers are given the power of 

possession, succession, and the legal rights and responsibilities usually 

bestowed in incorporation, with the power of adopting a seal or changing 

the same at their ' ' will and pleasure' '; and this is granted in the elaborate 

phraseology found in documents of that period. Full provision is made in 

the charter for the election of governor, deputy-governor, and the managing 

committee of seven. It is interesting to notice during the long career of the 

company how the simple machinery thus provided was adapted, without 

amendment, in carrying out the immense projects of the company during 

the two and a quarter centuries of its existence. 

The grant was certainly sufficiently comprehensive. The generous 

monarch gave the company "the whole trade of all those seas, streights, and 
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bays, rivers, lakes, creeks, and sounds, in whatsoever latitude they shall be, 

that lie within the entrance of the streights commonly called Hudson's 

Streights, together with all the lands, countries, and territories upon the 

coasts and confines of the seas, streights, bays, lakes, river, creeks and 

sounds aforesaid, which are not now actually possessed by any of our sub

jects, or by the subjects of any other Christian prince or state.' ' 

The wonderful water system by which this great claim was extended 

over so vast a portion of the American continent has been often described. 

The streams running from near the shore of Lake Superior find their way 

by Rainy Lake, Lake of the Woods, and Lake Winnipeg, then by the River 

Nelson, to Hudson Bay. Into Lake Winnipeg which acts as a collecting 

basin for the interior, also run the Red river and mighty Saskatchewan, 

the latter in some ways rivalling the Mississippi and springing from the 

very heart of the Rocky Mountains. The territory thus drained was all 

legitimately covered by the language of the charter. The tenacious hold 

of its vast domain enabled the company to secure in later years grants of 

territory lying beyond it on the Arctic and Pacific slopes. 

RUPERT'S LAND. 

The first name, of vague definition, it is true, assigned to this great 

region, was given in compliment to the principal patron and the first gover

nor of the company, the popular Prince Rupert, and "Rupert 's Land" is 

still significant to many ears of the region for the enterprise of the fur 

trader and his allies. 

Over more than one-third of the entire continent, therefore, the Com

pany of Adventurers were allowed the privileges of trade in general, and 

more specifically that ' ' the fisheries within Hudson's streights, the minerals, 

including gold, silver, gems and precious stones, shall be possessed by the 

company.'' 

Although this region was recognized as one of the English "Plantations 

or Colonies in America," the transfer of the territory to the company to 

hold it " i n free and common socage,"i.e., as absolute proprietors, and the 

power to make laws and administer justice throughout the territory, gave 

distinction to this colony which is not paralleled in any other one British 
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possession on American soil. According to the charter, the officers of the 

company "may have power to judge all persons belonging to the said 

governor and company, or that shall live under them, in all causes, whether 

civil or criminal, according to the laws of this kingdom, and to execute jus

tice accordingly." To this was also added the power of sending those 

charged with offences to England to be tried and punished. That the 

authorities in the course of time availed themselves of this right is proved 

in the history of the Red River Settlement, in the very heart of Rupert 's 

Land, where a community of several thousand people within a circle having 

a radius of fifty miles were ruled by the Hudson's Bay Company officials, 

with the customs duties collected, certain municipal institutions established, 

and justice administered by that authority, and for two generations the 

people not possessed of representative institutions. 

One of the powers most jealously guarded by all governments is the 

control of military expeditions. There is a settled unwillingness to allow 

private individuals to direct or influence them. No qualms of this sort seem 

to have been in the royal mind over this matter in connection with the 

Hudson's Bay Company. The company is fully empowered in its charter 

to send ships of war, men or ammunition into their plantations, allowed to 

choose and appoint commanders and officers, and even to issue them their 

commissions. Moreover, the Adventurers were empowered " to make war 

or peace with any prince or people whatsoever that are not Christians, and 

to be permitted for this end to build all necessary castles and fortifications.'' 

The establishment of this as the oldest monopolistic company in the 

world is based upon the grant of the "whole, entire and only liberty of 

Trade and Traffick." The claim of a complete monopoly of trade was held 

most strenuously by the company from the beginning. The enterprise was 

frankly founded on commercial principles, and its sole apology for exist

ence was openly avowed in its heraldic device—"Pro Pelle Cutem," "skin 

for skin." To prevent the incoming of interlopers and private traders it 

was often necessary, in the early history of the company, to exercise the 

power given by the charter " to seize upon all persons of all such English 

or any other subjects which sail into Hudson Bay or inhabit in any of the 
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countries, islands, or territories granted to the said governor and company, 

without their leave and license in that behalf first had and obtained.'' 

With such extensive powers, the wonder is that the company bears, 

on the whole, after its long career over such an extended area of operations, 

and among savage and border people unaccustomed to the restraints of law, 

so honorable a record. Its methods were nearly all honorable British methods. 

It never forgot the flag that floated over it. One of the greatest testimonies 

in its favor was that, when two centuries after its organization it gave up, 

except as a purely trading company, its power in Canada, yet its authority 

over the wide-spread Indian population of Rupert's Land was so great that 

it was asked by the Canadian government to retain one-twentieth of the 

land of that wide domain as a guarantee of its assistance in transferring 

power from the old to the new regime. 



CHAPTER III. 

GOVERNMENT AND TRADE OF THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY. 

The generation that lived between the founding of the company and 

the end of the century saw a great development in the trade of the infant 

enterprise. The foundations of the house which has endured for over two 

centuries were laid; the business principles which have been followed undevi-

atingly and successfully, in that period became concrete and practical; the 

field operations were systematized, and all the vast machinery of traffic was 

set going. The methods and practices of a business so ancient and honor

able may be scrutinized with profit and interest, especially as its success 

depended so much upon the willing co-operation of a race that, as a factor 

in the work of civilization, has proved notably unreliable if not adverse in 

the history of French, Spanish and English colonies. 

The policies which resulted in the evolution of such a successful enter

prise originated in the home group, the governing members, of the com

pany. Indeed, the success of the Hudson's Bay Company and the influence 

exerted by it during so long a period, has often been attributed to the union 

of persons of station and high political influence with the practical and far-

seeing business men of London, who made up the company. As the "Com

pany of Adventurers'' showed wisdom in obtaining such men for governors 

as Prince Rupert, James, Duke of York, and Lord Churchill, thus insuring 

protection and favor at home, so they showed foresight and judgment in the 

practices which they inaugurated among their new world factors and 

employees. ]\Iuch of their success must be ascribed to their dealings with 

the Indians according to proper principles of trade: only reliable goods were 

to be handled; there must be a standard and unvarying scale of exchange, 

and all bargains must be lived up to with punctilious exactitude. These 

principles were based only on common prudence and experience, and Adam 

Smith had not yet enunciated the truth that trade could be ' ' fair exchange 

and no robbery''; nevertheless, the policy made the Indians lasting friends, 

who, in every part of Rupert's Land had absolute trust in the good faith of 

the company. To have been the possessor of such absolute powers as those 

given by the charter; to have been able to carry on government and trade 
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so long and successfully, is not so much a commendation of the royal 

donor of the charter as it is of the business judgment and general fairness 

of the administration, which entitled it not only officiaUy but also really to 

the title "The Honorable Hudson's Bay Company," 

The monthly and sometimes weekly meetings of the ' ' Court of Adven

turers, ' ' as the governing body was known, followed the affairs of the com

pany with close attention, and the energetic executive committee was busied 

with the rapidly multiplying details that each year had to be attended to 

at the home office. 

The fitting out of the ships employed in the trade was a work needing 

much attention from the sub-committee. Year after year its members went 

down to Gravensend about the end of May, saw the goods which had been 

purchased placed aboard the ships, paid the captain and men their wages, 

delivered the agents to be sent out their commissions, and exercised plenary 

power in regard to emergencies which arose. The articles selected indicate 

very clearly the kind of trade in which the company engaged. The inven

tory of goods in 1672 shows how small an affair the trade at first was. "Two 

hundred fowling pieces, and powder and shot; 200 brass kettles, size from 

five to sixteen gallons; twelve gross of knives; 900 or 1,000 hatchets," is 

recorded as being the estimate of cargo for that year. 

A few years, however, made a great change. Tobacco, glass beads, 

6,000 flints, boxes of red lead, looking glasses, netting for fishing, pewter 

dishes and pewter plates were added to the consignments. That some atten

tion was had by the company to the morals of their employes is seen in that 

one ship's cargo was provided with ' ' a book of common prayer, and a book 

of homilies." 

About June 1st, the ship, or ships, sailed from the Thames, rounded 

the North of Scotland, and were not heard of till October, when they 

returned with their valuable cargoes. Year after year, as we read the 

records of the company's history, we find the vessels sailing out and return

ing with the greatest regularity, and few losses took place from wind or 

weather during that time. 

The agents of the company on the Bay seem to have been well selected 

and generally reliable men. Certain French writers and also the English 
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opponents of the company have represented them as timid men, afraid to 

leave the coast and penetrate to the interior, and their conduct has been 

contrasted with that of the daring, if not reckless, French explorers. It is 

true that for about one hundred years the Hudson's Bay Company men did 

not leave the shores of Hudson Bay, but what was the need so long as the 

Indians came to the coast with their furs and afforded them profitable trade! 

By the orders of the company they opened up trade at different places on 

the shores of the Bay, and fifteen years after the founding of the company 

there were forts established at (1) Albany River; (2) Hayes Island; (3) 

Rupert's River; (4) Port Nelson; (5) New Severn. These forts and fac

tories, at first primitive and small, were gradually increased in size and 

comfort until they became, in some cases, quite extensive. 

The plan of management was to have a governor appointed over each 

fort for a term of years, and a certain number of men placed under his 

direction. In the first year of the Hudson's Bay Company's operations as a 

corporate body. Governor Charles Bailey was sent out to take charge of 

Charles Fort at Rupert's River. With him was associated the French 

adventurer, Radisson, and his nephew, Jean Baptiste Groseilliers. 

To the forts from the vast interior of North America the various tribes 

of Indians, especially the Crees, Chipewyans, and Eskimos, brought their 

furs for barter. No doubt the prices were very much in favor of the 

traders at first, but during the first generation of traders the competition of 

French traders from the south for their share of the Indian trade tended 

to correct injustice and give the Indians better prices for their furs. 

The following is the standard fixed at this time:— 

Ouns twelve winter beaver skins for largest, ten for 
medium, eight for smallest. 

Powder a beaver for 1/2 lb. 
Shot a beaver for 4 lbs. 
Hatchets a beaver for a great and little hatchet. 
Knives a beaver for eight great knives and eight jack-

knives. 
Beads a beaver for % lb. of beads. 
Laced coats six beavers for one. 
Plam coats five beavers for one plain red coat. 
Coats for women, laced 2 yds. six beavers. 
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Coats for women, plain five beavers. 
Tobacco a beaver for 1 lb. 
Powder-horn a beaver for a large powder-horn and two 

small ones. 
Kettles a beaver for 1 lb. of kettle. 
Looking-glass and comb two skins. 

The trade conducted at the posts or factories along the shore was 

carried on by the local traders so soon as the rivers from the interior—the 

Nelson and the Churchill—were open, so that by the time the ship from 

London arrived, say in the end of July or the beginning of August, the 

Indians were beginning to reach the coast. The month of August was 

a busy month, and by the close of it, or early in September, the ship was 

loaded and sent back on her journey. 

By the end of October the ships arrived from Hudson Bay, and the 

anxiety of the company to learn how the season's trade had succeeded was 

naturally very great. As soon as the vessels had arrived in the Downs or at 

Portsmouth, word was sent post haste to London, and the results were 

laid before a committee of the company. Much reference is made in the 

minutes to the difficulty of preventing the men employed in the ships from 

entering into illicit trade in furs. Strict orders were given to inspect the 

lockers for furs to prevent private trade. In due time the furs were unladen 

from the ships and put into the custody of the company's secretary in the 

London warehouse. 

The matter of selling the furs was one of very great importance. At 

times the company found prices low, and deferred their sales until the out

look was more favorable. The method followed was to have an auction, and 

every precaution was taken to have the sales fair and above board. Evi

dences are not wanting that at times it was difficult for the Court of 

Adventurers to secure this very desirable result. Pending the sales it was 

necessary for large sums of money to be advanced to carry on the business 

of the company. This was generally accomplished by the liberality of 

members of the company itself supplying the needed amounts. 

The company was, however, from time to time gratified by the declara

tion of handsome dividends. So far as recorded, the first dividend was 

declared in 1684, and judged by modern standards it was one for which a 
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company might well wait for a number of years. It was for 50 per cent, 

upon stock. In 1689 profits to the extent of 25 per cent, on the stock were 

received, and one of the successful captains was, in the exuberance of 

feeling of the stockholders, presented with a silver flagon in recognition of 

his services. In 1690, however, took place by far the most remarkable event 

of a financial kind in the early history of the company. The returns of that 

year from the Bay were so large that the company decided to treble its stock. 

The reasons given for this were: (1) The company has in its warehouse 

about the value of its original stock (£10,500). (2) The factories at Fort 

Nelson and New Severn are increasing in trade, and this year the returns 

are expected to be £20,000 in beaver. (3) The factories are of much value. 

(4) Damages are expected from the French for the claim of £100,000. 

The company then proceeded to declare a dividend of 25 per cent., 

which was equivalent to 75 per cent, on their original stock. 

It is true that towards the end of the seventeenth century, the trade of 

the company was seriously injured by the attacks of the French on the Bay, 

but a quarter of a century in which the possibility of obtaining such profits 

had been shown was sufficient to establish the company in the public favor 

and to attract to it much capital. Its careful management from the first 

led to its gaining a reputation for business ability which it has never lost 

during two and a quarter centuries of its history. 



CHAPTER IV. 

STRUGGLES WITH THE FRENCH. 

In the long warfare between the powers of France and England which 

culminated in America, through the victory of Wolfe on the Plains of Abra

ham, in 1759, in the final overthrow of French dominion and the transfer, 

by the treaty of 1763, of the territory of New France to the British sover

eignty, the yet unsettled country now comprised in the Province of Mani

toba had no part. In spite of certain vague and historically untenable pre

tensions of the French to discovery and possession of the region about Hud

son Bay, Rupert's Land from the date of the charter of 1670 to the pre

sent time has been under English dominion, with exceptions of the brief 

and futile French occupancy which we shall proceed to describe in this 

chapter. In this respect, then, the political history of Manitoba in the 

period now under consideration has a different setting and belongs in another 

series of events than the provinces of the Dominion to the east. 

As, to the south, the two great nations which were seeking supremacy in 

North America came into collision along the disputed border boundaries of 

the St. Lawrence and in western Pennsylvania, so, to the north, the shores 

of Hudson Bay were the debatable ground which each power hoped to 

secure by occupation and settlement. Along the shore of the Atlantic, Eng

land claimed New England and much of the coast to the southward. France 

was equally bent on holding New France and Acadia. Now that England 

had begun to occupy Hudson Bay, France was alarmed, for the enemy 

would be on her northern as well as on her southern border. No doubt, 

too, France feared that her great rival would soon seek to drive her golden 

lilies back to the old world, for New France would be a wedge between the 

northern and southern possessions of England in the new world. 

The alarm caused the French by the movements of the English adven

turers was no doubt increased by the belief that Hudson Bay was included 

in French territory. The question of what constituted ownership or priority 

of claim was at this time a very difficult one among the nations. Whether 

mere discovery or temporary occupation could give the right of owner

ship was much questioned. Colonization would certainly be admitted to 
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do so, provided there had been founded "certain establishments." But the 

claim of France upon Hudson Bay would appear to have been upon the 

mere ground of the Hudson Bay region being contiguous or neighboring 

territory to that held by the French, claims that an industrious searching of 

the annals of French discovery does not corroborate. 

At any rate M. Colbert, the energetic prime minister of France, made 

up his mind that the English must be excluded from Hudson Bay. Further

more, the fur trade of Canada was beginning to feel very decidedly the 

influence of the English traders in turning the trade to their factories on 

Hudson Bay. The French prime minister, in 1678, sent word to Duchesnau, 

the Intendant of Canada, to dispute the right of the English to erect fac

tories on Hudson Bay. In carrying out this policy, the Canadian authorities 

availed themselves of the services of the two men in whose adventures we 

have found the origin of the Hudson's Bay Company and to whose uneven 

fortunes we can here again recur briefly. 

In the year of the organization of the Hudson's Bay Company, Radis

son and Groseilliers went out with Governor Bailey and assisted in estab

lishing trade on the shores of the Bay. On their return, in the autumn of 

1671, to London, the two adventurers spent the winter there, and, as the 

minutes of the company show, received certain money payments for their 

maintenance. In October, 1673, the sloop Prince Rupert had arrived at 

Portmouth from Hudson Bay, and there are evidences of friction between 

Radisson and Captain Gillam. Various sums were paid from the company's 

treasury to Radisson, but his restless spirit could not be satisfied. No doubt 

he felt his services to be of great value, and he now illustrated what was 

really the weakness of his whole life, a want of honest reliability. The 

company had done as w êll for him as its infant resources would allow, but 

along with Groseilliers he deserted from London, and sought to return to the 

service of France under the distinguished Prime Minister Colbert. 

The shrewd Colbert knew well Radisson's instability. Moreover, Radis

son had married a daughter of Sir John Kirke, one of the Hudson's Bay 

Company promoters. This English and domestic connection made Colbert 

suspicious of the adventurer. However, he agreed to pay Radisson and 

Groseilliers the sum of their debts, amounting to £400, and to give them 
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lucrative employment. The condition of his further employment was that 

Radisson should bring his wife to France, but he was unable to get either 

his wife or her father to consent to this. 

For seven years Radisson vacillated between the two countries. Under 

the French he went for one season on a voyage to the West Indies, and was 

even promised promotion in the French marine. At one time he applied 

again to the Hudson's Bay Company for employment, but was refused. The 

tixed determination of his wife not to leave England on the one hand, and 

the settled suspicion of the French government on the other, continually 

thwarted him. 

Finally Radisson and his fellow adventurer became the proper instru

ments of the French minister in his determination to dispute the possession 

of Hudson Bay with the English. With the approval of the French 

government, these facile agents sailed to Canada and began the organiza

tion, in 1681, of a new association, to be known as "The Northern Com

pany." Fitted out with two small barks, in 1682, the two adventurers, 

with their companions, appeared before Charles Fort, which Groseilliers 

had helped to build, but do not seem to have made any hostile demonstra

tion against it. Passing away to the west side of the Bay, these shrewd 

explorers entered the river Ste. Therese (the Hayes river of to-day) and, 

determining to trade at this point, Groseilliers undertook the construction 

of a small fort, which is thereafter known as Fort Bourbon, while Radisson 

went inland on a canoe expedition to meet the natives. In this Radisson 

was fairly successful, and gathered a good quantity of furs. 

The French adventurers were soon surprised to find that an English 

party had (probably a few months after the arrival of the French) taken 

possession of the mouth of the Nelson river, near by, and were establishing 

a fort. Radisson opened communication with the English, and found them 

in charge of Governor Bridgar, but really led by young Gillam, son of the 

old captain of the Nonsuch. The versatile Frenchman, professing great 

friendship for the newcomers, exchanged frequent visits with them and 

became acquainted with all their affairs. Finding the English short of pro

visions, he supplied their lack most generously and offered to render them 

any service. Governor Bridgar was entirely unable to cope with the wiles 

3 
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of Radisson. Matters were so arranged that Jean Baptiste Groseilliers, the 

latter's nephew, was left in charge of the forts to carry on the trade during 

the next winter, and with the English governor somewhat as a voluntary 

prisoner, Radisson -sailed away to Canada in Gillam's ship. It is charged 

that he attempted to unload a part of the cargo of furs before reaching 

Quebec. This led to a quarrel between him and the Northern Company, 

under whose auspices he was then employed, and on the return of Radisson 

and Groseilliers to France they were made to feel the displeasure of the 

prime minister. Their adventure had, however, been so successful, and the 

prospects were so good, that the French government determined to send 

them out again, in two ships, to reap the fruits of the winter's work of the 

younger Groseilliers. 

While preparations were being made for the voyage, Radisson passed 

over to England, and there traitorously entered into negotiations with the 

Hudson's Bay Company. A few days later, on a company ship and under 

the British flag, Radisson sailed away to Hudson Bay. Arriving at Hayes, 

river, he explained to the younger Groseilliers the change that had taken 

place and his purpose to transfer everything, establishment and peltry, to 

the Hudson's Bay Company. Young Groseilliers, being loyal to France, 

objected to this, but Radisson stated that there was no option, and he would 

be compelled to submit. The whole quantity of furs transferred to Radis

son by his nephew was 20,000—an enormous capture for the Hudson's Bay 

Company. In the autumn of 1684 Radisson returned in the Hudson's Bay 

Company's ship, bringing the great store of booty. 

The sense of injury produced on the minds of the French by the 

treachery of these adventurers stirred the authorities up to attack the posts 

on Hudson Bay. Governor Denonville now came heartily to the aid of the 

Northern Company, and commissioned Chevalier de Troyes to organize an 

overland expedition from Quebec to Hudson Bay. The love of adventure 

was strong in the breasts of the young French noblesse in Canada. Another 

leader among the valorous French Canadians was Le Moyne D'Iberville, 

who, though but twenty-four years of age, had already performed prodigies 

of daring. 
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Leaving the St. Lawrence in March 1685, the French, after nearly 

three months of the most dangerous and exciting adventures, reached their 

destination. The officers and men of the Hudson's Bay Company were 

chiefly civilians unaccustomed to war, and were greatly surprised by the 

sudden appearance upon the Bay of their doughty antagonists. At the 

mouth of the Moose river one of the Hudson's Bay Company forts was 

situated, and here the first attack was made, and after a fierce assault the 

post was captured by the forest rangers. The chief offence in the eyes of 

the French was Charles Fort on the Rupert river, that being the first con

structed by the English company. This was also captured and its fortifica

tions thrown down. :s 

The largest fort on the Bay was that in the marshy region on Albany 

river. It was substantially built with four bastions and was provided with 

forty-three guns. The rapidity of movement and military skill of the 

French expedition completely paralyzed the Hudson's Bay Company 

officials and men. Governor Sargeant, though having in Albany fort furs 

to the value of 50,000 crowns, after a slight resistance surrendered without 

the honors of war. The only place of importance now remaining to the 

English on Hudson Bay was Port Nelson, which was near the French Fort 

Bourbon. D'Iberville, utilizing a vessel he had captured on the Bay, went 

back to Quebec in the autumn of 1687 with the rich booty of furs taken at 

the different points. 

These events having taken place at a time when the two countries 

France and England were nominally at peace, negotiations took place 

between the two powers. Late in the year 1686 a treaty of neutrality was 

signed, and it was hoped that peace would ensue on Hudson Bay. This does 

not seem to have been the case, however. D 'IberviUe defended Albany Fort 

from a British attack in 1689, departed in that year for Quebec with a ship

load of furs and returned to Hudson Bay in the following year. During 

the war which grew out of the Revolution, Albany Fort changed hands 

again to the English, and was afterwards retaken by the French, after 

which a strong English force (1692) repossessed themselves of it. For some 

time English supremacy was maintained on the Bay, but the French merely 

waited their time to attack Fort Bourbon, which they regarded as in a 
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special sense their own. In 1694 D 'Iberville visited the Bay, beseiged and 

took Fort Bourbon. 

In 1697 the Bay again fell into British hands, and D'Iberville was put 

in command of a squadron sent out for him from France, and with this he 

sailed for Hudson Bay. The expedition brought unending glory to France 

and the young commander. Though one of his warships was crushed in the 

ice in the Hudson straits and his remaining vessels could nowhere be seen 

when he reached the open waters of the Bay, yet he bravely sailed to Port 

Nelson, purposing to invest it in his one ship, the Pelican. Arrived at his 

station, he observed that he was shut in on the rear by three English men-of-

war. His condition was desperate; he had not his full complement of men, 

and some of those on board were sick. His vessel had but fifty guns; the 

English vessels carried among them 124. The English vessels, the Hamp

shire, the Dering, and the Hudson's Bay, all opened fire upon him. Dur

ing a hot engagement, a well aimed broadside from the Pelican sank the 

Hampshire with all her sails flying, and everything on board was lost; the 

Hudson's Bay surrendered unconditionally, and the Dering succeeded in 

making her'escape. After this naval duel D'Iberville's missing vessels 

re-appeared, and the commander, landing a sufficient number of men, 

invested and took Port Nelson. The whole of the Hudson Bay territory thus 

came into the possession of the French. 

In the same year of D'Iberville's triumphs on Hudson Bay, King 

Louis XIV. was forced, after six years of war with the "Grand Alli

ance," to accept the famous treaty of Ryswick, which, however favorable 

its provisions may have been to the allied powers, was very unsatisfactory 

to the Hudson's Bay Company. Article VII. of the treaty compelled the 

restoration to the King of France and the King of Great Britain respec

tively of "all the countries, island, forts and colonies," which either 

had possessed before the declaration of war in 1690; and, with immediate 

respect to Hudson Bay, ' ' commissioners should be appointed on both sides 

to examine and determine the rights and pretensions which either of the 

said kings has to the places situated on Hudson Bay; but the possession of 

those places which were taken by the French during the peace that preceded 
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this war, and were retaken by the English during this war, shall be left to 
the French." 

The establishment of a statits quo ante helium seemed to validate the 

French pretensions to territorial rights about Hudson Bay, and the treaty 

as a whole was decidedly prejudicial to the Hudson's Bay Company, 

although the case was kept open by the provision for the appointment of 

commissioners to examine and decide boundaries. The affairs of the com

pany were, indeed, in a very unfortunate condition for fifteen years after 

the treaty of Ryswick. That each nation should hold that of which it was 

in actual possession meant that of the seven Hudson's Bay Company forts 

only Fort Albany was left to the company. The company began to petition 

at once for the appointment of the commissioners provided by the treaty to 

settle the matter in dispute. The desperate conditions of their affairs 

accounts for the memorials presented to the British government by the 

company in 1700 and in the succeeding year, by which they expressed 

themselves as satisfied to give the French the southern portion of the Bay 

from Rupert's river on the east to Albany Fort on the west. Another peti

tion stated that the company had not received one-fifth of the usual quan

tity of furs, even from Fort Albany, which made their year's trade an 

absolute loss. No steps on the part of the Ryswick commissioners seem to 

have been taken toward settling the question of boundaries on Hudson Bay. 

The great Marlborough victories, however, crushed the power of 

France, and when Louis XIV. next negotiated with the allies at Utrecht 

in 1713, the English case was in a very different form from what it had been 

at the treaty of Ryswick. By its terms the entire west coast of Hudson Bay 

became British; the French were to evacuate all posts on the Bay and sur

render all war material within six months; commissioners were to be 

appointed to determine within a year the boundary between Canada and the 

British possessions on Hudson Bay. It was further provided " that the 

French king should take care that satisfaction be given, according to the 

rule of justice and equity, to the English company trading to the Bay of 

Hudson, for all damages and spoil done to their colonies, ships, persons and 

goods, by the hostile incursions and depredations of the French in time of 

peace.' ' 
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All the terms of the treaty with respect to the Hudson's Bay were not 

carried out. The company received back its forts, which was the main 

thing, but its claims of damages to the amount of a hundred thousand 

pounds were never, so far as recorded, met, and the boundary question 

never reached a practical phase in the deliberations of the commissioners. 

However, the shores of Hudson Bay have ever since remained British; 

peace prevailed in that region for many years; the Indians from the inter

ior, even to the Rocky Mountains, made their visits to the Bay for the first 

forty years of the eighteenth century, and the fur trade, undisturbed, 

became again remunerative. 



CHAPTER V. 

VERANDRYE AND THE FRENCH IN RUPERT'S LAND. 

The treaty of Utrecht put an end to French aspirations on the shores 

of Hudson Bay. Finding the gates closed in this direction, the patriotic 

and commercial enterprise of New France resumed its original course 

around the chain of great lakes and toward the interior wilderness, into 

which, though it was claimed under the charter of 1670, the Hudson's Bay 

Company had not yet seen fit to penetrate and occupy. This movement, 

which had its origin in trade rivalry and zeal of exploration and discovery, 

has more than general interest for the Manitoban, for it resulted in the first 

historical exploration and conative occupation of the country which is now 

Manitoba. 

The movement had its inception fully thirty years before the treaty 

of Utrecht and was, indeed, concomitant with the efforts of the French to 

possess themselves of Hudson Bay. As far back as in La Salle's time, the 

inland explorations of the French had as their practical basis the purpose 

of finding a "northwest passage" through the St. Lawrence and the chain 

of lakes, and at the time under consideration discovery has not advanced so 

far as to prove the non-existence of such a route. This was, therefore, a 

strong influence to lead the French to push out into the interior. More

over, the English company on Hudson Bay were bidding strongly for the 

peltries of the interior Indians, and each year an increasing number of the 

natives took their furs to the Hudson Bay posts instead of to the former 

marts at Montreal and Three Rivers. It was for the purpose of turning 

the stream of trade from Hudson Bay southward to Lake Superior, that 

Prime Minister Colbert had authorized the formation of the "Northern 

Company" and the establishment of Fort Bourbon on the Bay in connec

tion with the new movement to occupy the Lake Superior region. Soon 

afterward the victories of D 'IberviUe on the Bay no doubt tended to divert 

the attention of the French explorers from the trade with the interior, but 

as a result of the treaty of Utrecht the French in Canada began to turn 

their attention to their deserted station on Lake Superior. 
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However, the first thirty years of the eighteenth century passed before 

the self-satisfied and inert French traders on the shores of Lake Superior 

were aroused by the zeal and daring of a great explorer to push their enter

prise out into the wilderness and prairies of the northwest, thus laying the 

train for a far greater contest for the possession of the fur trade than had 

yet taken place either in Hudson Bay or with the Dutch and English in 

New York state. The promoting cause for this forward movement was 

again the dream of opening up a northwest passage. The project of dis

covering such a passage, though never arousing the same enthusiasm among 

the French that it did among the English, was taken up with renewed 

ardor during the regency following the reign of Louis XIV. 

About the close of the third decade of the century there arrived at 

Michilimackinac, which was then the depot of the west and the rendezvous 

for all important expeditions, a man whose name was to become illustrious 

as an explorer, Pierre Gaultier de Varennes, Sieur de la Verandrye, best 

known to history by the single name of Verandrye. This great explorer was 

born in Three Rivers, the son of an old officer of the French army. The 

young cadet found very little to do in the new world, and made his way 

home to France. He served as a French officer in the war of the Spanish 

Succession, and was severely wounded in the battle of Malplaquet. On his 

recovery he did not receive the recognition that he desired, and so went to 

the western wilds of Canada and took up the life of a " coureur de bois.' ' 

Verandrye, in pursuing the fur trade, had followed the somewhat 

deserted course which Radisson and Groseilliers had long before taken, and 

which had been selected, a decade before, by La Noue, who had established 

the fort at Kaministiquia. The fort on Lake Nepigon was still the rendez

vous of the savages from the interior who were willing to be turned aside 

from visiting the English on Hudson Bay. Having been told the story of 

the flowery meadows of the interior by a noted Indian guide named 

Ochagach, who, with Indian skill, made him on birch bark a map of the 

route, he hastened to lay his project of western exploration before the 

governor at Quebec, who, though approving heartily of the enterprise, could 

offer Verandrye no assistance aside from the privilege of the entire profit of 

the fur trade. The indefatigable adventurer obtained the aid of a number 
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of merchants in Montreal in providing goods and equipment for the jour

ney. The expedition pushed forward, and after many hardships reached 

Rainy Lake in the first season of 1731. Here, at the head of Rainy river 

they built their first fort, St. Pierre. The following year Verandrye led 

his party to the Lake of the Woods, where they built Fort St. Charles. In 

1733 they reached Lake Winnipeg, by descending the rapid river from Lake 

of the Woods, to which they gave the name of Maurepas, in honor of the 

French minister. That minister, however, when the progress of the expe

dition was reported to him in the same year and assistance was asked in 

defraying the heavy expenses of the undertaking, refused any other aid 

than the continued free privilege of the fur trade. 

In 1734 Verandrye built Fort Maurepas near Lake Winnipeg at the 

mouth of Maurepas (now Winnipeg) river, not far from the present Fort 

Alexander. Without means to push their explorations further west, the 

party were compelled to spend much time in trading with the Indians 

between Lake Winnipeg and Grand Portage, and coming and going, as 

they had occasion, to Lake Superior and also to Michilimackinac with their 

cargoes. 

Finally, though no assistance could be obtained from the French court 

for western discovery, and although the difficulties seemed almost unsur-

mountable, Verandrye determined at all hazards to leave the rocks and 

woods of Lake Winnipeg and seek the broad prairies of the west. He had 

the true spirit of the explorer, and chafed in his little stockade on the shores 

of Lake Winnipeg, seeking new worlds to conquer. His decision being thus 

reached, the region which is now the fertile Canadian prairies was entered 

upon. 

On September 22, 1738, the intrepid Verandrye left Fort Maurepas for 

the land unknown. It took him but two days with his five men to cross in 

swift canoes and the southeast expanse of Lake Winnipeg, enter the mouth 

of Red river, and reach the forks of the Red and Assiniboine rivers, where 

the city of Winnipeg now stands. 

It was thus on September 24th of that memorable year that the eyes of 

the white man first fell on the site of what is destined to be the great central 

city of Canada. But he saw not the glorious future for this natural centre 
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of western Canada, and delayed only a short time on the tree-covered banks 

of the river before continuing the retreating goal of western exploration. 

The water of the Assiniboine river ran at this time very low, and it took 

six days for his canoes to go from its mouth to Portage la Prairie. Here he 

determined to remain till the arrival of expected reinforcements, and in the 

meantime he assembled the Indians, gave them presents of powder, ball, 

tobacco, axes, knives, etc., and in the name of the French king received-them 

as the children of the great monarch across the sea. 

On October 3rd Verandrye decided to build a fort. This, like all 

other forts of the fur traders of the time, consisted of hastily constructed log 

buildings, to serve as winter stations. He was joined shortly after by 

Messrs. de la Marque and Nolant with eight men in two canoes. The fort 

was pushed on, and with the help of the Indians was finished October 15th. 

This was the beginning of Fort de la Reine, the first fort on the prairies. 

The site of Winnipeg did not escape notice by this expedition. In 

Verandrye's journal he says: "M. de la Marque told me," on his arrival at 

de la Reine, "he had brought M. de Louviere to the Forks (Winnipeg) with 

two canoes to build a fort there for the accommodation of the people of Red 

river. I approved of it if the Indians were notified." In October, 1738, 

therefore, the site of Winnipeg was first occupied by the white man, who 

was one of Verandrye's lieutenants. At the mouth of the Assiniboine, on 

the south side of the river, de Louviere built Fort Rouge, and the portion 

of the city of Winnipeg called Fort Rouge is properly named. 

Struggling with difficulties, satisfying creditors, hoping for assistance 

from France, but ever patriotic and single-minded, Verandrye became the 

leading spirit in western exploration, and by expedition south, west and 

north he or his lieutenants carried French enterprise far and wide over the 

prairies of the northwest. Going northward over the Portage la Prairie, 

Verandrye's sons discovered what is now known as Lake Manitoba, and 

reached the Saskatchewan river. On the west side of Lake Manitoba they 

founded Fort Dauphin, while at the west end of the enlargement of the 

Saskatchewan known as Cedar Lake, they built Fort Bourbon and ascended 

the Saskatchewan to the forks, which were known as the Poskoiac. Other 

journeys were made southwesterly to the country of the Mandans and the 

Missouri river. 
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The career of Verandrye was soon to close. In the year after his great 

expedition to the prairies, he had been summoned to ]\lontre.al to resist a law

suit brought against him. The prevailing sin of French Canada was jeal

ousy. Though Verandrye had struggled so bravely to explore the country, 

there were those who whispered in the ear of the minister of the French 

court that he was selfish and unworthy. In his heart-broken reply to the 

charges he says, " I f more than 40,000 livres of debt which I have on my 

shoulders are an advantage, then I can flatter myself that I am very rich.' ' 

Tardy recognition of his achievements came from the French court in the 

explorer being promoted to the position of captain in the colonial troops, 

and a short time after he was given the Cross of the Order of St. Louis. 

Beauharnois, the governor of Canada, and his successor Gallissioniere had 

both stood by Verandrye and done their best for him. Indeed, the explorer 

was just about to proceed on the great expedition which was to fulfill their 

hopes of finding the Western Sea, when, on December 6, 1741, he passed 

away, his dream unrealized. He was an unselfish soul, a man of great exe

cutive ability, and one who dearly loved his king and country. 

Verandrye's sons received no consideration from the ruling authorities 

of New France. Their place and property were given to Legardeur de St. 

Pierre, under whom a small fort was built near where the town of Calgary 

now stands. But in 1753, disgusted with the country, St. Pierre, with his 

little garrison of five men, deserted Fort de la Reine, which, a few weeks 

after, was burned to the ground by the Assiniboines. The fur trade was 

continued by the French in much the same bounds, so long as the country 

remained in the hands of France. 

The capture of Canada by General Wolfe in 1759 completely changed 

the whole relations of the west. French officers and voyageurs completely 

withdrew from the fur country, although the French Canadians who had 

taken Indian wives still clung to their adopted home. These French half-

breed settlements at Michilimackinac and neighboring posts were of some 

size, but beyond Lake Superior, except a straggler here and there, nothing 

French was left behind. The forts of the western post fell into decay, and 

were in most cases burnt by the Indians. Not an army officer, not a priest, 

not a fur trader remained beyond Kaministiquia. The forks of the Red 

and Assiniboine were again occupied only by the Indian tepee. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE SCOTTISH FUR TRADERS OF MONTREAL. 

With the inauguration of the English regime in Canada, successors to 

Verandrye and his intrepid followers soon appeared. The work undertaken 

by him was that of a pioneer, who blazed the path for the coming of a 

powerful and effective association of fur traders whose systematic opera

tions soon covered all the northwest country and within fifty years came 

into conflict, on the territory now Manitoba, with the Hudson's Bay 

Company. 

The change of flag in Canada brought a number of enterprising 

spirits as settlers to Quebec and Montreal. The Highland regiments under 

Generals Amherst and Wolfe had seen Montreal and Quebec. A number of 

the military became settlers. The suppression of the Jacobite rebellion in 

Scotland in 1745 had led to the dispersion of many young men of family 

beyond the seas. Some of these drifted to Montreal. Many of the Scottish 

settlements of the United States had remained loyal, so that after the Amer

ican Revolution parties of these loyalists came to Montreal. Thus in a way 

hard to explain satisfactorily, the English-speaking merchants who came to 

Canada were largely Scottish. It was these Scottish merchants of Montreal 

who revived the fur trade to the interior. 

Washington Irving, speaking of these merchants, says, ' ' Most of the clerks 

were young men of good families from the Highlands of Scotland, char

acterized by the perseverance, thrift, and fidelity of their country." He 

refers to their feasts "making the rafters resound with bursts of loyalty 

and old Scottish songs." 

The late Archbishop Tache, a French Canadian long known in the 

northwest, speaking of this period, says, "Companies called English, but 

generally composed of Scotchmen, were found in Canada to continue to 

make the most of the rich furs of the forests of the north. Necessity obliged 

them at first to accept the co-operation of the French Canadians, who main

tained their influence by the share they took in the working of these com

panies. . . . This circumstance explains how, after the Scotch, the French 

Canadian element is the most important.' ' 
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The first among these Scottish merchants to hie away from Montreal to 

the far west was Alexander Henry. In 1765 Henry obtained from the Com

mandant at Michilimackinac license of the exclusive trade of Lake 

Superior. He purchased the freight of four canoes, which he took at the 

price of 10,000 good, merchantable beavers. With his crew of twelve men, 

and supplies of fifty bushels of prepared Indian corn, he reached a band 

of Indians on the Lake who were in poverty, but who took his supplies on 

trust, and went off to hunt beaver. In due time the Indians returned, and 

paid up promptly and fully the loans made to them. By 1768 he had suc

ceeded in opening up the desired route of French traders, going from 

Michilimackinac to Kaministiquia on Lake Superior and returning. 

Of the other merchants who followed Henry in reviving the old route, 

the first to make a notable adventure was the Scotchman Thomas Curry. 

Procuring the requisite band of voyageurs and interpreters, in 1877 he 

pushed through with four canoes, along Verandrye's route, even to the site 

of the old French Fort Bourbon, on the west of Cedar Lake, on the lower 

Saskatchewan river. Curry had in his movement something of the spirit 

of Verandrye, and his season's trip was so successful that, according to 

Sir Alexander Mackenzie, his fine furs gave so handsome a return that "he 

was satisfied never again to return to the Indian country." 

Another valorous Scotchman, James Pinley, of Montreal, took up the 

paddle that Curry had laid down, and in 1768, with a force equal to that of 

Curry, passed into the interior and ascended the Saskatchewan to Nipawi, 

the farthest point which Verandrye had reached. He was rewarded with a 

generous return for his venture. 

But while these journeys had been successful, it would seem that the 

turbulent state of the Indian tribes had made other expeditions disastrous. 

In a memorial sent by the fur traders a few years later to the Canadian 

government, it is stated that in a venture made from Michilimackinac in 

1765 the Indians of Rainy Lake had plundered the traders of their goods, 

that in the next year a similar revolt followed, that in the following year 

the traders were compelled to leave a certain portion of their goods at 

Rainy Lake to be allowed to go on to Lake Ouinipique. It is stated that 

the brothers, Benjamin and James Frobisher, of Montreal, who became so 
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celebrated as fur traders, began a post ten years after the conquest. These 

two merchants were Englishmen. They speedily took the lead in pushing 

forward far into the interior, and were the most practical of the fur 

traders in making alliances and in dealing successfully wdth the Indians. 

In their first expedition they had the same experience in their goods being 

seized by the thievish Indians of Rainy Lake; but before they could send 

back word the goods for the next venture had reached Grand Portage on 

Lake Superior, and they were compelled to try the route to the west again. 

On this occasion they managed to defy the pillaging bands, and reached 

Fort Bourbon on the Saskatchewan. They now discovered that co-opera

tion and a considerable show of force was the only method of carrying on a 

safe trade among the various tribes. It was fortunate for the Montreal 

traders that such courageous leaders as the Forbishers had undertaken the 

trade. 

The trade to the northwest thus received a marvellous development at 

the hands of the Montreal merchants. Nepigon and the Kaministiquia, 

which had been such important points in the French regime, had been 

quite forgotten, and Grand Portage was now the place of greatest interest, 

and so continued to the end of the century. Here they were employed as 

early as 1783, by the several merchants from Montreal, five hundred men. 

One-half of these came from Montreal to Grand Portage in canoes of four 

tons burden, each managed by from eight to ten men. As these were 

regarded as having the least romantic portion of the route, meeting with no 

Indians, and living on cured rations, they were called the "manageurs de 

lard," or pork eaters. The other half of the force journeyed inland from 

Grand Portage in canoes, each carrying about a ton and a half. 

Living on game and the dried meat of the buffalo, known as pemmican, 

these were a more independent and daring body. They were called the 

"coureurs de bois." 

For fifteen days after August 15th these wood-runners portaged over 

the nine or ten miles their burdens. ]\Ien carrying one hundred and fifty 

pounds each way have been known to make the portage and return in six 

hours. AYhen the canoes were loaded at the west end of the portage with two-

thirds goods and one-third provisions, then the hurry of the season came, 
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and supplies for Lake Winnipeg, the Saskatchewan and far distant Atha

basca were hastened on apace. The difficulties of the route were at many 

a discharge, where only the goods needed to be removed and the canoes taken 

over the rapids, or at the portage, where both canoes and load were carried 

past dangerous falls and fierce rapids. The dash, energy and skill that 

characterized these mixed companies of Scottish traders, French voyageurs, 

half-breed and Indian engages, have been well spoken of by all observers, 

and appeal strongly to the lovers of the picturesque and heroic. 

A quarter of a century after the conquest we have a note of alarm at 

the new competition that the company from Hudson Bay had at last under

taken. "Those adventurers (evidently H. B. Co.) ," states the memorial 

of the Scottish, "consulting their own interests only, without the least 

regard to the management of the natives or the general welfare of the trade, 

soon occasioned such disorders, etc. . . . Since that time business is 

carried on with great disadvantages." 

This reference, so prosaically introduced, is really one of enormous 

moment in our story. The Forbishers, with their keen business instincts 

and daring plans, saw that the real stroke which would lead them on to 

fortune was to divert the stream of trade then going to Hudson Bay south

ward to Lake Superior. Accordingly, with a further aggressive movement 

in view, Joseph Frobisher established a post on Sturgeon Lake, an enlarge

ment of the Saskatchewan, near the point known by the early French as 

Poskoiac. Northward from Sturgeon Lake Fort a watercourse could be 

readily followed, by which the main line of water communication from the 

great northern districts to Hudson Bay could be reached and the northern 

Indians be interrupted in their annual pilgrimage to the bay. But, as we 

shall afterward see, the sleeping giant of the bay had been awakened and 

was about to stretch forth his arms to grasp the trade of the interior with 

a new vigor. Two years after Frobisher had thrown down the pledge of 

battle it was taken up by the arrival of Samuel Hearne, an officer of the 

Hudson's Bay Company, and by his founding Fort Cumberland on Stur

geon Lake, about two miles below Frobisher's Fort. Hearne returned to 

the bay, leaving his new fort garrisoned by a number of Orkney men 

under an English officer. The building of Fort Cumberland led to a con-
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solidation on the part of the Montreal merchants. In the next year after 

its building, Alexander Henry, the brothers Frobisher, trader Cadot, and 

a daring trader named Pond, gathered at Sturgeon Lake, and laid their 

plans for striking a blow in retaliation, as they regarded it, for the disturb

ance of trade made by the Hudson's Bay Company in penetrating to the 

interior from the bay. 

Cadot, with four canoes, went west to the Saskatchewan; Pond, with two, 

to the country on Lake Dauphin; and Henry and the Frobisher brothers, 

with their ten canoes and upwards of forty men, hastened northward to 

carry out the project of turning aside the northern Indians from their usual 

visit to the bay. On the way to the Churchill river they built a fort on 

Beaver Lake. In the following year a strong party went north to Churchill 

or English river, as Joseph Frobisher now called it. When it was reached 

they turned westward and ascended the Churchill, returning at Serpent's 

Rapid, but sending Thomas Frobisher with goods on to Lake Athabasca. 

From the energy displayed, and the skill shown in seizing the main 

points in the country, it will be seen that the Montreal merchants were not 

lacking in ability to plan and decision to execute. The two great forces 

have now met, and for fifty years a battle royal will be fought for the 

rivers, rocks and plains of the north country. 

There can be no doubt that the competition between the two companies 

produced disorder and confusion among the Indian tribes. The Indian 

nature is excitable and suspicious. Rival traders for their own ends played 

upon the fears and cupidity alike of the simple children of the woods and 

prairies. They represented their opponents in both cases as unreliable and 

grasping, and party spirit unknown before showed itself in most violent 

forms. The feeling against the whites of both parties was aroused by injus

tices, in some cases fancied, in others real. The Assiniboines, really the 

northern branch of the fierce Sioux of the prairies, were first to seize the 

tomahawk. They attacked Poplar Fort on the Assiniboine. After some 

loss of life, Bruce and Boyer, who were in charge of the fort, decided to 

desert it. Numerous other attacks were made on the traders' forts, and it 

looked as if the prairies would be the scene of a general Indian war. 
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The only thing that seems to have prevented so dire a disaster was the 

appearance of what is ever a dreaded enemy to the poor Indian, the scourge 

of smallpox. The Assiniboines had gone on a war expedition against the 

Mandans of the Missouri river, and had carried back the smaUpox infection 

which prevailed among the Mandan lodges. This disease spread over the 

whole country, and several bands of Indians were completely blotted out. 

Of one tribe of four hundred lodges, only ten persons remained; the poor 

survivors, in seeking succour from other bands, carried the disease with 

them. At the end of 1782 there were only twelve traders who had perse

vered in their trade on account of the discouragements, but the whole trade 

was for two or three seasons brought to an end by this disease. 

The decimation of the tribes, the fear of infection by the traders, and 

the general awe cast over the country turned the thoughts of the natives 

away from war, and as Masson says, " the whites had thus escaped the 

danger which threatened them.' ' 



CHAPTER VII. 

THE NOR'-WESTERS OF CANADA AND THEIR RIVALRIES AND 

TRUCES. 

As a result of the terrible scourge of smallpox and the loss of profits 

produced by the competition of the Hudson's Bay Company, the leading fur 

merchants of Montreal determined on a combination of their forces. Chief 

among the stronger houses were the Frobishers, but the strongest factor in 

the combination was probably Simon McTavish, of whom a writer has said 

" that he may be regarded as the founder of the famous Northwest Com

pany. ' ' McTavish, born in 1750, was a Highlander of enormous energy and 

decision of character. While by his force of will rousing opposition, yet 

he had excellent business ability, and it was he who suggested the cessation 

of rivalries and strife among themselves and the union of their forces by 

the Canadian traders. 

Accordingly the Northwest Company was formed, 1783-84, its stock 

being apportioned into sixteen parts, each stockholder supplying in lieu of 

money a certain proportion of the commodities necessary for trade, and the 

committee dividing their profits when the returns were made from the sale 

of the furs. The united firms of Benjamin and Joseph Frobisher and 

Simon McTavish administered the whole affair for the traders and received 

a commission as agents. 

Not aU the Montreal traders entered the combination. Two Americans, 

Peter Pond and Peter Pangman, who had not been asked to join the new 

organization, came to Montreal determined to form a strong opposition to 

the McTavish and Frobisher combination. One of the rising merchants of 

Montreal at this time was John Gregory, a young Englishman. He was 

united in partnership with Alexander McLeod, an ardent Highlander, 

who afterwards rose to great distinction as a magnate in the fur trade. 

Pangman and Pond appealed to the self-interest of Gregory, McLeod and 

Company, and so, very shortly after his projected union of all the Canadian 

interests, McTavish saw arise a rival, not so large as his own company, but 

one in no way to be despised. To this rival company also belonged Alexan

der McKenzie, Celebrated in the annals of northwest exploration, and his 
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cousin, Roderick McKenzie. Both companies entered with great energy 

upon the occupation of the northwest country, and in a short time the con

flict of their interests came to a culmination in the murder of John Ross, a 

trader in the employ of the younger company. His death was charged to 

the evil machinations of Pond, the original malcontent who in the meantime 

had signalized himself by deserting to the McTavish company. This 

murder so affected the rival traders that the two companies agreed to unite. 

The union was effected in 1787, and the business at headquarters in Mon

treal was now managed by the three houses of McTavish, Frobisher and 

Gregory. 

The union of the Northwest fur companies led to extension in some 

directions. The Assiniboine valley, in one of the most fertile parts of the 

country, was more fully occupied. The oldest fort in this valley belonging 

to the Nor'-Westers seems to have been built by a trader, Robert Grant, a 

year or two after 1780. It is declared to have been two short days' march 

from the junction of the Qu'Appelle and Assiniboine. When the Nor'-

Westers became acquainted with the route down the Assiniboine, they fol

lowed it to its mouth, and from that point, where it joined the Red river, 

descended to Lake Winnipeg and crossed to the Winnipeg river. In order 

to do this they established in 1785, as a halting place. Pine Fort, about 

eighteen miles below the junction of the Souris and Assiniboine rivers. At 

the mouth of the Souris river, and near the site of the Brandon House, 

which had been built by the Hudson's Bay Company in the preceding year, 

the Northwest Company built in 1795 Assiniboine House. This fort became of 

great importance as the depot for expeditions to the Mandans of the IMis-

souri river. 

The union of the Montreal companies resulted, as had been expected, 

in a great expansion of the trade. In 1788 the gross amount of the trade 

did not exceed £40,000, but by the energy of the partners it reached before 

the end of the century more than three times that amount, at which time 

a single year's produce was represented by 106,000 beavers, 32,000 marten, 

11,800 mink, 17,000 musquash—not less than 184,000 skins. The agents 

necessary to carry on this enormous volume of trade were numerous. Sir 

Alexander Mackenzie informs us that there were employed in the concern, 
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not including officers or partners, 50 clerks, 71 interpreters and clerks, 

1,120 canoemen, and 35 guides. 

The capital required by the agents of the concern in Montreal, the 

number of men employed, the vast quantities of goods sent out in bales 

made up for the western trade, and the enormous store of furs received in 

exchange, all combined to make the business of the Northwest Company an 

important factor in Canadian life. Canada was then in her infancy. 

Upper Canada was not constituted a province until the date of the formation 

of the Northwest Company. Montreal and Quebec, the only places of any 

importance, were small towns. The absence of manufacturers, agriculture, 

and means of inter-communication and transport, led to the Northwest Com

pany being the chief source of money-making in Canada. 

THE X Y COMPANY. 

Even after the Northwest Company had absorbed the younger con

cern projected by Pangman and Pond, other IMontreal firms continued the 

competition. For some years the Montreal fur companies in their combina

tions and readjustments, had all the variety of the kaleidoscope. Agree

ments were made for a term of years, and when these had expired new 

leagues were formed, and in every case dissatisfied members went into oppo

sition and kept up the heat and competition without which it is probable 

the fur trade would have lost, to those engaged in it, many of its charms. 

In 1795 several partners had retired from the Northwest Company and 

thrown in their lot with a firm that was always inclined to follow its own 

course—:Messrs. Forsyth, Richardson and Company. The cause of this dis

ruption in the company was the unpopularity, among the wintering part

ners especially, of the .strong-willed and domineering chief in Mont rea l -

Simon McTavish. Although the discontent was very great when the seces

sion took place, yet the mere bonds of self-interest kept many within the 

old company. Sir Alexander Mackenzie, himself a partner, who had resided 

in the far west, and was regarded by aU the traders in the "upper country" 

as their friend and advocate, most unwiUingly consented to remain in the 

old company, but only for three years, reserving to himself the right to 

retire at the end of that time. 
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Notwithstanding their disappointment, and possibly buoyed up with 

the hope of having the assistance of Mackenzie at a later period, the seceded 

members girt themselves about for the new enterprise in the next year, so 

that the usual date of the X Y Company is from the year 1795. The new 

opposition developed without delay. Striking at all the salient points, the 

new company in 1797 erected its trading house at Grand Portage, some

what more than half a mile from the Northwest trading house and on the 

other side of the small stream that there falls into the bay. A few years 

after, when the Northwest company moved to Kaministiquia, the X Y also 

erected a building within a mile of the new fort. The new company was at 

some time in its history known as the New Northwest Company, but was 

more commonly called the X Y Company. The origin of this name is 

accounted for as follows. On the bales which were made up for transport, it 

was the custom to mark the Northwest Company's initials N.W. When the-

new company, which was an offshoot of the old, wished to mark their bales, 

they simply employed the next letters of the alphabet, X Y. They are 

accordingly not contractions, and should not be written as such. 

A new area was now come to the fur trade, and the traders of the new 

company caused great anxiety both to the Northwest Company and to the 

Hudson's Bay Company, though they regarded themselves chiefly as rivals 

of the former. Pushing out into the country nearest their base of supplies 

on Lake Superior, they took hold of the Red river and Assiniboine region, 

as well as of the Red Lake country immediately south of connected with it. 

The point where the Souris empties into the Assiniboine was occupied in 

the same year (1798) by the X Y Company. It had been a favorite resort 

for all classes of fur traders, there having been no less than five opposing 

trading houses at this point four years before. 

The dissensions that had prevailed unabated in the Northwest Company 

for three years, came to a head in the great gathering at Grand Portage in 

1799, when Alexander Mackenzie, in accordance with his previous determin

ation and despite the remonstrances of his fellow partners, gave notice that 

he was about to quit the company. He immediately after crossed over ta 

England, published his "Voyages," and received his title. He then 

returned in 1801 to Canada. Flushed with the thought of his successes, he 
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threw himself with great energy into the affairs of the opposing company, 

the X Y, or, as it was now called, that of "S i r Alexander Mackenzie and 

Company." If the competition had been warm before, it now rose to fever 

heat. The brigandage had scarcely any limit; combats of clerk with clerk, 

trapper with trapper, voyageur with voyageur, were common. Strong 

drink became, as never before or since, a chief instrument of the rival com

panies in dealing with the Indians. 

Sir Alexander Mackenzie did wonders in the management of his com

pany, but the old lion at Montreal, from his mountain chateau, showed a 

remarkable determination, and provided as he was with great wealth, 

resolved to overcome at any price the opposition which he and others con

temptuously called " the Little Company." In 1802, he, with the skill of a 

great general, reconstructed his company. He formed a combination which 

was to continue for twenty years. Into this he succeeded in introducing a 

certain amount of new blood; those clerks who had shown ability were pro

moted to the position of bourgeois or partners. By this progressive and 

statemanlike policy, notwithstanding the energy of the X Y Company, the 

old company showed all the vigor and enthusiasm of youth. 

But in his zeal to extend the operations of his company beyond the 

limits of competition with his despised rivals McTavish overreached him

self. An immense venture to carry the operations of the Northwest Company 

to the forbidden shores of the Hudson Bay itself, undertaken contrary to 

the wishes of the other partners, proved a financial loss. Simon McTavish, 

though comparatively a young man, now thought of retiring, and pur

chased the seigniory of Terrebonne, proposing there to lead a life of luxury 

and ease, but a stronger enemy than either the X P or Hudson's Bay Com

pany came to break up his plans. Death summoned him away in July, 

1804. 

The death of Simon McTavish removed all obstacles to union between 

the old and the new Northwest Companies, and propositions were soon made 

to Sir Alexander Mackenzie and his friends which resulted in a union of 

the two companies. 

This union, combining the experience and standing of the old company 

with the zeal and vigor of the new, led to a great development of trade and 
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to important schemes of exploration. The co-operation between the com

panies was now as hearty and effective as their hostility had been bitter and 

wasteful. Brothers and cousins had been in opposite camps not because 

they disliked each other, but because their leaders could not agree. Now the 

feuds were forgotten, and, with the enthusiasm of their Celtic natures, they 

would attempt great things. 

In the year 1800 the Northwest Company built a fort, caUed the New 

Fort, at the mouth of the Kaministiquia, and, (abandoning Grand Portage, 

moved their headquarters to this point in 1803. In the year after the union 

of the two companies the name Fort William was given to this establish

ment, in honor of the Hon. William McGillivray, who had become the per

son of greatest distinction in the united Northwest Company. 

Fort William became a great trading centre, and the additions required 

to accommodate the increased volume of business and the greater number of 

employes, were cheerfully made by the united company. Standing within 

the solitudes of Thunder Bay, Fort WiUiam became as celebrated in the 

annals of the Northwest Company, as York or Albany had been in the his

tory of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

As soon as the company could fully lay its plans, it determined to take 

hold in earnest of the Red river district. Accordingly we see that, under 

instructions from John McDonald, of Garth, a bourgeois named John Wills, 

who had been one of the partners of the X P Company, erected at the junc

tion of the Red and Assiniboine rivers, on the point of land, a fort called 

Fort Gibraltar. Wills was a year in building it, having under him twenty 

men. The stockade of this fort was made of "oak logs split in two." The 

wooden picketing was from twelve to fifteen feet high. The following is a 

list of buildings enclosed in it, with some of their dimensions. There were 

eight houses in all; the residence of the bourgeois, sixty-four feet in length; 

two houses for the servants, respectively thirty-five and twenty-eight feet 

long; one store thirtj'-two feet long; a blacksmith's shop, stable, kitchen and 

an ice house. On top of the ice house a watch tower (guerite) was built. 

John Wills continued to live in this fort up to the time of his death a few' 

vears later. 
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Such was the first building, so far as we know, erected on the site of 

the City of the Plains, and which was followed first by Fort Douglas and 

then by Fort Garry, the chief fort in the interior of Rupert 's Land. 

It was at this period that the power of the fur-trading magnates seemed 

to culminate, and their natural leadership among the French Canadians 

being recognized in the fur trade, many of the partners became political 

leaders in the affairs of Lower Canada. The very success of the new com

pany, however, stirred up, as we shall see, opposition movements of a much 

more serious kind than they had ever had to meet before. Sir Alexaiider-

Mackenzie's book in 1801 had awakened much interest in Britain and now 

stimulated the movement by Lord Selkirk which led to the absorption of; 

the Northwest Company. 



CHAPTER VIII . 

THE HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY PUSHES INLAND. 

Our narrative has recounted the achievements of Verandrye and his 

countrymen in the exploration of the territory now embraced in Manitoba,, 

the changes inaugurated by the overthrow of the French regime, the union 

of the Montreal traders, and the extension by the powerful North-West. 

Company of its trading posts along the lakes and rivers of Manitoba. 

In speaking of the Northwest attempt in 1772 to cut off the western 

Indian from trading at Hudson Bay, we mentioned the steps taken by the 

Hudson's Bay Company to protect themselves by founding shortly after

wards Fort Cumberland in the Saskatchewan region. We shall now describe 

more minutely how the Hudson's Bay Company, aroused from the inertia, 

which seized it at the beginning of the eighteenth century, pushed its 

operations inland to meet those of its Canadian rival, after which the con

flict of the two companies becomes the genesis of the events which concern 

the development of Manitoba as a territorial entity. 

After the treaty of Utrecht, the Hudson's Bay Company, freed from 

the fears of overland incursions by the French from Canada, and from the 

fleets which had worked so much mischief by sea, seems to have changed 

character in the personnel of its stockholders and to have lost a good deal 

of the pristine spirit. The charge is made that the stockholders had become 

very few, that the stock was controlled by a majority, who year after year 

elected themselves, and that considering the great privileges conferred by 

the charter, the company was failing to develop the country and was sleep

ing in inglorious ease on the shores of Hudson Bay. 

Certainly a spirit of jealousy must have animated some of those who 

made these discoveries as to the company's inaction. The return of peace 

had brought prosperity to the traders; and dividends to the stockholders 

began to be a feature of company life which they had not known for more 

than a quarter century. By 1720 their dividends were again running at 

seventy-five per cent., so that, without any great risk of overcapitalization, 

they felt justified in again trebling their stock. 
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But from whatever the cause, there arose in England about this time 

a very determined opposition to the company. Leading this attack was 

Arthur Dobbs, Esq., an Irishman of undoubted ability and courage, who 

possessed such influence with the English government that the company was 

compelled to make a strenuous defence. He conducted his plan of cam

paign against the company along a most ingenious and dangerous line of 

attack. 

He revived the memory among the British people of the early voyages 

to discover a way to the riches of the east and appealed to the English 

imagination by picturing the interior of the North American continent, with 

its vast meadows, splendid cascades, rich fur-bearing animals, and number

less races of Indians, picturesquely dressed, as opening up a field, if they 

could be reached, of lucrative trade to the London merchants. To further 

his purpose he pointed out the sluggish character of the Hudson's Bay 

Company, and clinched his arguments by quoting the paragraph in the 

charter which stated that the great privileges conferred by the generous 

Charles II. were bestowed in consideration of their object having been " the 

discovery of a new passage into the South Sea.' ' 

Appealing alike to English patriotism and commercial enterprise, 

Dobbs awakened much interest among persons of rank in England as to 

the desirability of finding a Northwest passage. Especially to the Lords 

of Admiralty, on whom he had a strong hold, did he represent the glory 

and value of fitting out an expedition to Hudson Bay on this quest. Despite 

the earnestness of the Hudson's Bay Company in combatting his conten

tions, Dobbs worked up his cause with such energy that Parliament took 

action in the matter by voting £20,000 as reward for the discovery of a 

Northwest passage. On the strength of this, an expedition was fitted out by 

subscription and in :\Iay, 1746, two vessels sailed away from the Thames to 

the Hudson Bay. The return of the ships in the following year without 

having effected a passage through the devious straits was a practical vic

tory to the Hudson's Bay Company, but the failure of the enterprise in no 

wise effected the pertinacious opposition of Mr. Dobbs to the company, and 

he soon developed what had been from the first his real object, the plan for 

founding a rival company. 
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In the prosecution of this purpose the indications are that he had 

strong backing in the governing circles of the country. The Hudson's Bay 

Company no longer basked in the sunshine of the court as in the days of 

Prince Rupert and Lord ChurchiU, and at the middle of the eighteenth 

century there is hardly a nobleman to be found on the list of stockholders 

submitted by the company to the Committee of Lords, while many, high 

in station and with great power, lent their favor to the progress of the expe

dition just described. 

Accordingly Dobbs now came out boldly; not putting the discovery of 

the Northwest passage in the front of his plan, but openly charging the 

Hudson's Bay Company with indolence and failure, and asking for the 

granting of a charter to a rival company. 

Of the charges preferred by Dobbs against the company, the most seri

ous, both absolutely and also relative to the events described in this history, 

was that the company had not sought to reach the interior, but had confined 

its trade to the shores of the Bay. The company had now been eighty 

years trading on the Bay and had practically no knowledge of the inherit

ance possessed by them. At this very time the French, by way of Lake 

Superior, had journeyed inland, met Indian tribes, traded with them, and 

even with imposing ceremonies buried metal plates claiming the country 

which the Hudson's Bay Company charter covered as lying on rivers, lakes, 

etc., tributary to Hudson Bay. It is true that the company had submitted 

instructions to the number of twenty or thirty, in which governors and cap

tains had been urged to explore the interior and extend the trade among 

the Indian tribes. But little evidence could be offered that these communi

cations had been acted upon. Certainly, whether from timidity, caution, 

inertia, or from some deep-seated system of policy, it was true that the com

pany had done little to penetrate the interior. The failure of the company 

to leave the Bay was made to appear the more flagrant because, by the 

terms of the charter having been granted a monopoly of the trade, they had 

neither developed it themselves nor allowed others to develop it. 

The defence of the company, in the face of the many charges, was elab

orate and, on the majority of the counts of indictment at least, sufficient. 

Dobbs and his fellow petitioners had made the most ample promises as to 
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their future should the charter be granted, laying special emphasis on the 

exploration and development of the interior and the christianizing of the 

Indians. Nevertheless, the report made by the committee to which the peti

tion had been submitted, while expressing appreciation of the petition and 

of the advanced views enunciated, stated that the case against the Hud

son's Bay Company had not yet been made out. So no new charter was 

granted. 

However, the agitation so long and skillfully carried on by Dobbs, 

could not but affect the action of the Hudson's Bay Company, and bore 

fruit that is of especial interest to this history. It is, of course, evident 

that the company itself could have no reason for refusing to open up trade-

with the interior, for by this means it would be expanding its operations 

and increasing its profits. The real reason for its not doing so seems t a 

have been the inertia, not to say fear, of Hudson's Bay Company agents on 

the Bay who failed to mingle with the Indians of the interior. 

Now the man was found who was to be equal to the occasion. This was 

Samuel Hearne, whose achievements as an explorer earned him the title of 

the "Mungo Park of Canada"; a man who had grown up in the service of 

the company on the Bay and had become, in the course of years, accustomed 

to the climate, condition of life, and haunts of the Indians, thus being 

fitted for active work for the company. 

In 1769 Hearne received orders from the Hudson's Bay Company to 

go on a land expedition to the interior of the continent, from the mouth of 

the Churchill as far north as 70 degrees N. latitude, to smoke the calumet of 

peace with the Indians, to go with guides to the Athabasca country, and' 

thence northward to a river abounding with copper ore and "animals of 

the fur kind." It is proof of his personal courage and enterprise and of 

the new policy of the company, that in the course of three years he had suc

cessfully executed these orders. The value of his work was more than that 

of exploration. From Lake Athapabuskow, probably Great Slave Lake, 

north to the Coppermine river, he brought the natives into friendly and' 

commercial relations with the company of which he was representative, and 

by the practical results of his pioneering gave effectual answer to the calum

nies that his company was lacking in energy and enterprise. His services-; 
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to the Hudson's Bay Company received recognition in his promotion, 

several years later, to the governorship of the Prince of Wales Fort. To 

Hearne has been largely given the credit of the new and adventurous policy 

of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

In accordance with this new policy, the company proposed a long line 

of posts in the interior, each of which should serve as a headquarters and 

.supply point for a local district, while the forts and factories on Hudson's 

Bay would become depots for storage and ports of departure for the old 

w^orld. 

This movement to the interior was begun from the Prince of Wales 

Fort up the Churchill river. In 1773 Samuel Hearne undertook the aggres

sive work of going to meet the Indians, now threatened from the Saskatche

wan by the seductive influences of the Messrs. Frobisher, of the Montreal 

fur traders. In the following, as already related, he erected Cumberland 

House, only five hundred yards from Frobisher's new post on Sturgeon 

Lake. It was the intention of the Hudson's Bay Company also to make an 

effort to control the trade to the south of Lake Winnipeg. Hastily called 

away after building Cumberland House, Hearne was compelled to leave a 

colleague in charge of the newly erected fort, and returned to the Bay to 

become governor of the Prince of Wales Fort, the post having been left 

vacant by the death of Governor Moses Norton in December, 1773. 

The Hudson's Bay Company, now regularly embarked in the inland 

trade, undertook to push their posts to different parts of the country, espe

cially to the portion of the fur country in the direction from which the 

Montreal traders approached it. The English traders had the advantage of 

a higher reputation in character and trade among the Indians than had 

their Canadian opponents. Then, too, from their greater nearness to north

ern waters, the older company could reach a point on the Saskatchewan 

with their goods nearly a month earlier in the spring than their Montreal 

rivals were able to do. We find that in 1790 the Hudson's Bay Company 

crossed south from the northern waters and erected a trading post at the 

mouth of the Swan river, near Lake Winnipegosis. This they soon deserted 

and built a fort on the upper waters of the Assiniboine river, a few miles 

above the present Hudson's Bay Company post at Fort Pelly. 
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A period of surprising energy was now seen in the English Company's 

affairs. A trading past was established on Rainy Lake and another in the 

neighboring Red Lake district, in the heart of the Nor'-Westers' terri

tory. Crossing from Lake Winnipeg in early spring to the head 

waters of the Assiniboine river, the spring brigade of the company 

in 1794 built the historic Brandon House, which was for upwards 

of twenty years a chief Hudson's Bay Company centre until it was 

burnt. Brandon House was on the south side of the Assiniboine, about 

seventeen miles below the present city of Brandon. Its remains are situated 

on the homestead of Mr. George Mair, a Canadian settler from Beauharnois, 

Quebec, who settled here on July 20, 1879. The site was weU chosen at a 

bend of the river, having the Assiniboine in front of it on the east and 

partially so also on the north. The front of the palisade faced to the east, 

and midway in the wall was a gate ten feet wide, with inside of it a look

out tower (guerite) seven feet square. On the south side was the long 

storehouse. In the centre had stood a building said by some to have been 

the blacksmith's shop. Along the north wall were the buildings for resi

dences and other purposes. 

The same activity continued to exist in the following year, for in points 

so far apart as the Upper Saskatchewan and Lake Winnipeg new forts were 

built. The former of these was Edmonton House, built on the north branch 

of the Saskatchewan. The fort erected on Lake Winnipeg was probably 

that at the mouth of the Winnipeg river, near where Fort Alexander now 

stands. In 1796 another post was begun on the Assiniboine river, not 

unlikely near the old site of Fort de la Reine, while in the following year, 

as a half-way house to Edmonton on the Saskatchewan, Carlton House was 

erected. The Red river proper was taken possession of by the company in 

1799. 

Such was the condition of things, so far as the Hudson's Bay Com

pany was concerned, at the end of the century. In twenty-five years they 

had extended their trade from Edmonton House, near the Rockies, as far 

as Rainy Lake; they had made Cumberland House the centre of their oper

ations in the interior, and had taken a strong hold of the fertile region on 

the Red and Assiniboine rivers, of which to-day the city of Winnipeg is 

the centre. 



CHAPTER IX. 

LORD SELKIRK'S COLONY. 

The publication of a work by Alexander Mackenzie, entitled ' ' Voyages 

from Montreal through the Continent of North America, etc.," was the 

leading cause of the first permanent settlement in Rupert's Land—the 

nucleus of civilization around which grew up a population which sixty 

years later was organized into the Province of Manitoba. While general 

history associates the career of Mackenzie as an explorer and discoverer with 

those of Verandrye, Hearne, David Thompson, Simon Fraser, Lewis and 

Clark, and others of that age, the exploits of Sir Alexander, in their results, 

have a bearing upon the history of Manitoba that calls for their brief con

sideration in this chapter. 

Alexander Mackenzie, though, as we have seen, foremost in action and 

influence among the Montreal merchants, seems to have had a higher ambi

tion than simply to carry back to Grand Portage canoes overflowing with 

fur. He had the restless spirit that made him a very uncertain partner in 

the great schemes of McTavish, Frobisher and Co. and led him to seek for 

glory in the task of exploration. Coming as a young Highlander to Mon

treal, he had early been so appreciated for his ability as to be sent by Gre

gory, McLeod and Co. to conduct their enterprise in Detroit. Then we 

have seen that, refusing to enter the McTavish Company, he had gone to 

Churchill river for the Gregory Company. The sudden union of all the 

Montreal companies (1787), caused by Pond's murder of Ross, led to 

Alexander Mackenzie being placed in charge in that year of the department 

of Athabasca. 

The longed-for opportunity had now come to IMackenzie. To allow him 

the freedom necessary for the personal conduct of his expeditions, he 

secured the appointment of his cousin, Roderick Mackenzie, to his own 

department, and then proceeded, under the auspices of the Northwest Com

pany, to surpass the discoveries of Hearne, who twenty years before had 

accomplished such important explorations in behalf of the Hudson's Bay 

Company. 
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On his first expedition, begun at Fort Chipewyan on Lake Athabasca 

in June, 1789, he journeyed down Slave river to the Great Slave Lake, and 

thence, by way of the great river that has since borne the name of Mac

kenzie, after the usual hardships of northern travel, he and his party 

arrived upon the shores of the Arctic Ocean. 

With thirst for discovery unquenched by the success of this memorable 

expedition, Mackenzie returned only to prepare for a still greater and more 

difficult enterprise—to reach by overland journey the Western Sea. Many 

obstacles stood in his way. His company partners were not sympathetic 

with his enterprise. Even among the hardy and experienced Nor'-Westers 

it was difficult to find reliable men for such an undertaking. That he might 

not be impeded, as Hearne was, by want of astronomical knowledge and lack 

of suitable instruments, he spent a winter in London in acquiring the req

uisite mathematical knowledge and a sufficient acquaintance with instru

ments to enable him to make observations. 

His preparations being completed, in October, 1792, he left Fort 

Chipewyan, ascended the Peace river to the mouth of the Boncave, where 

he spent the winter in a hastily constructed fort. Thence, in the following 

jMay, passing to the west side of the first great range of mountains and find

ing the banks and rapids of the Tacoutche Tesse (afterwards known as the 

Fraser river) too difficult for his voyage down that river, he deserted its 

boiling waters and by toilsome overland journey with his party at length 

came upon an arm of the Pacific Ocean. His was the first of the early 

transcontinental expeditions to succeed in reaching the Western Sea. 

Alexander Mackenzie, filled with the sense of the importance of his dis

covery, determined to give it to the world, and spent the winter at Fort Chip

ewyan in preparing the material. Early in 1794 the distinguished explorer 

left Lake Athabasca, journeyed over to Grand Portage, and a year after

ward revisited his native land. He never returned to the ' ' upper country,' ' 

as the Athabasca region was called, but became one of the agents of the fur 

traders in Montreal, never coming farther toward the North-West than to 

be present at the annual gatherings of the traders at Grand Portage. The 

veteran explorer continued in this position till the time when he crossed 

the Atlantic and published his weU-known "Voyages from Montreal," 
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dedicated to "Hi s Most Sacred Majesty George the Third." The book, 

while making no pretensions to literary attainment, is yet a clear, succinct, 

and valuable account of the fur trade and his own expeditions. On his 

return to Canada, as already related. Sir Alexander engaged in strong oppo

sition to the Northwest Company and became a member of the legislative 

assembly for Huntingdon county, in Lower Canada. He lived in Scot

land during the last years of his life, and died in the same year as the Earl 

of Selkirk, 1820. 

Mackenzie's book awakened great interest in the British Isles. Among 

those who were much influenced by it was Thomas, Earl of Selkirk, a young 

Scottish nobleman of distinguished descent and disposition. The young 

Earl at once thought of the wide country described as a fitting home for the 

poor and unsuccessful British peasantry, who were at this time in a most 

distressful state. The sad condition of his countrymen of Scotland and 

the unsettled state of Ireland appealed to his heart and patriotic sym

pathies, and he came to the conclusion that emigration was the remedy for 

the ills of Scotland and Ireland alike. 

He first endeavored to interest the British government in the matter. 

His letter to the government, after showing the desirability of relieving the 

congested and dissatisfied population already described, goes on to speak of 

a suitable field for the settlement of the emigrants. To quote: "No large 

tract remains unoccupied on the sea coast of British America except barren 

and frozen deserts. To find a sufficient extent of good soil in a temperate 

climate we must go far inland. This inconvenience is not, however, an 

insurmountable obstacle to the prosperity of a colony, and appears to be 

amply compensated by other advantages that are to be found in some 

remote parts of the British territory. At the western extremity of Canada, 

upon the waters which fall into Lake Winnipeg and which in the great 

river of Port Nelson discharge themselves into Hudson Bay, is a country 

which the Indian traders represent as fertile, and of a climate far more 

temperate than the shores of the Atlantic under the same parallel, and not 

more severe than that of Germany or Poland. Here, therefore, the colonists 

may, with a moderate exertion of industry, be certain of a comfortable sub-
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sistence, and they may also raise some valuable objects of exportation." 

This description of the inland region was drawn from Mackenzie's book. 

"The greatest impediment to a colony in this quarter," Lord Selkirk 

goes on to state, "seems to be the Hudson's Bay Company monopoly, which 

the possessors cannot be expected easily to relinquish. They may, however, 

be amply indemnified for its abolition without any burden, perhaps even 

with advantage to the revenue." 

The proposals of Lord Selkirk were referred to the colonial secretary, 

but were rejected, not because of any unsuitableness of the country, but 

"because the prejudices of the British people were so strong against emigra

tion." Years went past and Lord Selkirk, unable to obtain the assent of 

the British government to his great scheme of colonizing the interior of 

North America, at length determined to obtain possession of the territory 

wanted for his plans through the agency of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

About the year 1810 he began to turn his attention in earnest to the matter. 

Having fully satisfied himself that the Hudson's Bay Company was 

legally able to sell its territory and to transfer the numerous rights 

bestowed by the charter. Lord Selkirk proceeded to obtain control of the 

stock of the company. By May, 1811, he had with his friends acquired, it is 

said, not less than £35,000 of the total stock, £105,000 sterling. A general 

court of the proprietors was called for May 30, and the proposition was 

made by Lord Selkirk to purchase a tract of land lying in the wide expanse 

of Rupert's Land and on the Red river of the north, to settle, within a 

limited time, a large colony on their lands, and to assume the expense of 

transport, of outlay for the settlers, of government, of protection and of 

quieting the Indian title to the lands. At the meeting there was repre-

••sented about £45,000 worth of stock, and the vote on being taken showed 

the representatives of nearly £30,000 of the stock to be in favor of accept

ing Lord Selkirk's proposal. 

The opposition was, however, by no means insignificant. Two stock

holders, representing about £13,000, voted against the colony. The most 

violent opponents, however, were the Nor'-Westers who were in England 

at the time. Two of them had purchased stock only within forty-eight 

hours of the meeting, but all of them, holding less than £2,500 worth of 
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stock, had not enough influence to thwart Lord Selkirk. The partners of 

the Northwest Company having learned of the steps being taken by Lord 

Selkirk, had become greatly alarmed. They were of the opinion that the 

object of Lord Selkirk was to make use of his great emigration scheme to 

give supremacy to the Hudson's Bay Company over its rivals, and to 

injure the Nor'-Westers' fur trade. So far as can be seen, Lord Selkirk had 

no interest in the rivalry that had been going on between the companies 

for more than a generation. His first aim was emigration, and this for the 

purpose of relieving the distress of many in the British Isles. His project 

has, of course, been greatly criticized. He has been called ' ' a kind-hearted, 

but visionary Scottish nobleman," and his relative. Sir James Wedderburn, 

spoke of him fifty years afterwards as " a remarkable man, who had the 

misfortune to live before his time." Certainly Lord Selkirk met with 

gigantic difficulties, but these were rather from the Northwest Company than 

from any untimeliness in his emigration scheme. 

Having now beaten down all opposition, Lord Selkirk forthwith pro

ceeded to carry out his great plan of colonization. His policy was very 

comprehensive. He said: "The settlement is to be formed in a territory 

where religion is not the ground of any disqualification, an unreserved par

ticipation in every privilege will therefore be enjoyed by Protestant and 

Catholic without distinction." According to the advertisement and pros

pectus of the colony, the area of the new settlement consisted of 110,000 

square miles on the Red and Assiniboine rivers, and was one of the most 

fertile districts in North America. The name Assiniboia was given it from 

the Assiniboine, and steps were taken immediately to organize a government 

for the embryo colony. The assistance of Miles ]Macdonell, a captain of the 

Canadian Militia, was obtained in the enterprise, and he was appointed by 

Lord Selkirk to superintend his colony at Red river. 

In the end of June, 1881, Captain Miles Macdonald found himself at 

Yarmouth, on the east coast of England, with a fleet of three vessels sent 

out by the Hudson's Bay Company for their regular trade and also to 

carry the first colonists. By the middle of July the little fleet had reached 

the Pentland Firth and were compelled to put into Stromness, where were 

embarked a number of Orkneymen intended for the company's service. 
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The men of the Hudson's Bay Company at this time were largely drawn 

from the Orkney Islands. Proceeding on their way the fleet made rendez

vous at Stornoway, the chief town of Lewis, one of the Hebrides. Here 

had arrived a number of colonists or employes, some from Sligo, others 

from Glasgow, and others from different parts of the Highlands. Many 

influences were operating against the success of the colonizing expedition. 

It had the strenuous opposition of Sir Alexander Mackenzie, then in Britain, 

and the newspapers contained articles intended to discourage and dis

suade people from embarking in the enterprise. Mr. Reid, a collector of 

customs at Stornoway, whose wife was an aunt of Sir Alexander Mac

kenzie, threw every impediment in the way of the project, and some of 

those engaged by Lord Selkirk were actually lured away by enlisting-

agents. But after the usual incidents of " a n uncommon share of boister

ous, stormy, and cold weather" on the ocean, the ships entered Hudson 

Bay. Experiencing " a course of fine, mild weather and moderate, fair 

winds," on September 24th the fleet reached the harbor of York Factory,, 

after a voyage of sixty-one days out from Stornoway. 

The late arrival of the colony on the shores of Hudson Bay made 

it impossible to ascend the Nelson river with boats and reach the interior 

during the season of 1811. Accordingly Captain Macdonell made prepara

tions for wintering on the bay. York Factory would not probably have 

accorded sufficient accommodation for the colonists, but in addition Cap

tain ilacdonell states in a letter to Lord Selkirk that " the factory is very 

ill constructed and not at all adapted for a cold country.' ' In consequence 

of these considerations. Captain Macdonell at once undertook, during the 

fair weather of the season yet remaining, to build winter quarters on the 

north side of the river, at a distance of some miles from tlie factory. 

No doubt matters of discipline entered into the plans of the leader of the 

colonists. In a short time very comfortable dwellings were erected, built 

of round logs, the front side high with a shade roof sloping to the rear a 

foot thick, and the group of huts was known as "Nelson encampment." 

After the new year had come, all thoughts were directed to prepara

tions for the journey of seven hundred miles or thereabouts to the inter

ior. A number of boats were required for transportation of the colonists. 
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and their effects. Captain Macdonell insisted on his boats being made 

after a different style from the boats commonly used at that time by the 

company. His model was the flat boat, which he had seen used in the 

Mohawk river in the state of New York. The workmanship displayed in 

the making of these boats very much dissatisfied Captain Macdonell, and 

he constantly complained of the indolence of the workmen. In conse

quence of this inefficiency the cost of the boats to Lord Selkirk was very 

great, and drew forth the objections of the leader of the colony. 

By July 1st, 1812, the ice had moved from the river, and the expedi

tion started soon after on the journey to Red river. The new settlers 

found the route a hard and trying one with its rapids and portages. 'The 

boats, too, were heavy, and the colonists inexperienced in managing them. 

I t was well on toward autumn when the company, numbering about 

seventy, reached the Red river. No special preparation had been made 

for the colonists, and the winter would soon be upon them. Some of the 

parties were given shelter in the company fort and buildings, others in 

the huts of the freed men, who were married to the Indian women, and 

settled in the neighborhood of the Forks, while others still found refuge 

in the tents of the Indian encampment in the vicinity. The condition of 

the colonists was pitiable in the extreme. During the first winter on Red 

river, and in the spring following. Governor Macdonell bought from the 

Northwest Company, for the use of the settlers, considerable quantities of 

potatoes, barley, oats and garden seeds, with four cows, a bull, pigs, poultry, 

etc., articles which had been brought from Canada at a large expense. 

Governor Macdonell expressed gratitude to the Northwest Company 

for thus affording assistance in giving his colonists a start in the new land. 

While Governor IMacdonell was thus early engaged in making a begin

ning in the new colony. Lord Selkirk was seeking out more colonists, and 

sent out a small number to the new world by the Hudson's Bay Company 

ships. Before sailing from Stornoway the second party met with serious 

interruption from the collector of customs, who, we have seen, was related 

to Sir Alexander Mackenzie. The number on board the ships was greater, 

it was claimed, than the "Dundas Ac t " permitted. Through the influence 

of Lord Selkirk the ships were allowed to proceed on their voyage. Prison 
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fever, it is said, broke out on the voyage, so that a number died at sea, 

and others on the shore of Hudson Bay. A small number, not more than 

fifteen or twenty, reached Red river in the autumn of 1813. 

During the previous winter Governor Macdonell had taken a number 

of the colonists to Pembina, a point sixty miles south of the Forks, where 

buffalo could be had. In the second winter (1813-14) he retired to the 

same spot, and at this point a fort, called Fort Daer, from one of Lord 

Selkirk's titles, was erected. On returning, after the second winter, to the 

settlement, the colonists sowed a small quantity of wheat, though, not hav

ing horses or oxen, they were compelled to prepare the ground with the hoe. 

Lord Selkirk had not been anxious in 1812 to send a large addition to 

his colony. In 1813 he made greater efforts, and in June sent out a party 

under Mr. Archibald IMacdonald, numbering some ninety-three persons. 

IMr. Macdonald has written an account of his voyage, and has given us a 

remarkably concise and clear pamphlet. Having spent the winter at 

Churchill, Macdonald started on April 14th with a considerable number 

of his party, and, .coming by way of York Factory, reached Red river on 

June 22nd, when they were able to plant some thirty or forty bushels of 

potatoes. The settlers were in good spirits, having received plots of land 

to build houses for themselves. Governor Macdonell went northward to 

meet the remainder of Archibald Macdonald's party, and arrived with 

them late in the season. 

On account of various misunderstandings between the colony and the 

Northwest Company, one hundred and fifty of the colonists were induced 

by a Northwest officer, Duncan Cameron, to leave the country and go by 

a long canoe journey to Canada. The remainder, numbering about sixty 

persons, making up about thirteen families, were driven from the settle

ment, and found refuge at Norway House (Jack river) at the foot of 

Lake Winnipeg. An officer from Lord Selkirk, Colin Robertson, arrived 

in the colony to assist these settlers, but found them driven out. He fol

lowed them to Norway House, and with his twenty clerks and servants, 

conducted them back to Red river to their deserted homes. 

While these disastrous proceedings were taking place on Red river, 

including the summons to Governor Macdonell to appear before the 
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courts of Lower Canada to answer certain charges made against him, Lord 

Selkirk was especially active in Great Britain, and gathered together the 

best band of settlers yet sent out. These were largely from the parish of 

Kildonan, in Sutherlandshire, Scotland. Governor ^lacdonell having gone 

east to Canada, the-colony was to be placed under a new governor, a mili

tary officer of some distinction, Robert Semple, who had traveled in dif

ferent parts of the world. Governor Semple was in charge of this fourth 

party of colonists, who numbered about one hundred. With this party, 

hastening through his journey, Governor Semple reached his destination 

on Red river in the month of October, in the same year in which they had 

left the motherland. 

Thus we have seen the arrival of those who were known as the Selkirk 

colonists, (number of). We recapitulate their numbers:— 

In 1811, reaching Red river in 1812 70 
In 1812, reaching Red river in 1813 15 or 20 
In 1813, reaching Red river in two parties in 1814 93 
In 1815, reaching Red river in the same year 100 
Making deduction of the Irish settlers there were of the Highland 

colonists about 270 
Less those led by the North-West Company in 1814 to Canada 140 
Permanent Highland settlers 130 

Of these but two remained on the banks of the Red river in 1897, 

George Bannerman and John Matheson, and they have both died since 

that time. 



CHAPTER X. 

THE FUR COMPANIES' STRUGGLE. 

The long rivalry between the two fur companies had at last developed 

to the point of war. The Selkirk colony brought the matter to a crisis, 

and in Manitoba the battles were fought and the truces were made that 

preceded the union of all interests in 1821. 

To the most casual observer it must have been evident that the colony 

to be established by Lord Selkirk would be regarded with disfavor by 

the Northwest Company officers. First, it was a Hudson's Bay scheme, 

and would greatly advance the interests of the English trading company. 

That company would have at the very threshold of the fur country a depot, 

surrounded by traders and workmen, which would give them a great advan

tage over their rivals. 

Secondly, civilization and its handmaid, agriculture, are incompatible 

with the fur trade. As the settler enters, the fur-bearing animals are 

exterminated. A sparsely settled, almost unoccupied, country is the only 

hope of preserving this trade. 

Thirdly, the claim of the Hudson's Bay Company under its charter 

was that they had the sole right to pursue the fur trade in Rupert's Land. 

Their traditional policy on Hudson Bay had been to drive out private 

trade and to preserve their monopoly. 

Fourthly, and corollary to the third reason, the Nor'-Westers claimed 

to be lineal successors of the French traders who, under Verandrye, had 

opened up the region west of Lake Superior. They long after maintained 

that priority of discovery and earlier possession gave them the right to 

claim the region in dispute as belonging to the Province of Quebec, and 

so as being a part of Canada. 

The colony itself was the greatest offence in the eyes of the Nor'-

Westers, although the hostility that would naturally be created among 

the fur traders toward such an enterprise was intensified by the settle

ment being projected under the auspicies of the rival company. "Lord 

Selkirk must be driven to abandon his project, for his success would strike 

at the very existence of our trade," were the words of a Northwest Com-
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pany partner. Such logic supporting the opposition of the Nor'-Westers, 

the opportunity of incident or time alone delayed the opening of the breach. 

Despite the fact that the opposition of the Northwest Company was 

from the first frankly avowed, the blame for the first aggression and the 

beginning of hostilities cannot be clearly fastened upon the representatives 

of that company. 

The upholders of the colony claim that no sooner had the settlers 

arrived than efforts were made to stir up the Indians against them; that 

besides, the agents of the Northwest Company had induced the Metis, or 

half-breeds, to disquise themselves as Indians, and that on their way to 

Pembina one man was robbed by these desperadoes of the gun which his 

father had carried at Culloden, a woman of her marriage ring, and others 

of various ornaments and valuable articles. There were, however, it is 

admitted, no specially hostile acts noticeable during the years 1812 and 

1813. In fact, the first and second parties of settlers were so small, and 

seemed so little able to cope with the difficulties of their situation, that 

no great amount of opposition was shown. 

The advocates of the Northwest Company, on the other hand, blame 

the first aggression on Miles Macdonell. During the winter of 1813-14, 

Governor Macdonell and his colonists were occupying Fort Daer at Pem

bina. The supply of subsistence from the buffalo was short, food was diffi

cult to obtain, the war with the United States was in progress and might 

cut off communication with Montreal, and, moreover, a body of colonists 

was expected to arrive during the year from Great Britain. Accordingly 

the Governor, on January 8th, 1814, issued a proclamation. Therein he 

claimed the territory as ceded to Lord Selkirk. Then, after reciting the 

inadequacy of the food supply to support more than the permanent popu

lation (the Selkirk colonists), forbade all traders from taking out "any 

provisions, either of flesh, grain, or vegetables, procured or raised within 

the territory, by water or land carriage for one twelvemonth from the date 

hereof; save and except what may be judged necessary for the trading 

parties at the present time within the territory, to carry them to their 

respective destinations. The provisions procured and raised as above shall 

be taken for the use of the colony, etc. ' ' 
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Soon after laying this strict embargo, the governor gave another ex

ample of his determination to assert his authority. It had been represented 

to him that the Northwest Company officers had no intention of obeying his 

proclamation, and indeed were engaged in buying up all the available 

supplies to prevent his getting enough for his colonists. Convinced that 

his opponents were engaged in thwarting his designs, the governor sent 

John Spencer to seize some of the stores which had been gathered in the 

Northwest post at the mouth of the Souris river. Spencer was unwilling 

to go unless very specific instructions were given him. The governor had, 

by Lord Selkirk's influence in Canada, been appointed a magistrate, and 

he now issued a warrant authorizing Spencer to seize the provisions in this 

fort. 

Spencer, provided with a double escort, proceeded to the fort at the 

Souris, and the Nor'-Westers made no other resistance than to retire within 

the stockade and shut the gate of the fort. Spencer ordered his men to 

force an entrance with their hatchets. Afterwards, opening the store

houses, they seized six hundred skins of dried meat (pemmican) and of 

grease, each weighing eighty-five pounds. This booty was removed into 

the Hudson's Bay Company fort (Brandon House) at that place. 

Here was a distinct act of hostility. The Nor'-Westers, in view of 

their claims to this territory, would of course recognize no legal authority 

conferred through the Hudson's Bay Company charter as binding upon 

them. As a desperate resort to obtain the means of subsistence for his 

needy colonists the governor's course had some ground of justification; but 

in precipitating a conflict in which his force was too weak to bear an 

equal part, he displayed great lack of tact and judgment. 

At their council at Fort William in the following summer, the officers 

of the Northwest Company, under the presidency of the Hon. William 

McGillivray, took decided action. The plan of campaign there agreed 

upon was entrusted to two of the Northwest Company partners to be 

carried out. These were Duncan Cameron and Alexander Macdonell. The 

latter wrote to a friend, from one of his resting places on his journey, 

' ' Much is expected of us . . . so here is at them with all my- heart and 

energy." The two partners arrived at Fort Gibraltar, situated at the 
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forks of the Red and Assiniboine rivers, toward the end of August. The 

senior partner, MacdoneU, leaving Cameron at Fort Gibraltar, went west

ward to the Qu'Appelle river, to return in the spring and carry out the 

plan agreed on. 

Cameron busied himself during the winter in dealing with the settlers, 

and let no opportunity slip of impressing them. Knowing the fondness 

of Highlanders for military display, he dressed himself in a bright red 

coat, wore a sword, and in writing to the settlers, which he often did, 

signed himself, " D . Cameron, Captain, Voyageur Corps, Commanding 

Officer, Red River.' ' He also posted an order at the gate of his fort pur

porting to be his captain's commission. Knowing the love of the High

landers for their own language, Cameron spoke to them Gaelic in his most 

pleasing manner, entertained the leading colonists at his own table, and 

paid many attentions to their families. Promises were then made to a 

number of leaders to provide the people with homes in Upper Canada, 

to pay up wages due by the Hudson's Bay Company or Lord Selkirk, and 

to give a year's provisions free, provided the colony would leave Red river 

and accept the advantages offered in Canada. This plan succeeded remark

ably well, and induced by the promises, one hundred and thirty-four of 

the colonists deserted the colony in June, 1815, along with Cameron, and 

arrived at Port William on their way down the lakes at the end of July. 

These settlers made their way in canoes along the desolate shores of Lake 

Superior and Georgian Bay, and arrived at Holland Landing, in Upper 

Canada, on September 5th. Many of them were given land in the town

ship of West Guillimbury, near Newmarket, and many of their descen

dants are there to this day. 

In the meantime the settlers had been undergoing constant persecu

tion and annoyance at the hands of the Nor'-Westers and their allies, the 

Bois Brules, or half breeds. The colonists were frequently fired upon, and 

in the end they were enduring practically a state of siege. A warrant was 

issued by the Nor'-Westers for the arrest of Governor IMiles IMacdonell. 

He refused for a time to acknowledge the jurisdiction of the magistrates; 

but at the persuasion of the other officers of the settlement, and to avoid 

the loss of life and the dangers threatened against the colonists, he sur-
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rendered himself and was taken to Montreal for trial, though no trial ever 

took place. 

Some of the best of the settlers, amounting to about one-quarter of the 

whole, had refused aU the advances of the subtle Captain Cameron, and 

after the departure of the majority of the settlers to Upper Canada this 

brave remnant suffered the increased wrath of the Nor'-Westers. The 

traders and their allies burnt some of the settlers' homes and used threats 

of the most extreme kind. On June 25th, 1815, the following document 

was served upon the disheartened colonists:— 

"AU settlers to retire immediately from the Red River, and no trace 
of settlement to remain. 

"Cuthbert Grant. 
"Bostonnais Pangman. 
"William Shaw. 
"Bonhomme Montour." 

This order brought on the first battle of the war, an account of which 

is given by John McLeod, a fiery Highland trader, then in charge of the 

Hudson's Bay Company house at this point. 

" I n 1814-15," to quote McLeod's diary, being in charge of the whole 

Red River district, I spent the winter at the Forks, at the settlement 

there. On June 25th, 1815, while I was in charge, a sudden attack was 

made by an armed band of the Nor'-Westers party under the leadership of 

Alexander Macdonell (Yellow Head) and Cuthbert Grant, on the settle

ment and Hudson's Bay Company fort at the Forks. They numbered about 

seventy or eighty, well armed and on horseback. Having had some warn

ing of it, I assumed command of both the colony and Hudson Bay Com

pany parties. Mustering with inferior numbers, and with only a few 

guns, we took a stand against them. Taking my place amongst the colon

ists. I fought with them. All fought bravely and kept up the fight as long 

as possible, many all about me falling wounded, one mortally. Only thirteen 

»f our band escaped unscathed. 

"The brunt of the struggle wasnear the Hudson's Bay Company post, 

close to which was our blacksmith's smithy—a log building about ten feet 
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by ten. Being hard pressed, I thought of trying the little cannon (a three 

or four pounder) lying idle in the post where it could not well be used. 

"One of the settlers (Hugh McLean) went with two of my men, 

with his cart to fetch it, with all the cart chains he could get and some 

powder. Finally, we got the whole to the blacksmith's smithy, where, 

chopping up the chain into lengths for shot, we opened a fire of chain 

shot on the enemy which drove back the main body and scattered them, 

and saved the post from utter destruction and pillage. All the colonists' 

houses were, however, destroyed by fire. Houseless, wounded, and in 

extreme distress, they took to the boats, and, saving what they could, started 

for Norway House (Jack's River), declaring they would never return. . . 

' ' The colonists were allowed to take what they could of what belonged 

to them, and that was but little, for as yet they had neither cow nor 

plough, only a horse or two. There were boats and other craft enough to 

take them all—colonists and Hudson's Bay Company people—away, and 

all, save my three companions and myself, took ship and fled. For many 

days after we were under siege, living under constant peril; but uncon

querable in our bullet-proof log walls, and with our terrible cannon and 

chain shot. . . . " 

The Indians of the vicinity showed the colonists much sympathy, but 

on June 27th, after the hostile encounter, some thirteen families, compris

ing from forty to sixty persons, pursued their sad journey, piloted by 

friendly-Indians, to the north end of Lake Winnipeg, where the Hudson's 

Bay Company post of Jack River afforded some shelter. McLeod and, as 

he tells us, three men only were left. These endeavored to protect the 

settlers' growing crops, which this year showed great promise. 

The expulsion may now be said to have been complete. The day after 

the departure of the expelled settlers, the colony dwellings, with the pos

sible exception of the governor's house, were all burnt to the ground. 

In July the desolate band reached Jack River House, their future being 

dark indeed. Deliverance was, however, coming from two directions. Colin 

Robertson, a Hudson's Bay Company officer, arrived from the east with 

twenty Canadians. On reaching the Red River settlement, he found the 

settlers all gone, but he followed them speedily to their rendezvous on Lake 
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Winnipeg and returned with the refugees to their deserted home on Red 

river. They were joined also by about ninety settlers from the Highlands 

of Scotland, who had come through to Red river in one season. The 

colony was now rising into promise again. A number of the demolished 

buildings were soon restored; the colony took heart, and under the new 

governor, Robert Semple, a British officer who had come with the last 

party of settlers, the prospects seemed to have improved. The governor's 

dwelling was strengthened, other dwellings were erected beside it, and 

more necessity being now seen for defence, the whole assumed a more mili

tary aspect, and took the name, after Lord Selkirk's family name. Fort 

Douglas. 

Though a fair crop had been reaped by the returned settlers from 

their fields, yet the large addition to their numbers made it necessary to 

remove to Fort Daer, where the buffalo were plentiful. This party was 

under the leadership of Sheriff Alexander JMacdonell, though Governor 

Semple was also there. The autumn saw trouble at the Forts. The report 

of disturbances having taken place between the Nor'-Westers and Hudson's 

Bay Company employes at Qu'Appelle was heard, as well as renewed threats 

of disturbance in the colony. Colin Robertson in October, 1815, captured 

Fort Gibraltar, seized Duncan Cameron, and recovered the field-pieces and 

other property taken by the Nor'-Westers in the preceding months. Though 

the capture of Cameron and his fort thus took place, and the event was 

speedily foUowed by the reinstatement of the trader on his promise to 

keep the peace, yet the report of the seizure led to the greatest irritation 

in aU parts of the country where the two companies had posts. All through 

the winter, threatenings of violence filled the air. The Bois Brules were 

arrogant, and, led by their faithful leader, Cuthbert Grant, looked upon 

themselves as the "New Nation." 

Returning, after the new year of 1816, from Fort Daer, Governor 

Semple saw the necessity for aggressive action. Fort Gibraltar was to 

become the rendezvous for a Bois Brules force of extermination from Qu'-

Appelle, Fort des Prairies (Portage la Prairie), and even from the Sas

katchewan. To prevent this, Colin Robertson, under the governor's direc

tion, recaptured Fort Gibraltar and held Cameron as a prisoner. This 
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event took place in :March or April of 1816. The fall of Fort Gibraltar 

soon followed. The matter of dismantling the fort was much discussed be

tween Governor Semple and his lieutenant, Colin Robertson. The latter 

was opposed to the proposed destruction of the Nor'-Wester fort, know

ing the excitement such a course would cause. However, after the depar

ture of Robertson to Hudson Bay in charge of Cameron, the governor 

carried out his purpose, and in the end of May, 1816, the buildings were 

pulled down. A force of some thirty men was employed, and, expecting 

as they did, a possible interruption from the west, the work was done in 

a week or a little more. 

The materials were taken apart; the stockade was made into a raft, 

the remainder was piled upon it, and all was floated down Red river to 

the site of Fort Douglas. The material was then used for strengthening 

the fort and building new houses in it. Thus ended Port Gibraltar. A 

considerable establishment it was in its time; its name was undoubtedly 

a misnomer so far as strength was concerned, yet it points to its origina

tion in troublous times. 

All events now plainly pointed to armed disturbances and bloodshed. 

The policy of Governor Semple was too vigorous when the inflammable 

elements in the country were borne in mind. There was in the country a 

class called "Free Canadians," i.e., those French Canadian trappers and 

traders not connected with either company, who obtained a precarious liv

ing for themselves, their Indian wives, and half-breed children. These, 

fearing trouble, betook themselves to the plains. The Indians of the vicin

ity seemed to have gained a liking for the colonists and their leaders. 

When they heard the threatenings from the west, two of the chiefs came 

to Governor Semple and offered the assistance of their bands. This the 

governor could not accept, whereat the chiefs gave voice to their sorrow 

and disappointment. Governor Semple seems to have disregarded all 

these omens of coming trouble, and to have acted almost without common 

prudence. No doubt, having but lately come to the country, he failed 

to understand the daring character of his opponents. 



CHAPTER XI. 

"SEVEN OAKS" SKIRMISH. 

The skirmish of Seven Oaks was the most notable event that ever 

occurred on the prairies of Rupert's Land or in the limits of the fur 

country. It was the crisis in the rivalry that for a century and a half 

had endured between the fur-trading corporation on Hudson Bay and 

the oligarchy of traders, that had its headquarters at Montreal. It was 

also the denouement which led the Old and the New World fur companies, 

despite the heat of passion and their warmth of animosity, to make a peace 

which saved both from impending destruction. That this crucial conflict 

occurred within the limits of the present city of Winnipeg confers upon 

that event, for the Manitoban, a special intimacy of interest apart from 

and above its significance in general history. 

The dismantling of Fort Gibraltar and the tactless policy of Governor 

Semple called for retribution. The Nor'-Westers laid their plans with 

skill, and determined to send one expedition from Fort William westward 

and another from Qu'Appelle eastward, and so crush out the opposition 

at Red River. 

From the west the expedition was under Cuthbert Grant, and he, 

appealing to his fellow ;Metis, raised the standard of the Bois Brules and 

caUed his followers the "New Nation." In a letter he thus details his 

plans and expectations: " I am now safe and sound, thank God, for I be

lieve that it is more than Colin Robertson or any of his suite dare, to offer 

the least insult to any of the Bois Brules, although Robertson made use 

of some expressions which I hope he will swallow in the spring. He 

shall see that it is neither fifteen, thirty, nor fifty of his best horsemen 

that can make the Bois Brules bow to him. Our people at Fort des 

Prairies and English River are all to be here in the spring. I t is hoped 

that we shall come off with flying colors, and never see any of iJiem again 

in the colonizing ivay in Red River. . . We are to remain at the Forks 

to pass the summer, for fear they should play us the same trick as last 

summer of coming back; but they shall receive a warm reception.'' 
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The Selkirk colony not alone suffered the hostility of Grant and his 

Bois Brules. At Qu'AppeUe he seized a Hudson's Bay Company trader, 

named Pambrun, with his five boatloads of pemmican and furs. Farther 

down the Assiniboine, Brandon House was sacked and its furs and sup

plies turned over as booty to the Nor'-Westers. The Indians along the 

route, also, were solicited by Grant to join the expedition against the Forks 

settlement, although the natives failed to respond to his invitations. 

Arriving at Portage la Prairie, sixty miles from the Forks, the Bois 

Brules prepared their mounted force. Cuthbert Grant was commander. 

Dressed in the picturesque garb of the country, the Metis now arrived with 

guns, pistols, lances, bows, and arrows. On their fleet Indian ponies these 

children of the prairie soon made their journey from Portage la Prairie 

to the Selkirk settlement. 

We are indebted to the facile narrator, John Pritchard, for an account 

of their arrival and their attack. He states that in June, 1816, he was 

living at Red River, and quite looked for an attack from the western levy 

just described. Watch was constantly kept from the guerite of Fort 

Douglas for the approaching foe. The half-breeds turned aside from the 

Assiniboine some four miles up the river to a point a couple of miles below 

Fort Douglas. Governor Semple and his attendants followed them with 

the glass in their route across the plain. The governor and about twenty 

others sallied out to meet the western party. On his way out he sent 

back for a piece of cannon, which was in the fort, to be brought. Soon 

after this the half-breeds approached Governor Semple's party in the 

form of a half moon. The Highland settlers had betaken themselves for 

protection to Fort Douglas, and in their Gaelic tongue made sad complaint. 

A daring fellow named Boucher then came out of the ranks of his 

party, and, on horseback, approached Semple and his body-guard. He 

gesticulated wildly, and called out in broken English, "What do you 

want? What do you want?" Governor Semple answered, "What do you 

want ?" to this Boucher replied, ' ' We want our fort. ' ' The governor said, 

"Well, go to your fort." Nothing more was said, but Governor Semple 

was seen to put his hand on Boucher's gun. At this juncture a shot was 

fired from some part of the line and the firing became general. Many of 
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the witnesses who saw the affair affirmed that the shot first fired was from 

the Bois Brules' line. 

The attacking party were most deadly in their fire. Semple and his 

staff, as well as others of his party, feU to the number of twenty-two. The 

affair was most disastrous. 

Pritchard says: " I did not see the governor faU, though I saw his 

corpse the next day at the fort. When I saw Captain Rogers fall I expected 

to share his fate. As there was a French Canadian among those who sur

rounded me, and who had just made an end of my friend, I said, 'Lavigne, 

you are a Frenchman, you are a man, you are a Christian. For God's 

sake save my life; for God's sake try and save it. I give myself up ; I am 

your prisoner.' " 

To the appeals of Pritchard Lavigne responded, and, placing him

self before his friend, defended him from the infuriated half-breeds, who 

would have taken his life. One Primeau wished to shoot Pritchard, say

ing that the Englishman had formerly killed his brother. At length they 

decided to spare Pritchard's life, though they called him a 'petit chien,' 

told him he had not long to live, and would be overtaken on their return. 

It transpired that Governor Semple was not killed by the first shot that 

disabled him, but had his thigh bone broken. A kind French Canadian 

undertook to care for the governor, but in the fury of the fight an Indian, 

who was the greatest rascal in the company, shot the wounded man in the 

breast, and thus killed him instantly. 

The Bois Brules, indeed, were many of them disguised as Indians, 

and, painted as for the war dance, gave the war whoop, and made a hid

eous noise and shouting. When their victory was won they declared that 

their purpose was to weaken the colony and put an end to the Hudson's 

Bay Company opposition. Cuthbert Grant then proceeded to complete 

his work. He declared to Pritchard that " i f Fort Douglas were not im

mediately given up with all the public property, instantly and without 

resistance, man, woman, and child would be put to death. He stated that 

the attack would be made upon it the same night, and if a single shot were 

fired, that would be the signal for the indiscriminate destruction of every 

soul.'' 
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This declaration of Cromwellian policy was very alarming. Pritchard 

believed it meant the killing of all the women and children. He remon

strated with the prairie leader, reminding him that the colonists were his 

father's relatives. Somewhat softened by this appeal. Grant consented to 

spare the lives of the settlers if all the arms and public property were 

given up and the colony deserted. An inventory of property was accord

ingly taken, and in the evening of the third day after the battle, the mourn

ful company, for a second time, like Acadian refugees, left behind them 

homes and firesides and went into exile. 

The joyful news was sent west by the victorious IMetis. A messenger 

hastened away to report to Macdonell the result of the attack. Hearing 

the account given by the courier, the trader was full of glee. The com

mander sent word ahead that the colonists were to be detained till his 

arrival. Pambrun, being taken part of the way by water, was delayed, and 

so was too late in arriving to see the colonists. Cuthbert Grant and nearly 

fifty of the assailing party were in the fort. 

Pambrun, having obtained permission to visit Seven Oaks, the scene 

of the conflict, was greatly distressed by the sight. The uncovered limbs 

of many of the dead were above ground and the bodies were in a mangled 

condition. This unfortunate affair for many a day cast a reproach upon 

the Nor'-Westers, although the prevailing opinion was that Grant was a 

brave man and conducted himself well in the engagement. 

We have now to enquire as to the movements of the expedition coming 

westward from Fort William. The route of upwards of four hundred 

miles was a difficult one. Accordingly, before they reached Red River, Fort 

Douglas was already in the hands of the Nor'-Westers. With the expedi

tion from Fort William came a non-commissioned officer of the De Meuron 

regiment, one of the Swiss bodies of mercenaries disbanded after the war 

of 1812-15. This was Frederick Damien Huerter. His account is circum

stantial and clear. He had, as leading a military life, entered the service of 

the Nor'-Westers, and coming west to Lake Superior, followed the leader

ship of the fur trader Alexander Norman McLeod and two of the officers 

of his old regiment. Lieutenants Missani and Brumby. 
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Arriving at Port William, a short time was given for providing the 

party with arms and equipment, and soon the lonely voyageurs, on this 

occasion in a warlike spirit, were paddling themselves over the fur traders ' 

route in flve large north canoes. 

On the approach to Rainy Lake Fort, as many of the party as were 

soldiers dressed in full regimentals, in order to impress upon the Indians 

that they had the King's authority. Strong drink and tobacco were a 

sufficient inducement to about twenty of the Indians to join the expedition. 

On the day before the fight at Seven Oaks, this party had arrived at the 

fort known as Bas de la Riviere, near Lake Winnipeg. Guns and two 

small brass field-pieces, three pounders, were put in order, and the com

pany crossed to the mouth of the Red river, ascended to Nettley Creek, 

and there bivouacked, forty miles from the scene of action and two days 

after the skirmish. They had expected here to meet the Qu'AppeUe brigade 

of Cuthbert Grant. No doubt this was the original plan, but the rashness 

of the governor and the hot blood of the Metis had brought on the engage

ment with the result we have seen. 

Knowing nothing of the fight, the party started to ascend the river, 

and soon met seven or eight boats, laden with colonists, under the command 

of the sheriff of the Red River settlement. McLeod then heard of the fight, 

ordered the settlers ashore, examined all the papers among their baggage, 

and took possession of all letters, account books, and documents whatso

ever. Even Governor Semple's trunks, for which there were no keys, were 

broken open and examined. The colonists were then set free and proceeded 

on their sad journey, Charles Grant being detailed to seeing them safely 

away. 

Huerter says: "On the 16th I went up the river to Fort Douglas. There 

were many of the partners of the Northwest Company with us. At Fort 

Douglas the brigade was received with discharges of artillery and fire-arms. 

The fort was under Mr. Alexander Macdonell, and there was present a 

great gathering of Bois Brules, clerks, and interpreters, as well as partners 

of the company. On our arrival Archibald Norman McLeod, our leader, 

took the management and direction of the fort, and all made whatever 

they chose of the property it contained. The Bois Brules were entirely 
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under the orders and control of McLeod and the partners. McLeod occu

pied the apartments lately belonging to Governor Semple. After m ^ arri

val I saw all the Bois Brules assembled in a large outer room, which had 

served as a mess-room for the officers of the colony. 

" I rode the same day to the field of 'Seven Oaks,' where Governor 

Semple and so many of his people had lost their lives, in company with a 

number of those who had been employed on that occasion—aU on horse

back. At this period, scarcely a week after June 19th, I saw a number of 

human bodies scattered about the plain, and nearly reduced to skeletons, 

there being then very little flesh adhering to the bones; and I was informed 

on the spot that many of the bodies had been partly devoured by dogs and 

wolves.'' 

There was a scene of great rejoicing the same evening at the fort, the 

Bois Brules being painted and dancing naked, after the manner of savages, 

to the great amusement of their masters. 

The Nor'-Westers were now in the ascendant. The Bois Brules were 

naturally in a state of exultation. Their wild Indian blood was at the 

boiling point. Fort Douglas had been seized without opposition, and for 

several days the most riotous scenes took place. Threats of violence were 

freely indulged in against the Hudson's Bay Company, Lord Selkirk, and 

the colonists. As Pritchard remarks, there was nothing now for the dis

couraged settlers but to betake themselves for the second time to the rendez

vous at the north of Lake Winnipeg, and there await deliverance at the 

hands of their noble patron, Lord Selkirk. 



CHAPTER XII . 

LORD SELKIRK'S VISIT. 

The sad story of the beleaguered and excited colonists reached the 

ears of Lord Selkirk through his agents. The trouble threatening his, 

settlers determined the energetic founder to visit Canada for himself, and,, 

if possible, the infant colony. Accordingly, late in the year 1815, in com

pany with his family—consisting of the Countess, his son and two daugh

ters—he reached Montreal. The news of the first dispersion of the colonists,, 

their flight to Norway House, and the further threatenings of the Bois, 

Brules, had reached him at New York. He hastened on to Montreal, but, 

it was too late in the season, being about the end of October, to penetrate 

in the interior. 

Though compelled to pass the winter in Montreal, the very strong

hold of the enemy, he made energetic efforts, through official sources, to-

safeguard his colony. As early as February, 1815, dreading the threaten

ings even then made by the Northwest Company, he had represented to 

Lord Bathurst, the British secretary of the state, the urgent necessity of 

an armed force, not necessarily very numerous, being sent to the Red River 

settlement to maintain order in the colony. Now, after the outrageous pro

ceedings of the summer of 1815 and the arrival of the dreary intelligence • 

from Red River, Lord Selkirk again brings the matter before the authori

ties, this time before Sir Gordon Drummond, governor of Lower Canada, 

and encloses a full account of the facts as to the expulsion of the settlers 

from their homes, and of the many acts of violence perpetrated at Red 

River. 

Nothing being gained in this way, his Lordship determined to under

take an expedition himself, as soon as it could be organized, and carry assis

tance to his persecuted people, who, he knew, had been gathered together 

by Colin Robertson, and to whom he had sent as governor Mr. Semple, in 

whom he reposed great confidence. We have seen that during the winter of 

1815-16 peace and a certain degree of confidence prevailed among the 

settlers, more than half of whom were spending their first winter in the 

country. Fort Douglas was regarded as strong enough to resist a consider- ^ 
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able attack, and the presence of Governor Semple, a military officer, was 

thought a guarantee for the protection of the people. During the winter, 

however. Lord Selkirk learned enough to assure him that the danger was 

not over-^that, indeed, a more determined attack than ever would be made 

as soon as the next season opened. He had been sworn in as a justice of 

the peace in Upper Canada and for the Indian territories; he had obtained 

for his personal protection from the governor the promise of a sergeant 

and six men of the British army stationed in Canada, but this was not 

sufficient. 

He undertook a plan of placing upon his own land in the colony a 

number of persons as settlers who could be called on in emergency, as had 

been the intention in the case of the Highland colonists, to whom muskets, 

had been furnished. The close of the Napoleonic wars had left a large 

number of the soldiers engaged in those wars out of employment, the Brit

ish government having been compelled to reduce the size of the army. 

Among the brave regiments which had rendered Britain so famous on her 

continental battle-fields were several enlisted for her service in Switzer

land. Two of these regiments, one named "De Meuron," and the other 

" Watteville," had been sent to Canada to assist in the war against the 

United States. This war being now over also, orders came to Sir Gordon 

Drummond to disband the two regiments in May, 1815. The formen of 

the regiments was at the time stationed at Montreal, the latter at Kingston. 

These men afforded the material for Lord Selkirk's purpose, viz., 

to till the soil and protect the colony. Like a wise man, however, he made 

character the ground of engagement in the case of all whom he took. To 

those who came to terms with him he agreed to give a sufficient portion of 

land, agricultural implements, and as wages for working the boats on the 

voyage eight dollars a month. It was further agreed than should any 

choose to leave Red River on reaching it, they should be taken back by His 

Lordship free of expense. 

Early in June, 1816, four officers and about eighty men of the " D e 

Meurons" left Montreal in Lord Selkirk's employ, and proceeded west

ward to Kingston. Here twenty more, of the "Watteville" regiment, joined 

their company. Thence the expedition, made up by the addition of one 
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hundred and thirty canoemen, pushed on to York (Toronto), and from 

York northward to Lake Simcoe and Georgian Bay. Across this bay and 

Lake Huron they passed rapidly on to Sault Ste. Marie, Lord Selkirk leav

ing the expedition before reaching that place to go to Drummond's Island, 

which was the last British garrison in Upper Canada, and at which point 

he was to receive the sergeant and six men granted for his personal protec

tion by the governor of Canada. Thence hastening on, he overtook his 

expedition at Sault Ste. Marie, now consisting of two hundred and fifty 

men all told, and these being maintained at his private expense. They im

mediately proceeded westward, but a short distance from Sault Ste. Marie, 

during the last week of July, they were met on Lake Superior by two 

canoes, in one of which was Miles Macdonell, driven forth from Red River, 

and who brought the sad intelligence of the second destruction of the 

colony and of the murder of Governor Semple and his attendants. 

His Lordship was thrown into the deepest despair. The thought of his 

governor killed, wholesale murder committed, the poor settlers led by him 

from their Highland homes, where life at least was safe, to endure such 

fear and privation, was indeed a sore trial. To any one less moved by 

the spirit of philanthropy it must have been a serious disappointment, but 

to one feeling so thorough a sympathy for the suffering and who was him

self the very soul of honor, it was a crushing blow. 

He resolved to change his course and go to Fort William, the head

quarters of the Nor'-Westers. He also determined, after having failed to 

induce two magistrates at Sault Ste. Marie to accompany him, to deal with 

the situation in his office of magistrate, being reduced, as he says in a 

letter to the Governor-General, " to the alternative of acting alone, or of 

allowing an audacious crime to pass unpunished. In these circumstances 

I cannot doubt that it is my duty to act, though I am not without appre

hension that the law may be openly resisted by a set of people who have 

been accustomed to consider force as the only true criterion of r ight." 

The Governor-General, Sir John Sherbrooke, seems to have felt him

self powerless to cope with the situation, the scenes and persons concerned 

in which were almost beyond the reach of his executive control. The part

ners of the Northwest Company, if they did not seek to gloss over the ac-
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tions of their subordinates or shift the blame to the innocent Indians and 

irresponsible parties, at least maintained a negative attitude to the course 

of retributive justice. Therefore, the resolution of Lord Selkirk to go to 

Fort William in the capacity of a magistrate was one involving, as he well 

knew, many perils. He was not, however, the man to shrink from a daring 

enterprise having once undertaken it. 

To Fort William, then, with the prospect of meeting several hundreds 

of the desperate men of the Northwest Company, Lord Selkirk made his 

way. So confident was he in the rectitude of his purpose and in the justice 

of his cause, that he pushed forward, and without the slightest hesitation 

encamped upon the Kaministiquia, on the south side of the river, opposite 

Fort William. The expedition arrived on August 12th. A demand was 

at once made on the officers of the Northwest Company for the release of 

a number of persons who had been captured at Red River after the destruc

tion of the colony and been brought to Fort William. The Nor'-Westers 

denied having arrested these persons, and to give color to this assertion 

immediately sent them over to Lord Selkirk's encampment. 

On the 13th and following days of the month of August, the desposi-

tions of a number of persons were taken before his Lordship as justice of 

the peace. The despositions related to the guilt of the several Nor'-Wester 

partners, their destroying the settlement, entering and removing property 

from Fort Douglas, and the like. It was made so clear to Lord Selkirk 

that the partners were guilty of inciting the attacks on the colony and of 

approving of the outrages committed, that he determined to arrest a num

ber of the leaders. This was done by regular process—^by warrants served 

on Mr. McGillivray, Kenneth McKenzie, Simon Fraser, and others. The 

prisoners were at first allowed to remain in Fort William, but fearing that 

an attempt would be made to release them and to resist the execution of 

the law, Lord Selkirk directed that the prisoners be placed in one building 

and closely guarded. A further examination of the prisoners took place, 

and their criminality being so evident, they were sent to York, Upper Can

ada, and thence to Montreal, where they were admitted to bail. 

The course taken by Lord Selkirk at Fort William has been severely 

criticized, and became, indeed, the subject of subsequent legal proceedings. 
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One of the Nor'-Wester apologists stated to Governor Sherbrooke " tha t the 

mode of proceeding under Lord Selkirk's orders resembled nothing British, 

and exceeded even the mUitary despotism of the French in Holland." 

However, rather than measure the events of this conflict by the gauge of 

morals and legality, it would seem as profltable to consider them as the pro

duct of the same epoch that witnessed the glorious adventure and the hardy 

courage of " the Lords of the Lakes and Forests." The lack of social 

restraint and the individual freedom born of the life in the forests and on 

the prairies have always evolved a distinct type of humanity, not amenable 

to, nor to be interpreted by, the customs of organized communities. The 

traders and their dependents, in opposing a colony whose establishment they 

thought inimical to their self-interest, proceeded to the execution of their 

plans after the informal manner so familiar in the primitive stages of North 

American civilization. Lord Selkirk, on the other hand, soon discovering 

that the practices and instruments of British law and government were 

ineffectual within the forest fastnesses of the North-West, was himself com

pelled to rely on his own initiative and resources in protecting and securing 

justice to the colony, thus flghting fire with fire. 

At Fort William the state of aft'airs was such that Lord Selkirk could 

not pass on to his colony for the winter, and during the months of autumn 

the expedition was engaged in laying in supplies for the approaching sea

son, and in opening up roads toward the Red river country. The winter 

over, Lord Selkirk started on May 1, 1817, for Red river, accompanied by 

his body guard. The De Meurons had preceded him in the month of March, 

and, reaching the interior, restored order. 

The colonizer arrived at his colony in the last week of June, and saw 

for the first time the land of his dreams for the preceding fifteen years. 

In order to restore peace he endeavored to carry out the terms of the pro

clamation issued by the government of Canada, that all property taken 

during the troubles should be restored to its original owners. This restitu

tion was made to a certain extent, though much that had been taken from 

Fort Douglas was never recovered. The settlers were brought back from 

their refuge at Norway House, and the settlement was again organized. 

After their return to their despoiled homesteads a gathering of the settlers 
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took place, and a full consideration of all their affairs was had in their 

patron's presence. 

This gathering was at the spot where the church and burying ground 

of St. John's are now found. " H e r e , " said his Lordship, pointing to lot 

number four, on which they stood, "here you shall build your church; and 

that lot ," said he, pointing to lot number three across the little stream 

called Parsonage creek, " is for the school." The people then reminded 

his Lordship that he had promised them a minister, who should foUow them 

to their adopted country. This he at once acknowledged, saying, ' ' Selkirk 

never forfeited his word' ' ; while he promised to give the matter attention 

as soon as practicable. In addition, Lord Selkirk gave a document stating 

that, " i n consideration of the hardships which the settlers had suffered, in 

consequence of the lawless conduct of the Northwest Company, his inten

tion was to grant gratuitously the twenty-four lots which had been occupied 

to those of the settlers who had made improvements on their lands before 

they were driven away from them in the previous year.' ' 

Before the dispersion of this public gathering of the people, the 

founder gave the name, at the request of the colonists, to their settlement. 

The name given by him to this first parish in Rupert's Land was that of 

Kildonan, from their old home in the valley of Helmsdale, in Sutherland

shire, Scotland. In more fully organizing the colony his Lordship ordered 

a complete survey to be made of the land, and steps to be taken toward 

laying out roads, building bridges, erecting mills, etc. 

While at Red river, Lord Selkirk also treated with the Indians, whose 

attitude toward the settlement had been much maligned by the Nor'-

Westers, but who had in reality maintained a steadfast friendship for the 

colonists, or at least a sympathetic neutrality in the conflict. The object of 

the treaty was simply to do what has since been done all over the North-

West Territories—to extinguish the Indian title. The treaty, still in exist

ence, is signed alike by Ojibway, Cree and Assiniboine chiefs. His Lordship 

seems to have employed a most conciliatory and attractive manner in dealing 

with the natives, and for their part they were greatly struck with the tall 

spare figure and lordly grace of Lord Selkirk. Long after, Selkirk was 

remembered and beloved by these Indian tribes, who spoke of him as the 

"Silver Chief." 
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So much for the founder's work in his colony in 1817. His affairs 

urgently required attention elsewhere. In the language of a writer of the 

period, "having restored order, infused confidence in the people, and given 

a certain aid to their activity. Lord Selkirk took his final leave of the 

colony.'' Having made peace with the war-like Sioux to the south, he pro

ceeded eastward to Washington and Albany, and thence hastened back to 

Upper Canada, where his presence was urgently needed to meet the artful 

machinations of his enemies. 

In the meantime the tardy hand of the Canadian government was 

reached out to the Red river country. The Governor-General felt very 

keenly the shameful situation there, and yet the difficulties of transport 

and the remote distance of the interior where the conflict was taking place 

made interference almost impossible. His difficulties were, however, more 

than those of distance. The influence of the Northwest Company in Canada 

was supreme, and public sentiment simply reflected the views of the 

traders. The plan of sending a commission to the interior to stop hostili

ties and examine the conflicting statements which were constantly coming to 

the governor, seemed the most feasible; but with his sense of British fair

ness. Governor Sherbrooke knew he could find no one suitable to recommend. 

At last driven to take some action, the Governor-General named Mr. 

W. B. Coltman, a merchant of Quebec and a lieutenant-colonel in the 

militia, a man accustomed to government matters, and one who bore a good 

reputation for fairness and justice. With this commissioner, who did not 

enter on his task with much alacrity, was associated Major Fletcher, a man 

of good legal qualifications. 

The commissioners were instructed to proceed immediately to the 

North-West. They were invested with the power of magistrates, and were 

authorized to make a thorough investigation into the troubles which were 

disturbing the country. "You are particularly," say the instructions, " to 

apply yourselves to mediate between the contending parties in the aforesaid 

territories; to remove as far as possible all causes of dissension between 

them; to take all legal measures to prevent the recurrence of those violences 

which have already so unhappily disturbed the public peace; and generally 
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to enforce and establish, within the territory where you shall be, the influ

ence and authority of the laws." 

Various accidents prevented the commissioners from leaving for the 

Indian country as soon as had been expected. They did not reach York 

(Toronto) till November 23rd, and on their arriving on the shores of Lake 

Huron they found the lake frozen over and impassable. They could do 

nothing themselves other than return to York, but they succeeded in fitting 

out an expedition under north-western auspices to find its way over the 

ice and snow to Fort William, carrying the revocation of all the commis

sions of magistrates west of Sault Ste. Marie and the news of the new 

appointments in their stead. Reports during the winter continued to be of 

a disquieting kind, and as the spring drew nigh preparations were made for 

sending up the commissioners with a small armed force. 

The gravity of the situation may be judged from the steps taken by 

the Imperial government and the instructions sent out by the authority of 

George, the Prince Regent, to Governor Sherbrooke to issue a proclamation 

in his name calling on all parties to desist from hostilities, and requiring all 

military officers of men employed by any of the parties to immediately 

retire from such service. 

It is worthy of note that the proclamation and instructions given had 

the desired effect. Coltman and his fellow commissioner left in ]May for 

the field of their operations, accompanied by forty men of the 37th Regi

ment as a body guard. On arriving at Sault Ste. Marie, Commissioner 

Coltman, after waiting two or three weeks, hastened on to Fort William, 

leaving Fletcher and the troops to follow him. 

On arriving at Red River he immediately grappled with the difficulties 

and met them with much success. The news of Lord Selkirk's actions had 

all arrived at Montreal through the North-West sources, so that both in 

Quebec and London a strong prejudice had sprung up algainst his Lord

ship. Colonel Coltman found, however, that Lord Selkirk had been much 

misrepresented. The illegal seizures he had made at Port William were 

dictated only by prudence in dealing with what he considered a daring and 

treacherous enemy. He had submitted to the ordinance recalling magis

trates' commissions immediately on receiving it. Colonel Coltman was so 
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impressed with Lord Selkirk's reasonableness and good faith that he 

recommended that the legal charges made against him should not be pro

ceeded with. 

Colonel Coltman then started on his return journey, and wrote that he 

had stopped at the mouth of the Winnipeg river for the purpose of investi

gating the conspiracy, in which he states he fears the Northwest Company 

has been implicated, to destroy the Selkirk settlement. The energetic com

missioner returned to Quebec in November of that year. Governor Sher

brooke had the satisfaction of reporting to Lord Bathurst the return of Mr. 

Coltman from his mission to the Indian territories, and " tha t the general 

result of his exertions had been so far successful, that he had restored a 

degree of tranquillity there which promises to continue during the winter. 

The cessation of hostilities brought about by the influence of Colonel 

Coltman did not, however, bring a state of peace. The conflict was trans

ferred to the courts of Lower and Upper Canada, these having been given 

power some time before by the imperial parliament to deal with cases in the 

Indian territories. In the year after Colonel Coltman's return, numerous 

cases were referred to the courts, all these arising out of the violence at 

Red River. Lord Selkirk himself had to answer to four accusations, and 

charges were also preferred against some of the colony officers and men. On 

his Lordship's side charges were brought against those involved in the Seven 

Oaks massacre and in other outrages inflicted upon the colony. These cases 

dragged their weary way through the courts, resulting in the acquittal of 

the defendants in most cases, and dwindling eventually into a dishearten

ing controversy distinguished rather for acrimony and personal bitterness 

than for decision and justice for either side. 

Harassed and discouraged by the difficulties of his colony and his 

treatment in the courts of Upper and Lower Canada, Lord Selkirk wrote, 

in October, 1818, to the new Governor-General of Canada as follows: " To 

contend alone and unsupported not only against a powerful association of 

individuals, but also against all those whose official duty it should have been 

to arrest them in the prosecution of their crimes, was at the best an arduous 

task; and, however confident one might be of the intrinsic strength of his 

cause, it was impossible to feel a very sanguine expectation that this alone 
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would be sufficient to bear him up against the swollen tide of corruption 

which threatened to overwhelm him. He knew that in persevering under 

existing circumstances he must necessarily submit to a heavy sacrifice of 

personal comfort, incur an expense of ruinous amount, and possibly render 

himself the object of harassing and relentless persecution.'' 

Lord Selkirk crossed the Atlantic in 1818, but the disappointments 

and labors he had undergone in America hastened the process of age, and 

worn-out and heartbroken, in the course of a few months he died at Pan, 

in the south of Prance, April, 1820. His Countess and daughters had 

accompanied him to Montreal on his Canadian visit, and they were now 

with him to soothe his dying hours and to see him laid to rest in the Protes

tant cemetery of Orthes. 



CHAPTER XIII . 

PORT GARRY AND SIR GEORGE SIMPSON. 

The death of Lord Selkirk in Prance brought the opposing fur traders 

closer together, and largely through the influence of Hon. Edward EUice, a 

prominent Nor'-Wester, a reconciliation between the hostile companies took 

place and a union was formed on March 26, 1821, under the name of the 

Hudson's Bay Company. The affairs of both companies had been brought 

to the verge of destruction by the conflicts, and the greatest satisfaction 

prevailed both in England and Canada at the union. The prospect now was 

that the stability of the English Company and the energy of the Canadian 

combination would result in a great development of the fur trade. 

The union of interests which preserved the integrity and prosperity of 

the fur traders led to the sealing up for half a century of Rupert's Land to 

all energetic projects and influx of population, and allowed Sir George 

Simpson to build up for the time being the empire of the buffalo, the beaver 

and the fox, instead of developing a home of industry. So that, though we 

date the first permanent settlement of Manitoba in the early years of the 

last century, the predominating activity of that region remained the fur 

industry, and the development of the colony was dependent on the Hud

son's Bay Company rather than on the activities of the modern era. 

To direct the affairs of the united fur companies, to harmonize the 

conflicting interests and to bring about prosperity from the ruin that com

petition had M'rought, was the task assigned to the new governor of Hud

son's Bay Company. Though he proved himself the man for the occasion, 

yet Sir George Simpson was not, at the time of his election to the post in 

1821, an experienced man. Nor was he a man long trained in the fur trade, 

nor had he done more than spend the winter in the fur country at Lake 

Athabasca. He was simply a young clerk, who had approved himself in 

the London Hudson's Bay Company office to Andrew Colville, a relation 

of the Earl of Selkirk. He was thus free from the prejudices of either 

party and young enough to be adaptable in the new state of things. He was 

a native of Ross-shire, in Scotland. He was short of stature, but strong, 

vigorous and observing. He was noted for an ease and affability of manner 
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that stood him in good stead all through his forty years of experience as 

chief officer of the Hudson's Bay Company. He became a noted traveler, 

and made the canoe voyage from Montreal to the interior many times. For 

many years the Nor'-Westers held their annual gatherings at Grand Port

age on Lake Superior, and it was to this place that the chief officers had each 

year resorted. The new element of the English company coming in from 

Hudson Bay now made a change necessary. Accordingly, Norway House 

on Lake Winnipeg became the new centre, and for many years the annual 

gathering of the company leaders in the active trade took place there. 

Sometimes at Moose Factory, now at York, then at Norway House, and 

again at Red River, the energetic governor paid his visits. He was noted for 

the imperious and impetuous haste with which he drove his' voyageurs. 

through the lonely wilds. Por years a story was prevalent in the Red river 

country that a stalwart French voyageur, who was a favorite with the 

governor, was once, in crossing the Lake of the Woods, so irritated by the 

governor's unreasonable urging, that he seized his tormentor, who was 

small in stature, by the shoulders, and dipped him into the lake, giving vent 

to his feelings in an emphatic French oath. 

Though it has always been said that Governor Simpson was dictatorial 

and overbearing, yet he knew how to attach his people to himself, and he 

gathered around him in the course of his career of forty years a large 

number of men devoted to the interests of the company. His visits to Fort 

Garry on the Red river were always notable. He was approachable to the 

humblest, and listened to many a complaint and grievance with apparent 

sympathy and great patience. He had many of the arts of the courtier 

along with his indomitable will. 

With marvellous energy the Governor-in-Chief, as he was called, 

covered the vast territory committed to his care. Besides his journeys to all 

parts of Rupert's Land, his fondness for travel and exploration led him to 

undertake world-wide voyages. Above all else he devoted himself to the 

strengthening of the company interests and the extension of its trade. His 

administration was always conducted with a view to ultimate profit to the 

stockholders. Establishments in unnecessary and unremunerative places 

were cut down or closed. Governor Simpson, while in some respects fond 
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of the "show and circumstance" which an old and honorable company 

could afford, was nevertheless a keen business man, and never forgot that he 

was the head of a company whose object was trade. It cannot be denied 

that the personal element entered largely into his administration. He had 

his favorites among the traders, he was not above petty revenges upon those 

who thwarted his plans, and his decisions were sometimes harsh and tyran

nical, but his long experience, extending over forty years, was marked on 

the whole by most successful administration and by a restoration of the 

prestige of the company, so nearly destroyed at the time of the union. 

At the close of his career by death in 1860, it could be said of Governor 

Simpson that he had lifted the fur trade out of the depth into which it had 

fallen, had harmonized the hostile elements of the two companies, reduced 

order out of chaos in the interior, helped various expeditions for the explor

ation of Rupert's Land, and, withal, the business concerns of the company 

were certainly such as to gain the approbation of the financial worla, 

W îth the establishment of Hudson's Bay Company authority through

out Rupert's Land, there arose a new factory and commercial centre for 

the region about the Red and Assiniboine rivers that had so long been the 

battle ground for the rival companies. Por fifty years the name and situa

tion of Port (iarry were known to the school boys of Canada, Great Britain 

and the United States. They pointed it out on the map and pictured to 

themselves the lonely sentinel outpost among the snows of Rupert's Land. 

Ballantyne's books made Port Garry a striking picture to the youthful 

mind. With a shudder the school boys regarded it as the icy capital of 

the fur traders' country, surrounded by a Chinese wall through which no 

outsider might go. It was as the mysterious Lhassa in the inaccessible land 

of Tibet. Yet Port Garry stood where Winnipeg is now the commercial and 

social capital of western Canada. 

Built as the result of the union of the two fur companies, besides its 

importance as the central trading and supply post over a wide region, it was 

also the chief institution of the Selkirk settlement. During the years that 

intervened between the skirmish of Seven Oaks and the union of the com

panies, Port Douglas had served as the source of business and supplies, but 

now another fort was to be built. The site of this new erection was near 
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where old Fort Gibraltar had stood, but a little distance up the Assiniboine 

river. Immediately on the union of the two fur companies, Nicholas Garry, 

deputy governor of the Hudson's Bay Company, left London to visit a 

number of the posts of Rupert's Land. On August 4, 1821, he arrived at 

the Hudson's Bay house at the Forks, no doubt Pidler's Port, which he 

speaks of as the "Colony House." "Th i s , " he says, "was in a very dirty 

state." On the next day Governor Garry dined at this place, with eight 

of the leading men of the colony, and on the following day he called at 

Port Douglas, and after meeting the colonists and hearing their grievances, 

departed under a cannon salute from the fort. 

No doubt the visit of Governor Garry hurried on the building of the 

new fort. The American travelers. Long and Keating, on visiting Red 

River in 1823, found the fort completed and bearing the name Port Garry. 

This first Port Garry was built of wood. According to the report of an old 

resident who saw it in 1849, it was upwards of two hundred feet square. 

This fort was not demolished till 1852. 

In 1835, the year in which the Selkirk interests in Rupert's Land 

reverted, by purchase, to the Hudson's Bay Company, Alexander Christie, 

governor of Red River, undertook the erection of the second Port Garry. 

Built with a stone wall surrounding it, and with four massive stone bas

tions. Port Garry and its companion fort, nineteen miles down the Red 

river, were far ahead of the buildings throughout the colony, which were 

chiefly wooden. 

The stone wall and bastions, extended from east to west for 280 feet. 

The southern or river front had a gate facing the Assiniboine river. Prom 

north to south the stone wall and bastions were 240 feet long. Fifteen years 

after the fort was erected, walls continued further north were built for the 

purpose of extension. These were not of stone, but of substantial oak logs. 

On the prairie or north side of the new walls was the castellated stone gate

way, which is the only part of the fort now remaining. The bastions were 

imposing, and were fitted up with port holes, which gave a threatening 

appearance as the four-pounders presented their nozzles outward. When 

the walls were thus extended, several additional buildings were built in the 

interior and again eight or ten years afterward other buildings also. 
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Around the inside of the walls ran a long gallery of some width, which, we 

are told, "afforded a pleasant promenade walk for the fort inmates." 

There were distinctive features of life that characterized Port 

Garry as the capital of Rupert's Land. Here appeared the trader from 

Port. William to meet the JMackenzie river bourgeois. Here was to be seen 

the master of Norway House come to enjoy, in common with the Saskatche

wan chief-factor, the hospitality of Port Garry. Settlers of the old time 

all speak of the exuberance of the Christmas "carouse," the winter gaiety 

and friendly gatherings at the fur-traders' metropolis. 

Especially in the matter of mails and communication was Port Garry 

important. Tradition tells that old Sheriff Ross received a year's supply 

of London Times at the end of the year, and read week by week the news, 

but always a year late. But while a monthly mail in early times reached 

Fort Garry, only two mails a year were sent to the far interior. The starting 

of the winter packet from Port Garry was a great event. After the ice had 

well set, advantage was taken of the rapid transit by dog train to hurry 

away in early December to the western posts. The only newspapers allowed 

to go were a file for each post of some selected favorite, say the Montreal 

Gazette. The letters, kept down to the minimum weight, made no trifling 

load. Divided up into toboggan loads, each taken by the great "huskie" or 

Eskimo dogs, gaily caparisoned, the mails sped northward under the direc

tion of the agile half-breed driver. It took eight days to go the distance,, 

upwards of four hundred miles, from Port Garry to Norway House, but at 

times the speed reached seventy miles a day. Drivers and dogs slept 

through the coldest nights under the icy sky, and each faithful huskie was 

fed on one fish a day. At Norway House the mail was redistributed; a new 

packet went up the Saskatchewan to Carlton; another north from Carlton; 

another southeast to Swan river, and so on. Each party on returning 

brought back the mail from the farthest outposts. The northern packet 

returned to Port Garry by February. In summer the mail was carried by 

brigades of ' ' inland boats,' ' manned by half-breed voyageurs. These expe

ditions came back laden with the peltries obtained during the preceding-

winter. 
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But fully equal in interest and picturesque effect to the dog train or 

the summer brigade, were the encampments and long cart trains which 

crossed the prairies from Fort Garry even to far-distant Edmonton. These 

consisted of hundreds of Red River carts, made in the early day without 

nail or scrap of iron. With coarse leather harness called ' ' shagganapi,'' the 

ox or Indian pony dragged his weary load. The cavalcade, at times six 

hundred yards long, progressed painfully with its distressing screech, which 

could be heard a mile away. The "corrals" on the Hudson's Bay reserve 

and along Colony creek, were a sight to be remembered. 

In the southeast corner of Port Garry was the Hudson's Bay store. 

Originally it was reached by way of River Gate, and was approached from 

the west side, or else by the postern gate. In the last ten years of its exist

ence it was not so. The eastern stone wall of the fort gave way, and on its 

fall was replaced partially by a palisade of oak logs. The portion near the 

southeast bastion was not rebuilt, and at this opening the front of the store 

was made. To forget the Hudson's Bay store for one who saw it is impos

sible. To enter it on any day in the morning was interesting. The stalwart 

Metis, dressed up in blue capotes and bright red scarfs about the middle, 

were there in dozens. The atmosphere had a pungent odor as one entered. 

It was the famous ' ' Kinni-Kinik,'' or dried red-willow bark that was being 

used. The store was thick with smoke. The goods were suited to the times. 

Many expensive cloths were there—high-colored—red, blue and green. 

But the day to see the store was in June. Then hundreds of hunters 

were encamped on the plain about the fort. They were preparing for the 

buffalo hunt. Some twelve or fifteen hundred carts were there to be fitted 

out. One cried in the store for " a n axe," another for "leather." a third 

for a "musket ," and others for scores of other articles. All clamored at 

once. The articles of purchase were obtained on credit, to be paid for on the 

return from the hunt, in a few months. The clerks were in despair, and often 

berated their noisy customers, or threatened to have it out with them on 

their return. All the hunters, numbering many hundreds, were under the 

command of the great leader of the Metis, Cuthbert Grant, of St. Francois 

Xavier. He was known as the ' ' Warden of the Plains. ' ' When he gave the 

w»rd all must depart, and the day after the departure was like Sunday at 

the Fort. 
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When Governor Simpson was at Fort Garry, then the governors of the 

colony were lost in his magnificence. The greatest excitement prevailed on 

the arrival of the governor at the Port. The Fort was en fete. With him 

in the earlier days often came his wife, who was related to the people of 

the country, and whose name still survives in Port Frances, on Rainy river. 

A miniature court was held in Fort Garry. The governor was affable and 

glad to meet the people. If a fence had blown over, or a quagmire become 

impassable, or an "an imal" (ox or horse) gone astray, or if a new church 

or school were needed, the matter was fully laid before the governor on his 

arrival. Governor Simpson was generous, rewarded his friends, but was 

also a good hater of his enemies. 

Fort Garry was naturally the centre of the social life of the country. 

The governor's residence was there, and the officers and clerks lived in com

fort in "Bachelor's Hall ." The lower part of this central building was a 

counting room for the company's business. Upstairs was the residence of 

the officials. The company gave its countenance to the balls and parties 

which represent the side of life devoted to relaxation. 

This fort continued the centre of business, government, education, and 

public affairs for more than three decades, and was the nucleus of the city 

of Winnipeg. Sold in the year 1882, the fort was demolished, and the front 

gate now owned by the city is all that remains of this historic group of 

buildings. The destruction of the fort was an act of vandalism, reflecting 

on the sordid man who purchased it from the Hudson's Bay Company. 

The little Port Garry Park is a simple reminder of it, but when Fort Garry 

was pulled down the glory of the old time departed. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

ELEMENTS OP POPULATION AT RED RIVER. 

A description of the constituent elements of the population of the Red 

river country during the years before Manitoba organized into a province 

has much value for the interpretation of the events that mark the unsettled 

period from the conflict of the colonists and Nor'-Westers at Seven Oaks 

to the Riel rebellion of 1869-70. Each admixture of races brought a definite 

character to the history of the country, influencing its development and the 

life and customs of the whole people. 

First to be mentioned among the old settlers of,the Red river country 

are the Highlanders forming the majority of the Selkirk colony. In the 

early years of the nineteenth century there were hard times in the High

lands of Scotland, and, as we have already stated, Lord Selkirk set out to 

relieve some of the distress by planting a colony. Cottars and crofters were 

being driven from their small holdings by the Duchess of Sutherland and 

others, to make way for large sheep farms. Strong men stood sullenly by, 

women wept and wrung their hands, and children clung to their distressed 

parents as they saw their cabins burnt before their eyes. The "Highland 

Clearances" have left a stain on the escutcheons of more than one noble

man. Lord Selkirk, whose estates were in the south of Scotland, and who 

had no special connection with the Celts, nevertheless took pity on the help

less Highland exiles. During the years from 1811 to 1815 about two 

hundred and seventy Highland colonists reached Red River. The history of 

these colonists and their subsequent additions and withdrawals has been 

recorded. The Highland element, if not numerically preponderant, was a 

potential factor industrially and in civic affairs throughout the history of 

the territory of Assiniboia. 

To many it is known that the Lord Selkirk colonists were chiefly High

landers ; few are acquainted with the fact that there was among them a fair 

sprinkling of Irish people. In the first shipload to York Factory, that of 

1811, besides the 70 Highlanders, there were some twenty Irish colonists 

and employes. In the next company, that of 1812, most of those sent out 

were skilled workmen to erect buildings and help the settlers—of the fifteen 
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or twenty so sent a considerable part were Irish. All the representatives of 

the Green Isle seem to have taken a full share in the lively antagonisms of 

the rival companies. 

The De Meurons, the disbanded soldiers whom Lord Selkirk brought 

with him to the colony in 1817, are also to be mentioned. The regiments 

to which these men belonged were part of the body of German mercenaries 

which had been raised during the Napoleonic wars. The name of Colonel 

De IMeuron, one of the principal officers, was given to the whole. These new 

settlers were not only Germans, but had among them a number of Swiss 

and Piedmontese. The men were promised certain wages as well as land 

grants at Red River. In accordance with the agreement Lord Selkirk settled 

all the De Meurons who wished to remain—a considerable number—along 

the banks of the little river, the Seine, which empties into Red river oppo

site Point Douglas. This stream has among the old settlers always been 

known as German Creek in consequence. Some severe things have been 

said of the character of the De Meuron settlers. They have been charged 

with turbulence, insobriety and with having predatory inclinations toward 

their neighbor's cattle. They almost all left the country after the disast

rous year of 1826, for the United States. No doubt like all bodies of men, 

they had good and bad among them, but the fact of their having been 

disbanded mercenaries would not incline us to expect a very high morality 

of them. 

In the same year (1820) in which Lord Selkirk went to Prance to find, 

in the little town of Pau, his death and burial place, a former officer of 

the De Watteville regiment—Colonel May—a native of the Swiss capital 

of Berne, went as an agent of Lord Selkirk to Switzerland. He had been in 

Canada, but not at Red River, and accordingly his representations among 

the Swiss cantons were too much of the kind circulated by government emi

gration agents still. He succeeded in inducing a considerable number of 

Swiss families to seek the Red River settlement. Crossing the ocean by 

Hudson's Bay ships, they arrived at York Factory in August, 1821, and 

were borne in Hudson's Bay Company York boats to the destination. 

Gathered, as they had been, from the towns and villages of Switzerland, 

and being chiefly "watch and clock makers, pastry cooks and musicians," 
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they were ill-suited for such a new settlement as that of Red River, where 

they must become agriculturists. They seem to have been honest and 

orderly people, though very poor. It will be remembered that the De 

Meurons had come as soldiers; they were chiefly, therefore, unmarried men. 

The arrival of the Swiss, with their handsome sons and daughters, produced 

a flutter of excitement in the wifeless De Meuron cabins along German 

creek. The result is described in the words of a trustworthy eye-witness of 

what took place: "No sooner had the Swiss emigrants arrived than many of 

the Germans, who had come to the settlements a few years ago from Can

ada, and had houses, presented themselves in search of a wife, and, having 

fixed their attachment with acceptance, they received those families, in 

which was their choice, into their habitations. Those who had no daughters 

to afford this introduction, were obliged to pitch their tents along the banks 

of the river, and outside the stockades of the fort, till they removed to 

Pembina in the better prospects of provisions for the winter.' ' 

The De Meurons and Swiss never took kindly to Red River. So early 

as 1822, after wintering at Pembina, a number of them, instead of turning 

their faces toward Fort Garry, went up the Red river into Minnesota and 

took up farms where St. Paul now stands on the IMississippi. They were 

among the first settlers there. It was the flood of 1826 on the Red river 

when Highlanders, De Meurons, Swiss and French all had to flee to Stur

geon creek, Stony Mountain and Bird's Hill for safety, and when, to use 

the words of Horace, " the fishes built their nests in the tree tops," that 

caused the great number of Swiss and De Meurons to emigrate. In that 

memorable departure, in which it is said the other settlers were willing, like 

the Egyptians of old, to give their choicest possessions in order that they 

might be rid of those remo-ving, there were two hundred and forty-three De 

Meurons, Swiss and others who journeyed southward. 

Parkman, in his account of Pontiac's conspiracy, has well shown the 

facility with which the French voyageurs and Indian peoples coalesced. 

Though a poor colonist, the French Canadian is unequalled as a voyageur 

and pioneer runner. When he settles down on some remote lake or 

untenanted river with his Indian wife he is at home. Here he rears in 

contentment his "dusky" race. The French half-breed, called also Metis 
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and formerly Bois Brule, is an athletic, rather good looking, lively, excitable, 

easy-going being. Fond of a fast pony, free-hearted, open-handed, yet 

indolent and improvident, he is a marked feature of border life. Being 

excitable, he can be aroused to acts of revenge, of bravery and daring. The 

IMcGillivrays, Grants, McLeods, and Mackays, who had France, Scotch and 

Indian blood, were especially determined. The Metis, if a friend, is" true 

and cannot in too many ways oblige you. The offspring of the Montreal 

traders with their Indian spouses ,so early as 1816 numbered sevei-al 

hundreds, and possessed a considerable esprit de corps. They looked upon 

themselves as a separate people, and headed by their Scoto-Prench half-

breed leader, Cuthbert Grant, called themselves the "New Nation." Having 

tasted blood in the death of Governor Semple they were turbulent ever after

ward, and they are central actors in the rebellions that mark the history of 

western Canada up to 1885. 

As different as is the patient roadster from the wild mustang is the 

English-speaking half-breed from the Metis. So early as 1775 the traveler 

Alexander Henry found Orkney employes in the service of the Hudson's 

Bay Company at Cumberland House. The Orkney Islands furnished so 

many useful men to the company that in 1816, when the Bois Brules came 

to attack the colony, though the colonists were mostly Highlanders they 

were called ' ' Les Orcanais.'' Accordingly the English-speaking half-breeds 

are really of Scotch descent almost entirely. Prom Hudson's Bay to dis

tant Yukon, the steady-going Orkney men came with their Indian wives and 

half-breed children and made the Red river their home. Such well-known 

and respected names as Inkster, Fobister, Setter, Harper, Mowat, Omand, 

Flett, Linklater, Tait, Spence, Monkman and others show how valuable an 

element of i\Ianitoban population the English half-breeds have been, though, 

of course, some bearing those names are of pure Orkney blood. 

No element, however, did so much for Red River of old as the intelligent 

and high-spirited officers of the Hudson's Bay Company, of whom many 

settled in the country. There were among them also a strong Highland 

and Orkney strain. In few countries is the speech of the people generally so 

correct as it was in the Red River settlement. This undoubtedly rose from 

the influence of the educated Hudson's Bay Company officers. At their 
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distant posts on the long nights they read useful books and kept their 

journals. Numbers of them collected specimens of natural history, Indian 

curiosities, took metereological observations and the like. Though all may 

not have been the pink of perfection, yet very few bodies of men retained 

as a whole so upright a character. Among the honorable names, of men 

originally holding official position with the company, are those of Pruden, 

•Bird, Bunn, Stewart, Lillie, Campbell, Christie, Kennedy, Heron, Ross, 

Murray, Mackenzie, Hardisty, Graham, McTavish, Bannatyne, Cowan, Row

land, Sinclair, Sutherland, Pinlayson, Smith, Balsillie, Hargrave, Clark 

and others. 

Most portions of the new world have grown from additions from the 

military, who have for some reason or other come to them. So it was in the 

Red River settlement. Discharged soldiers, having completed their service 

in Rupert's Land, often chose to settle in the Red river country, or military 

pensioners would seek this region as settlers. In 1848 Colonel Caldwell, 

with fifty-six non-commissioned officers and men, of whom forty-two were 

married and had families, came out by way of Hudson Bay, each man being 

promised twenty acres of land and each sergeant forty. Such names as 

Mulligan, Rickards and others well known belong to this period. 

The nucleus of one hundred and fifty Kildonan settlers in 1816 had 

with it a few Metis already settled down. There was a need for a settle

ment in the midst of the vast fur territories, a need that was recognized 

even by the Northwest Company. A settlement once established at Red 

River, many flocked to it. Thus it was that in ten years after the death of 

Governor Semple there were of Highlands, De Meurons, Swiss, French 

voyageurs. Metis and Orkney half-breeds, not less than fifteen hundred 

settlers. It was certainly a motley throng. The Rev. Mr. West, the first 

missionary, tells us that he distributed copies of the Bible in English, Gaelic, 

German, Danish, Italian and French, and they were all gratefully received 

in this polyglot community. Though the colony lost by desertions as we 

have seen, yet it continued to gain by the addition of retiring Hudson's 

Bay Company officers and servants, who took up land as allowed by the 

company in strips along the river for which they paid small sums. The 

census of the whole settlement gave, in 1849, 5,291, and, in 1856, 6,523. 
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The population by natural increase and by additions from the territories. 

United States and Canada had, in 1871, when the Dominion census was 

taken, reached to about 2,000 whites, 5,000 English half-breeds, and 5,000 

Metis. 

That there were many distinctive features of life at Red River is evi

dent from the diverse elements that formed its population. But fortunately 

we do not have to depend on our constructive imagination alone to get a 

picture of what that life was. Alex. Ross, one-time sheriff of the settle

ment and its historian, whose account of "The Red River Settlement" 

(1856) is as interesting as it is thorough in detail, describes, in language 

that is picturesque if not free from historical bias, his personal observations 

among the various quarters of the settlement. 

His "picture of life as it is in Red River" (about 1837) is as follows: 

' ' A stranger entering Red River in June would be dazzled at the pros

pect around him. June, July and August, are the three imposing months, 

when nature appears luxuriant in the extreme. The unbounded pasture, 

cattle everywhere grazing without restraint, the crops waving in the wind, 

every species of vegetation rich in blossom, and fertile as imagination itself. 

To enjoy these scenes as completely as possible, the writer invited a friend 

newly arrived in the place to accompany him from one end of the settle-

mnt to the other. . . The Porks is the nucleus and chief rendezvous of 

the settlement—the division line between the Europeans and French Cana

dians. Here the beaver hat and silken gown, the papered walls and car

peted floors meet the eye. Different this from what things were some ten or 

twelve years before, when I first visited this place! 

"Prom Fort Garry I invited my friend to accompany me on a visit 

to the upper part of the settlement, as he was anxious to know what kind 

of life the Canadians and half-breeds lead in this part of the world. We 

had not proceeded far before we met a stout, well-made, good-looking man, 

dressed in a common blue capote, red belt, and corduroy trousers; he spoke 

French and was a Canadian. That, said I, pointing to his dress, is the 

universal costume of both French Canadians and half-breeds, the belt being 

the simple badge of distinction; the former wearing it generally over, and 

the latter as generally under the capote. The stature of the half-breeds is 
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of the middle size, and generally slender, countenances rather pleasing than 

otherwise. In manners mild, unassuming, not to say effeminate, and some

what bashful. On the whole, however, they are a sedate and grave people, 

rather humble than haughty in their demeanor, and are seldom seen to 

laugh among strangers. The women are invariably fairer than the men, 

although at all seasons almost equally exposed. They are not, however, 

highly colored, but rather pale and sallow; resembling in their complexion 

more the natives of Spain or the south of Prance than the swarthy Indian 

here. 

"The half-breed women are also slender, still more so than the men, 

but exceedingly well featured and comely—many even handsome; and those 

who have the means are tidy about their person and dress. They are fond 

of show, and invariably attire themselves in gaudy prints, and shawls, 

chiefly of the tartan kind—all, as a matter of course, of foreign manufac

ture; but, like Indian women, they are very tenacious of the habits and 

customs of their native country. The blanket as an overall is considered 

indispensable; it is used on all occasions, not only here but throughout the 

continent, both at home and abroad; if a stick is wanted for the fire, or a 

pleasure party is to be joined away from home, the blanket is called for. . . 

"Canadians and half-breeds are promiscuously settled together, and 

live much in the same way. They are not, properly speaking, farmers, 

hunters, or fishermen; but rather confound the three occupations together, 

and follow them in turn, as whim or circumstances may dictate. They farm 

to-day, hunt to-morrow, and fish the next, without anything like system; 

always at a non-plus, but never disconcerted. They are great in adventur

ing, but small in performing; and exceedingly plausible in their dealings. 

Taking them all in all they are a happy people. . . . 

"We have to notice a marked difference between the Europeans and 

the French. In the spring of the year, when the former are busy, late and 

early, getting their seed into the ground, the Canadian is often stuck up 

in the end of his canoe fishing gold-eyes, and the half-breed is often saunter

ing about idle with his gun in his hand. At the same time, if you ask either 

to work, they will demand unreasonable wages, or even refuse altogether; 

preferring indolence to industry, and their own roving habits to agricul-
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tural or other pursuits of civilized life. Their own farms, if farms they 

may be called, point them out as a century behind their European neigh

bors. Harvest time shows no improvement on sowing time, for they are 

to be seen anywhere but in the neighborhood of their proper work. While 

they are planning this and that little labor, the summer passes by and 

winter threatens them often with their crops unsecured, their houses 

unmudded, and their cattle unprovided for. They live a ragged life, which 

habit has made familiar to them. Knowing no other condition, they are 

content and happy in poverty. 

' ' We visited the houses of these people, and here truth compels us to 

draw a line of distinction. The French Canadian of any standing is tidy 

in his dwelling; the floor is kept clean; the bed is neatly made up, and 

generally set off with curtains and coverlet; the little cupboard, if there is 

nothing in it, is still orderly and clean; in short, everything else just as 

it ought to be. On the contrary the half-breeds, generally speaking, exhibit 

more of the discomforts that attend a mere encampment in their dwellings. 

Aiiion,g this class, the buffalo robe is more frequently seen than the blanket 

in their dwellings. The better sort, however, have their houses divided 

into two rooms; but they are all bare of furniture, and ornament never 

enters, except occasionally a small picture of the Virgin ]Mary, or a favorite 

apostle, hung to the wall in a little round frame. 

' ' Especially interesting to my friend were their winter amusements; 

the fine horse, the bells, the ribbons, the gay painted cariole, trotting 

matches, fiddling, dancing and gossiping parties. The gaiety of their car

ousals ought, indeed, to be mentioned. When met together on these occa

sions, they are loud talkers, great boasters, and still greater drinkers and 

smokers; they sing vociferously, dance without mercy, and generally break 

up their bacchanalian revels with a sort of Irish row. The constant tide of 

cariole comers and goers, Sundays and week days alike, would lead to a 

belief that the Canadians and half-breeds were all official men, did all the 

business of the colony, and settled affairs of state into the bargain. Yet all 

this heyday, and hurrying to and fro, is mere idleness and gasconade. A 

Canadian half-breed able to exhibit a fine horse and gay cariole is in 

his .o-lory: this achievement is at once tbe hei.ght of his ambition and his 
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ruin. Possessed of these, the thriftless fellow's habitation goes to ruin; he 

is never at home, but driving and carioling in all places. The neighborhood 

of the church on Sundays and holy days has all the appearance of a fair. . 

"The half-breeds are not of the emigrant class; but rather squatters 

and intruders, who have from time to time dropped off from the fur trade, 

or come in from the Indian camp, and set down among their countrymen 

on the first vacant lot they find handy, which they make no scruple of call

ing their own. When the lot is stripped bare of timber, they remove to 

another, and reduce it to the same condition. Thus the upper and best 

wooded part of the settlement has been entirely ruined and rendered tree

less. Within the boundary of the colony wood is already scarce; and 

unfortunately, the country affords no substitute. . . . " 

Turning from the cheerless and perhaps exaggerated picture of affairs 

above the Forks, Ross a,nd his companion next observe the lower part of the 

settlement. ' ' It happened to be harvest time; all hands were at work in the 

fields. Men in their shirt sleeves, women in their white jackets, and boys 

and girls everywhere busy in cutting and gleaning, or frightening away the 

blackbirds and wild pigeons, which at this season are very destructive to 

the crops. These people, with all their industry, and though their farms 

are large, cultivate but small patches; for which two reasons may be 

assigned—the limited market and the scarcity of servants. . . . After 

traveling on the public road for about seven miles, to a place called the 

middle church, my friend observed, 'This part of the colony we have just 

passed is the thickest settled I have yet seen; and if we may judge from 

outward appearances—houses, corn yards, parks and inclosures, the hand 

of industry has indeed been busy.' 'Yes,' said I, 'these are the Scotch 

settlers, the emigrants sent hither by Lord Selkirk; the people who have 

suffered so much, and to whose fortitude and perseverance the colony owes 

that it is what you see it at this day.' 

"We journeyed on some fourteen miles further till we reached Stone 

Port. Here the aspect is somewhat gloomy, yet deeply interesting; and 

bevond this point, with the exception of the Cree Indian village, there are 

no settlers. We thus had an opportunity of comparing the pursuits of the 

people below with those above during that season. . . . The lower dis-
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trict of the settlement is peopled with a mixture of all races, settled promis

cuously together, like those above the Forks. Desiring to observe the Scotch 

settlers and their domestic comforts, we kept winding our way among the 

dwellings, where we spent a few days. These people surpass in comfort 

those of the same class in most other countries. Rich in food and clothing, 

all of them have likewise saved more or less money. The evidence of domes

tic happiness everywhere meets the eye. No want of blankets here on the 

bed; the children well clothed and the houses warm and comfortable. The 

barns teeming with grain, the stables with cattle, and all classes wearing 

more or less of their own manufacture, which bespeaks a fair prospect 

for the future. Every man minds his own business—every woman may be 

found in her own kitchen. The flail and spinning wheel are ever at work. 

" A certain moral and religious discipline, of course, lays the founda

tion for the habits we have described. In their social relations the Scotch 

are sober, shrewd and attentive to their several duties; yet they are not 

altogether free from the influence of local habits. They cariole and go 

about, too, on a small scale; nor is it likely they could be so near neighbors 

as they are to the good people above, without imbibing more or less of their 

habits and foibles." 

A study of Ross' history makes us cautious about accepting all his dis

tinctions and criticisms, but his keen observations and ready description 

afford us a very vivid picture of those early days on Red river. 



CHAPTER XV. 

LORD SELKIRK'S COLONY (1817-1835). 

The cessation of hostilities between the rival companies afforded an 

opportunity to Lord Selkirk's settlement to proceed with its development. 

To the scared and harassed settlers it gave the prospects of peace under 

their governor, Alexander Macdonell, who had been in the fur trade, but 

took charge of the settlement after the departure of Miles Macdonell. The 

state of affairs was far from promising. The population of Scottish and 

Irish settlers was less than two hundred. There were a hundred or there

abouts of De Meurons, brought up by Lord Selkirk, and a number of 

French voyageurs, free traders or "freemen" as opposed to engages, and 

those who, with their half-breed families, had begun to assemble about the 

forks and to take up holdings for themselves. Por the last mentioned, the 

hunt, fishing, and the fur trade afforded a living; but as to the settlers and 

De Meurons, providence seemed to favor them but little more that the 

hostile Nor'-Westers had done. 

The settlers were chiefly men who were unacquainted with farming, 

and they had few implements, no cattle or horses, and the hoe and spade 

were the only means of fitting the soil for the small quantity of grain sup

plied them for sowing. Other means of employment or livelihood there 

were none. In 1818 the crops of the settlers were devoured by an incursion 

of locusts. On several occasions clouds of these destructive insects have 

visited Red River, and their ravages are not only serious, but they paralyze 

all effort on the part of the husbandmen. The description given by the 

prophet Joel was precisely reproduced on the banks of Red river, ' ' the land 

is as the Garden of Eden before them, and behind them is a desolate wilder

ness ; yea, and nothing shall escape them.'' There was no resource for the 

settlers but to betake themselves to Pembina to seek the buffalo. In the 

next year they sowed their scanty seed, but the young ' ' grasshoppers,'' as 

they were called, rose from the eggs deposited in the previous year, and 

while the wheat was in the blade, cleared it from the fields more thoroughly 

than any reaper could have done. This scourge continued till the spring 
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of 1821, when the locusts disappeared suddenly, and the crop of that year 

was a bountiful one. 

During these years the colony was understood to be under the personal 

ownership of Lord Selkirk. Pie regarded himself as responsible for the 

safety and support of the colonists. In the first year of the settlement he 

had sent out supplies of food, clothing, implements, arms, and ammunition; 

a store house had been erected; and this continued during these years to be 

supplied with what was needed. It was the governor's duty to regulate the 

distribution of these stores and to keep account of them as advances to the 

several settlers, and of the interest charged upon such advances. While the 

store was a boon, even a necessity, to the settlers, it was also an instrument 

of oppression. Alexander IMacdonell was called "Gouverneur Sauterelle" 

("Grasshopper Governor"), the significant statement being made " tha t he 

was so nicknamed because he proved as great a destroyer within doors as the 

grasshoppers in the fields.'' He seems, moreover, to have been an extrava

gant official, being surrounded by a coterie of kindred spirits, who lived in 

"one prolonged scene of debauchery." 

With the departure of the grasshoppers from the country also departed 

the unpopular and unfaithful governor. It was only on the visit of Mr. 

Halkett, one of Lord Selkirk's executors, that Macdonell's course of "false 

entries, erroneous statements, and over-charges" was discovered, and the 

accounts of the settlers adjusted to give them their rights. The disgraceful 

reign of Governor IMacdonell was brought to a close none too soon. 

On the removal of Governor JMacdonell, Captain A. Bulger was in 

June, 1822, installed as governor of Assiniboia. His rule only lasted one 

year and proved troublous, though he was a high-minded and capable 

official. One of his chief troubles was the opposition given him by the 

Hudson's Bay Company officer Clarke, who was in charge of their estab

lishment at the forks. Every effort was put forth by Clarke to make Bul

ger's position uncomfortable, and the opposition drove the captain away. 

Governor Bulger, on retiring, made the following suggestions, which 

show the evils which he thought needed a remedy, viz.: " To get courts and 

magistrates nominated by the King; to get a company of troops sent out to 

support the magistrates and keep the natives in order; to circulate money; 
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to find a market for the surplus grain; to let it be determined whether the 

council at York Factory are justified in preventing the settlers from buying 

moose or deer skin for clothing and provisions." The governor's closing 

words are: " If these things cannot be done, it is my sincere advice to you 

to spend no more of Lord Selkirk's money upon Red River." 

Governor Bulger was succeeded by Robert Pelly, who was the brother 

of Sir J. H. Pelly, the governor of the company in London. It seems to 

have been about this time that the executors of Lord Selkirk, while not 

divesting themselves of their Red River possessions, yet in order to avoid 

the unseemly conflicts seen in Bulger's time, entrusted the administration 

of their affairs to the company's officers at Red River. Evidence of this is 

found in the reports made, at the Norway House gatherings, to Governor 

Simpson. In one, it was stated that it was the intention of the new com

pany soon to take over the property belonging to Lord Selkirk in the 

colony. At a later meeting, in 1823, a step in advance was taken in having 

a permanent and representative council to regulate the affairs of Red 

River settlement. The entry reads, ' ' Captain Robert Parker Pelly, governor 

of Assiniboia, Rev. Mr. West, Rev. Mr. Jones, Mr. Logan added to the 

council. Jacob Corrigal, chief trader, appointed sheriff, vice Andrew 

Stewart, deceased. Rev. Mr. Jones appointed chaplain at a salary of £100 

during absence of Mr. West. He will officiate at Red River." 

After two years Pelly retired, and Donald McKenzie, a fur trader who 

had taken part in the stirring events of Astoria, became governor. 

The most startling event during the rule of Governor McKenzie was 

the Red River flood in 1826. The winter of this year had been severe, and 

a great snowfall gave promise of a wet and dangerous spring. The snow 

had largely cleared away, when, early in the month of May, the waters 

began rising with surprising rapidity. The banks of the river were soon 

unable to contain the floods, and once on the prairie level the waters spread 

for miles east and west in a great lake. The water rose several feet in the 

houses of the settlers. When the wind blew the waves dashed over the roofs. 

Buildings were undermined and some were floated away. The settlers were 

compelled to leave their homes, and took flight to the heights of Stony 

Mountain, Little Mountain, Bird's Hill, and other elevations. Por weeks 
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the flood continued, but at last, on its receding, the homeless settlers 

returned to their battered and damaged houses, much disheartened. The De 

Meurons and Swiss, as related on former pages, withdrew entirely from the 

Red river country. 

However, the year of the flood seems to have introduced an era of 

plenty, for the people rebuilt their homes, cultivated their fields, and 

though the crops were sown late, a fair harvest was gathered, and the 

settlers were enabled to pay off their debts and improve their holdings. 

During Governor McKenzie's regime at the time of the flood, the population 

of the Red River settlement had reached fifteen hundred. 

Though the colony lost by desertions, yet it continued to gain by the 

addition of retiring Hudson's Bay Company officers and men, who took up 

land as allowed by the company in strips along the river. There were in 

many cases no deeds, simply the registration of the name in the company's 

register. A man sold his lot for a horse, and it was a matter of chance 

whether the registration of the change in the lot took place or not. This was 

certainly a mode of transferring land free enough to suit an English radi

cal or even Henry George. The land reached as far out from the river as 

could be seen by looking under a horse, say two miles, and back of this 

was the limitless prairie, which became a species of common where all 

could cut hay and where herds could run unconfined. Wood, water and hay 

were the necessaries of a Red River settler's life; to cut poplar rails for 

his fences in spring and burn the dried rails in the following winter was 

quite the authorized thing. There was no inducement to grow surplus 

grain, as each settler could only get a market for eight bushels of wheat 

from the Hudson's Bay Company. It could not be exported. Pemmican 

from the plains was easy to get; the habits of the people were simple; their 

wants were few; and while the condition of Red River settlement was far 

from being that of an Acadia, want was absent and the people were becom

ing satisfied. To Governor McKenzie, who ruled well for eight years, credit 

is largely due for the peace and progress of the period. 

In 1831 the Hudson's Bay Company, evidently encouraged by the 

thrift and contentment of the people, began the erection of a very notable 

and important group of buildings some nineteen miles down the river from 
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the forks. This was called Lower Fort Garry. It was buUt on the solid 

rock, and was, and is to this day, surrounded by a massive stone wall. 

Various reasons have been advanced for the building of this, the first 

permanent fort so far from the old centre of trade and of the old associa

tions at the "forks ." Some have said it was done to place it among the 

English people, as the French settlers were becoming turbulent; some that 

it was at the head of navigation from Lake Winnipeg, being north of the 

St. Andrew's rapids; and some maintained that the site was chosen as hav

ing been far above the high water during the year of the flood, when Fort 

Douglas and Upper Port Garry had been surrounded. The motive will prob

ably never be known; but for a time it was the residence of the governor of 

Rupert's Land when he was in the country, and was the seat of government. 

Four years afterward, when Alexander Christie had replaced Donald Mc

Kenzie as local governor. Fort Garry, or Upper Fort Garry, was begun in 

1835 at the forks, but on higher ground than the original Fort Garry of 

1821. 

That the Hudson's Bay Company was interested in the development 

of the Red River colony is indicated by the liberal way in which various 

enterprises were undertaken by the governor for the welfare of the settlers. 

Though the recital of these various projects gives a melancholy picture of 

failure and impracticality, yet it shows a heartiness and willingness on the 

part of the company to do the best for the settlers, albeit there was in every 

case bad management. 

Immediately after the union of the two fur companies in 1821, a com

pany to manufacture cloth from buffalo wool was started. This, of course, 

was a mad scheme, but there was a clamor that work should be found for 

the hungry immigrants. The company began operations, and every one was 

to become rich. Ten thousand dollars of money raised in shares was 

deposited in the Hudson's Bay Company's hands as the bankers of the 

' ' Buffalo Wool Company,'' machinery was obtained, and the people largely 

gave up agriculture to engage in killing buffalo and collecting buffalo 

skins. Trade was to be the philosopher's stone. In 1822 the bubble burst. 

It cost $12.50 to manufacture a yard of buffalo wool cloth on Red river, 

and the cloth sold for only $1.10 a yard in London. The Hudson's Bay 
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Company advanced $12,500 beyond the amount deposited, and a few years 

afterwards was under the necessity of forgiving the debt. The Hudson's 

Bay Company had thus its first lesson in encouraging the settlers. 

Notwithstanding the mismanagement and failure of the Buffalo Wool 

Company, that enterprise was eventually of great advantage to the colony, 

as it caused the circulation of money and put many settlers in possession 

of a little capital at the right moment. They were enabled to purchase a 

drove of three hundred cattle that had been driven into the settlement 

from Illinois as a speculation, being almost the first cattle ever brought to 

the colony. These cattle multiplied so fast that the colonists were soon well 

supplied and a new industry was introduced in their economy. "How 

cheering it was," says the historian Ross, writing in 1852, " to behold the 

numerous small bands of domestic cattle that enlivened the plains so lately 

swarming with the wild buffalo, only those can say who, like the writer, 

have watched the savage aspect of things daily, hourly, yielding to the more 

genial fruits of civilization.'' 

A model farm for the benefit of the settlers was next undertaken. This 

is described as follows by Alexander Ross: "One part of Lord Selkirk's 

original plan was to establish an experimental farm and dairy, which, it 

was hoped, would supply the people with seed, and in times of scarcity 

with bread. The 'Hay Field Farm,' as it was called, was entrusted to the 

management of a Scotch farmer, named Laidlaw, a person of considerable 

agricultural experience, who had come to the colony for the purpose; but 

in this, as in every other attempt to benefit the colony in those early days, 

mismanagement, disappointment and ruin were the only result. A farm 

on a large scale was got in train, with men and maid servants not a few, 

most of whom were sober, industrious persons of good character, and had 

a fair knowledge of farming operations. Barns, yards, parks, and houses, 

of every description, were provided; and yet all the time there was not an 

ox to plow, nor a cow to milk in the settlement. To crown the folly and 

extravagance of the undertaking, a mansion befitting a peer was built at an 

expense of £600, which, at the moment of completion, was accidentally 

burnt to ashes in a drunken frolic. After several years' labor, waste and 

extravagance, every vestige of property on the farm had disappeared, the 

experiment having cost Lord Selkirk £2,000.'' 
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Driven to another effort by the discontent of the people, Governor 

Simpson tried another model farm. At a fine spot on the Assiniboine, farm 

dwellings, barns, yards, and stables were erected and fields enclosed, well 

bred cattle were imported, also horses. The farm was well stocked with 

implements. Mismanagement, however, again brought its usual result, and 

after six years the trial was given up, there having been a loss to the com

pany of $17,500. 

Nothing daunted, the Red River settlers started the ' ' Assiniboine Wool 

Company," but as it fell through upon the first demand for payment of 

the stock, it hurt nobody, and ended, according to the proverb, with ' ' much 

cry and little wool." 

Another enterprise was next begun by Governor Simpson, "The Flax 

and Hemp Company," but though the farmers grew a plentiful quantity 

of these, the undertaking failed, and the crop rotted on the fields. A more 

likely scheme for the encouragement of the settlers was now set on foot by 

the governor, viz., a new sheep speculation. Sheep were purchased in 

Missouri, and after a journey of nearly fifteen hundred miles, only two 

hundred and fifty sheep out of the original fourteen hundred survived the 

hardships of the way. 

A tallow company is said to have swallowed up from $3,000 to $5,000 

for the Hudson's Bay Company, and a good deal of money was spent in 

opening up a road to Hudson Bay. The "Tallow Trade" cattle perished by 

the cold or the wolves. The road was abandoned as being, if not impractic

able, more costly than the conveyance of goods by water. 

Thus was enterprise after enterprise undertaken by the company, 

largely for the good of the settlers. If ever an honest effort was made to 

advance an isolated and difficult colony, it was in these schemes begun by 

the Hudson's Bay Company here. 

The economic status of the colony during this period is described in 

detail by Ross in his history of "The Red River Settlement." Prom this 

work is extracted the following outline of facts. 

"Notwithstanding the impetus given to colonial labor after the flood of 

1827 agriculture remained in such a backward state, up to the year 1831, 

or thereabouts, that the company could never rely upon the settlers for a 
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sufficient supply of flour or any other article of consumption. About this 

period a fresh stir was made; the colonists began to look about them, and 

take some steps to improve their domestic arrangements. . . . The diffi

culty was to obtain assistance, unless the farmer had an able family of his 

own. It is not surprising, therefore, that prices remained high, and that 

the company had to import annually, from England, such articles of con

sumption as it needed; a rather singular circumstance in a country purely 

agricultural, and rendered still more singular by the fact that there was 

no other outlet or market in the country but that afforded by the company's 

servants.'' 

Governor Simpson's promise to take all the company's supplies from 

the colony was effectual in rousing the colonists to fresh activity, and in a 

short time all the wants of the company were adequately supplied. Prices 

fell in consequence, and, moreover, a hue and cry was raised throughout 

the country against the quality of the produce; the flour was said to be 

heated, sour, and altogether of so very bad quality as to be only fit to poison 

pigs; in short; wherever it went, it was refused. The butter was pronounced 

mouldy, rancid and scarcely fit to grease cart wheels; cheese could not be 

eaten. Even the beef and pork were found fault with. The consequence 

was, English produce was again called for, and again imported. The 

•settlers, in fine, were left, after all their improvements, in a worse pre

dicament than if they had never extended their farms. . . . 

' ' A notable expedient was now ventured upon with the view of cor

recting the evils we have described. Instead of purchasing any more of 

the flour, against which such a hue and cry had been raised, the governor 

always interesting himself in the prosperity of the colony, resolved upon 

buying up the wheat and getting it dried and milled according to the com

pany's own liking. The price he fixed was 3s. 6d. per bushel, which had 

been considered by both parties a remunerative price for the flour, and 

certainly more, all things considered, than the company would have paid 

for flour imported from England. . . . The harvest of this year was 

under an average crop, and got in somewhat late in the season; yet the 

grain was in general good, and the company bought in from eight to ten 

thousand bushels, to be kept in their own granaries over winter. Unfor-
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tunately, their buildings were too small for so large a quantity. No space 

being left to shift it from place to place, it had to be heaped up, often four 

or five feet deep, and so remained till it got almost baked together; add to 

which it was neither over dry nor free from smut, which rendered it still 

more difficult to keep. Then again, large quantities of dried buffalo meat 

had been stored up in the same buildings, the daintiest fragments of which 

were carried off by the mice and mixed up with the wheat, making a com

pound of wheat, smut, icicles, dried meat, mice and mice nests, all more 

or less heated together, and forming a mass of impurity; the smell of which, 

without the hazardous experiment of tasting, was absolutely disgusting. 

In this state, despite all advice to the contrary, and the certainty of bring

ing disgrace upon the colony, the wheat was ground and the flour shipped 

off to the different trading posts." 

The progress of the building art is also mentioned in the above-quoted 

history. " I n Red River, as in Canada, and most other new countries, the 

people for a long time contented themselves with what are called wooden 

houses, of such humble appearance as might be expected where means are 

low, workmen scarce and wages at a high rate. The cost of such houses 

depends on a variety of circumstances; but the average may be taken at 

£60 sterling. These frame buildings, simple yet commodious and comfort

able, differ in size as in cost, but are seldom more than thirty feet in length, 

or less than twenty; the other dimensions being of corresponding propor

tion. Of late a decided improvement in the character of our wooden build

ings has become manifest. Several are of two stories high, some with 

galleries, and two ornamented with verandahs. Taste, as well as conveni

ence, begins to receive its due share of consideration; the luxury of glass 

windows, and a lock on the outer door, things hitherto scarcely known in 

Red River, have become fashionable, indeed, almost general. Such houses, 

white as snow, look well, and have a very gay appearance.'' 

The relations of the Hudson's Bay Company to the colony at the close 

of the period under consideration in this chapter are clearly shown in the 

following circumstances related by Mr. Ross: "Until then (1834) the prac

tice had been—for the company's officers acting for Lord Selkirk—to 

supply goods on credit; but now a ready-money system was introduced. 
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the effect of which was to curtail the supply of goods to nearly one-half 

of the quantity formerly brought into the colony, in order to correspond 

with the amount of money in circulation. Consequently goods became all 

at once very scarce; and the sales being restricted to certain stated days, 

increased the evil. It was a time of rejoicing for the rich and of mourning 

for the poor, as the shops were emptied by those who had money at com

mand before the poorer colonists could obtain half their supplies. The evil 

was greatly increased by the crowds of people collected from all parts of the 

settlement at the opening of the shops on the appointed days. To be in 

time, people traveled all night, and the rush in the morning to get admit

tance could only be checked by locked doors and a guard, and sometimes 

the guard would be knocked down and trampled under foot. Many had 

to dance attendance for days and nights together, cold, wet and hungry; 

and at last return home, perhaps a distance of twenty miles, without obtain

ing their supplies. 

"The distress and confusion of this system had lasted for several 

years, when a few private individuals resolved on importing supplies for 

themselves; and this becoming the rage, at length every man who could 

muster twenty shillings became an importer. The company, through their 

new colonial governor, Mr. Christie, was about this time succeeded Mr. 

McKenzie in the charge of the colony, afforded every facility to this class 

of traders, allowing individuals to bring out what they pleased in the com

pany 's ships, at the rate of £8 per ton; storage and agency at the port of 

York Factory free. Thus encouraged, they who commenced by importing 

for themselves soon enlarged the field of enterprise, and sent for goods on 

speculation, obtaining for them money, produce, labor, according to cir

cumstances, but generally all upon credit. This little accommodating sys

tem, commenced at the right time, gradually diffused much comfort 

throughout the settlement, and gave a happy spur to industry and enter

prise, as it afforded the settlers the means of obtaining supplies from petty 

traders, which the company's ready money system denied. The first adven

turers did uncommonly well; for when the company's shops were empty 

they raised their prices, and made a good business of it. The corrupt 

system of taking advantage, however, could not last. 
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"Repeated complaints were addressed to the company, urging them 

to bring out a more ample supply of goods, which at length had the desired 

effect; their shops were kept full of goods all the year round, at the usual 

rate of 75 per cent, on London prices. This new turn of affairs was 

severely felt by the petty traders, who raised a hue and cry against the 

company, and accused them of a wish to monopolize all the trade in the 

goods, as they did in furs. After all the change has proved for their advan

tage, as it obliged them to contract the credit system, and eventually sell 

their goods, like the company, for ready money only." 



CHAPTER XVL 

RED RIVER SETTLEMENT (1835-1844). 

With the year 1835 the Selkirk colony, as a proprietary institution, 

ceased to exist. In that year the executors of the Selkirk estate transferred 

to the Hudson's Bay Company all the property and administrative privi

leges that, in 1811, Lord Selkirk had purchased in Rupert's Land. From 

this date it is historically exact to refer to the colony, not as the Selkirk, 

but as the Red River settlement. Its affairs and social conditions are here to 

be treated during the years that preceded the revolutionary and political 

troubles that resulted in the close of Hudson's Bay Company authority in 

this portion of Rupert's Land. 

Only for the first ten or twelve years was the colony under the man

agement of Lord Selkirk's authority, as lord paramount. During that 

time he directed, as we have seen, the emigration and the fiscal and admin

istrative affairs of his colony, and even, at the crisis of its history, visited 

it personally in his endeavor to protect his settlers and fortify his posses

sions against the hostile Nor'-Westers. 

But in consequence of the death of Lord Selkirk, his executors, who 

were not possessed of the unremitting devotion to this far-off enterprise that 

characterized his Lordship, found it convenient gradually to transfer the 

government of its affairs into the hands of the company, a change that has 

been noted in the preceding chapter. Finally, in the year mentioned, the 

Hudson's Bay Company resumed, by purchase from the Selkirk heirs, the 

practical ownership of the great tract in western Canada lying in the 

drainage scope of the Red and Assiniboine rivers. 

"The government of the colony under the agency of the company," 

says Ross, "before it became their own, was far from satisfactory. 

Although the troubles arising from the opposition had long ceased, and 

peace throughout the length and breadth of the land had been restored, 

yet it was found that the colony, under their jurisdiction, experienced but 

the cool and languid care of a stepmother. Everything was attempted, but 

everything failed; chiefly, as we have seen, through the want of zeal and 

perseverance. Hence its general character remained as it was, without 
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making one step in advance; as gloomy and forbidding as ever. Such, 

then, were the prospects of the colony at this date when it fell into the 

hands of the company. But it is a common saying, that people take more 

interest in what is their own than what belongs to another; hence it was to 

be hoped, and the hope has been realized, that the colony would see better 

days under its new masters.' ' 

One of the surprising facts relative to this colony previous to this 

time is that there was an almost complete absence of laws and municipal 

regulations. There was neither a military or civil authority to give effective 

security to property and person nor to administer justice. Yet the 

remarkable fact is, according to the testimony of Ross, that the community, 

though without laws and without protection, had for twenty-four years 

maintained a social and political integrity with only their own moral sense 

to rule them. "We ought, however, to repeat," continues the Red River 

historian, ' ' that for several years past a few councillors, to assist the gover

nor, some few constables, too, had been nominally appointed; and this 

little machinery of government had dragged along under what has very 

properly been called the smoothing system, or rather no system at all; yet 

for several years it worked more or less to the satisfaction of the people, 

which is the great end of all legislation and law. All points hitherto in 

dispute were settled by the governor himself, or not settled at all—as often 

the one as the other—and yet peace was maintained. But the time having 

come when the smoothing system would no longer work satisfactorily, 

other means were necessary, by the adoption of which law and order were 

for the first time established in the settlement.'' 

I t was Governor Simpson himself who gave the initiative to this 

reform. In his address to the council assembled at Fort Garry, February 

12, 1835, he prefaced the work of establishing a better form of government 

in the following words:— 

' ' The population of this colony is become so great, amounting to about 

five thousand souls, that the personal infiuence of the governor, and the 

little more than nominal support afforded by the police, which, together 

with the good feeling of the people, have heretofore been its principal safe

guard, are no longer sufficient to maintain the tranquillity and good govern-
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ment of the settlement; so that although rights of property have of late 

been frequently invaded, and other serious offences been committed, I am 

concerned to say, we were under the necessity of allowing them to pass 

unnoticed, because we have not the means at command of enforcing obedi

ence and due respect, according to the existing order of things. 

"Under such circumstances, it must be evident to one and all of you, 

that it is quite impossible society can hold together; that the time is at 

length arrived when it becomes necessary to put the administration of 

justice on a more firm and regular footing than heretofore, and that 

immediate steps ought to be taken to guard against dangers from abroad 

or difficulties at home, for the maintenance of good order and tranquillity, 

and for the security and protection of lives and property." 

Accordingly, the Council of Assiniboia was appointed by the Hudson's 

Bay Company, the president being Sir George Simpson, the governor of 

Rupert's Land, and with him fourteen councillors. It may be of interest 

to give the names of the members of this first council. Besides the presi

dent there were: Alexander Christie, governor of the colony; Rev. D. T. 

Jones, chaplain H. B. C.; Right Rev. Bishop Provencher; Rev. William 

Cochrane, assistant chaplain; James Bird, formerly chief factor H.B.C.; 

James Sutherland, Esq.; W. H. Cook, Esq.; John Pritchard, Esq.; Robert 

Logan, Esq.; Sheriff Alex. Ross; John McCallum, coroner; John Bunn, 

medical adviser; Cuthbert Grant, Esq., Warden of the Plains; Andrew 

McDermot, merchant. 

It is generally conceded, however, that the council did not satisfy the 

public aspirations. The president and councillors were all declared either 

sinecurists or paid servants of the company. The mass of the people com

plained of not being represented. It was, however, a step very much in 

advance of what had been, although there was a suspicion in the public 

mind that it had something of the form of popular government without 

the substance. 

At the first meeting of the council a number of measures were passed. 

To preserve order a volunteer corps of sixty men was organized, with a 

small annual allowance per man. Of this body Sheriff Ross was com

mander. The settlement was divided into four districts, over each of which 
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a justice of the peace was appointed, who held quarterly courts in their 

several jurisdictions. At this court small actions only were tried, and the 

presiding magistrate was allowed to refer any case of exceptional difficulty 

to the court of governor and council. This higher court sat quarterly also. 

In large civil cases and in criminal cases the law required a jury to be 

called. A jail and a court house were erected outside the walls of Port 

Garry. To meet the expense involved under the new institutions a tax of 

71/2 per cent, duty was laid on imports and a like duty on exports. The 

Hudson's Bay Company also agreed to contribute three hundred pounds a 

year in aid of public works throughout the settlement. 

Ross described the circumstances of the first petty jury drawn under 

this new form of government. It was empaneled, April 28, 1836, in the 

case of a French Canadian, who was tried, convicted of theft, and, besides 

some further punishment, was sentenced to be publicly flogged; which 

sentence was carried into effect on that day. This was an unusual spect

acle at Red River, and aroused considerable popular excitement, which 

vented its force, however, in a boisterous persecution of the poor flogger. 

"So strong was the public feeling against this mode of punishment," 

observes Mr. Ross, " tha t some five years afterwards, when the same dis

agreeable service was required to be performed, not a person could be got 

to act out-doors. On this account, therefore, the flogging took place within 

the prison walls, the officials being masked, and for further security, locked 

up till dusk, when he was dismissed unknown. 

In 1839, on the appointment of a new governor for the colony, Duncan 

Pinlayson, steps were taken to improve the judicial system which had been 

introduced. An appointment was made of the first recorder for Red River 

settlement. The new appointee was a young Scotch lawyer from Montreal, 

named Adam Thom. He had been a journalist in Montreal, was of an 

ardent and somewhat aggressive disposition, but was a man of ability and 

broad reading. Judge Thom was, however, a company officer, and as such 

there was an antecedent suspicion of him in the public mind. It was 

pointed out that he was not independent, receiving his appointment and 

his salary of seven hundred pounds from the company. In Montreal he 
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had been known as a determined loyalist in the late Papineau rebellion, 

and the French people regarded him as hostile to their race. Judge Thom 

figures actively in the developments that will occupy the space of the next 

chapter. After five years' rule Governor Pinlayson retired from office, and 

was succeeded for a short time by his old predecessor, Mr. Alexander 

Christie. 

In the meantime the population of the settlement continued to increase. 

In the last year of Governor Pinlayson's rule, twenty families of Lincoln

shire farmers and laborers came to the country to assist with their knowl

edge of agriculture. Along with the introduction of the forms of law and 

order, had also come more settled social conditions. The people had 

become accustomed to act in a collective capacity, through the mediums of 

religion and law. There was unity where before each person had been a 

law unto himself. Independence and thrift in living were more generally 

diffused. 

Notwithstanding, there were times of misfortune and suffering that 

afflicted the colony as a whole. Ross calls attention to the fact that the 

calamities are numbered in decades, mentioning in proof thereof the 

massacre of 1816, the flood of 1826, the failure of the crop and loss of 

supplies in 1836; in the fourth decade, in the year 1846, a serious epidemic 

visited Red River. Ross describes it in the following graphic way: " I n 

January the influenza raged, and in May the measles broke out; but neither 

of these visitations proved fatal. At length in June a bloody flux began 

its ravages first among the Indians, and soon spread with fearful rapidity 

and fatal effect among the whites; like the great cry in Egypt, 'There 

was not a house where there was not one dead.' In Red River there was not 

a smiling face on 'a summer's day.' Prom June 18 to August 2, the 

deaths averaged seven a day, or three hundred and twenty-one in all, 

being one out of every sixteen of our population. Of these one-sixth were 

Indians, two-thirds half-breeds, and the remainder white. On one occasion 

thirteen burials were proceeding at once." 

During 1846 also, in consequence of the troubles arising from the 

Oregon question, which for a time threatened war between United States 

and Great Britain, the Sixth Royal regiment of foot, with sappers and 
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artillery, in all five hundred strong, was hurried out under Colonel Crofton 

to defend the colony. Colonel Crofton took the place of Alexander Christie 

as governor. The addition of this body of military to the colony gave 

picturesqueness to the hitherto monotonous life of Red River. A market 

for produce and the circulation of a large sum of money marked their stay 

on Red river. The turbulent spirits who had made much trouble were now 

silenced, or betook themselves to a safe place across the boundary line. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

DISCONTENT IN ASSINIBOIA (1845-1869). 

The anomalous position of the Red River settlement became each year 

more evident, and with the increase of population its difficulties presented 

an annoying and perplexing situation. We have seen how the colony at 

first was solely dependent on the management and support of Lord Sel

kirk. Though his death was hastened by the trials and disappointments 

that met him in this enterprise, his ultimate object in planting this colony, 

as interpreted by Ross, seems to have been largely realized; namely, " t o 

form a society of the natives and the company's old servants, together with 

their half-breed descendants; the few emigrants sent out by him were 

intended merely to diffuse a spirit of industry and agricultural knowledge 

among these children of nature, and, in fine, to act as the pioneers of the 

wilderness.'' 

Thus despite Seven Oaks, the seeds of civilization and society remained 

at Red River, and, escaping blight through the fortunate union of the fur 

traders, and protected and nurtured by the kindly though often mis

directed influence of the Hudson's Bay Company, they grew into the 

strange social composite that we have just described. Individual respon

sibility and lack of law and order characterized the years between Lord 

Selkirk's death and the purchase by the company of the colony interests. 

The general system of company oversight and administration was 

naturally defective. It was not representative—a fact that was certain 

to condemn it, as soon as fully realized, in the eyes of all British subjects. 

The system as formulated under the company charter was faulty in many 

other respects, and provoked violent opposition as soon as an attempt was 

made to draw the reins of government somewhat tighter. The story of the 

discontent that grew in Rupert's Land and its development into armed 

rebellion until it resulted in the transfer of all sovereignty and administra

tive relations from the company to the Dominion government, covers a 

period of nearly thirty years, and the Red River country is the scene where 

the practical developments take place. 
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The friction between the people of Red River and the Hudson's Bay 

Company had as its underlying cause the incompatibility of a corporate 

monopoly and an organized community occupying the same ground. The 

fuller organization of Assiniboia, after its purchase by the Hudson's Bay 

Company, encouraged the authorities at Red River to assert the rights 

which the coinpany had always claimed—^viz., the monopoly of the fur 

trade in Rupert's Land and the imposition of hea-vy freights on imports and 

exports by way of Hudson Bay. The privilege of exporting tallow, the pro

duct of the buffalo, had been accorded on reasonable terms to a prominent 

resident of Red River, named James Sinclair. The first venture, a small 

one, succeeded; but a second larger consignment was refused by the com

pany, and after lying nearly two years at York Factory, the cargo was 

sold to the company. 

Twenty leading half-breeds then petitioned the company to be allowed 

to export their tallow and to be given a reasonable freight charge. No 

answer was returned to this letter. The half-breeds were thus rising in 

intelligence and means; being frequently employed as middlemen in traf

ficking in furs, they learned something of the trade and traffic. The half-

breed settlers of the Red River settlement have always claimed special 

privileges in Rupert's Land as being descended from the aboriginal owners. 

It was under such circumstances that Governor Christie, following, it 

is supposed, legal direction in 1844 issued two proclamations, the first 

requiring that each settler, before the company would carry any goods 

for him, should declare that he had not engaged in the fur trade; the 

second, that the writer of every letter write his name on the outside of it, 

in order that, should he be suspected of dealing in furs, it might be opened 

and examined. 

This was a direct issue, and they determined to bring the matter to a 

crisis. Twenty leading natives (half-breeds of Red River settlement), 

among them a number well known, such as James Sinclair, John Dease, 

John Vincent, William Bird and Peter Garrioch, in 1845 approached 

Governor Christie, requesting answers to fourteen queries. These questions 

required satisfaction as to whether half-breeds could hunt, buy, sell or 

traffick in furs, and also what were the restrictions in this matter upon 
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Europeans, etc. A pacific and soothing reply was made by Governor 

Christie, but the company soon began to take steps to repress the free trade 

in furs, and the council of Rupert's Land passed certain regulations, among 

others one placing a duty of twenty per cent, upon imports, but exempting 

from their tax settlers who were free of the charge of trading in furs. This 

was a vexatious regulation and roused great opposition. 

All these devices had a legal smack about them, and were no doubt 

the suggestions of Judge Thom, the recorder of Red River, previously 

referred to, who had come from Montreal to put legal matters in order in 

the Red River settlement. In everything the recorder undertook he was 

thorough. His frame of mind was dogmatic. He was an impassioned advo

cate of the highest claims of the Hudson's Bay Company. Indeed, he 

regarded himself as the first to discover—and certainly the first to enforce 

at Red River—the concessions made by easy-going old Charles IL, which 

had lain dormant for nearly two centuries. 

Still further to cap the climax, a new land deed was devised, and 

whosoever wished to hold land in the settlement was compelled to sign it. 

This indenture provided that if the land-holder should invade any privi

leges of the company and fail to contribute to the maintenance of clergy 

and schools, or omit to do his work upon the public roads, or carry on trade 

in skins, furs, peltry, or dressed leather, such offender should forfeit his 

lands. 

This was certainly un-British and severe, and we may look upon it as 

the plan of the judge, who failed to understand the spirit of his age, and 

would have readily fallen in with a system of feudal tenure. If the Hud

son's Bay Company found itself in a sea of trouble, and hostile to public 

sentiment in the settlement, it had much to blame in its own creation, the 

valorous recorder of Red River. 

The imposition of enormous freights, adopted at this time for carrying 

goods by way of York Factory to England, in order to check trade, was a 

part of the same policy of "thorough" recommended by this legal adviser. 

Sinclair, already mentioned, became the "Village Hampden" in this 

crisis. Taking an active part in his opposition to this policy of restriction. 
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he found that he was to be punished by the "company's ship" from Eng

land to York Factory refusing to carry for him any freight. 

We have already referred to the coming of the Sixth Royal regiment 

to Red River. It was partly the Oregon question and partly the unsettled 

state of public opinion in Red River that led to this regiment being for a 

time stationed here. On the removal of these troops the pensioners, a tur

bulent band of old discharged soldiers, came from Britain and were settled 

upon the Assiniboine river above Fort Garry. A writer who knew them 

well ventures to suggest that they were of the same troublesome disposition 

as the former De Meurons of Lord Selkirk. Coming ostensibly to intro

duce peace, they brought a sword. Sooner or later the discontent and 

irritation produced by Judge Thom's inspiration was sure to reach its 

culmination, and this it did in the Sayer affair afterwards described. 

Now arose in England a firm and able friend of the people of Red 

River. This was Alexander K. Isbister, an Orkney half-breed of Red 

River, whose name has since received high honor on account of his muni

ficent bequest to the University of Manitoba. He was a native of Rupert's 

Land, and being a lawyer in London, he took up the cause of his distant 

compatriots in a formidable series of documents. Mr. Isbister's advocacy 

gave standing and weight to the contention of the Red River half-breeds, 

and a brave and heroic fight was made, even though the point of view was 

at times quite unjust to the company. 

In 1847 Isbister, with five other half-breeds of Red River, forwarded 

to the secretary of state for the colonies a long and able memorial setting 

forth the grievances of the petitioners. The document sets forth in short 

that the company had "amassed a princely revenue" at the expense of the 

natives, allowed their wards to pass their lives in the darkest heathenism, 

broke their pledges to exclude strong drink from the Indian trade, were 

careless of the growing evil of want and suffering in the territory, paid 

little for the furs, and persecuted the natives by checking them in their 

barter of furs, and followed a short-sighted and pernicious policy. 

This was assuredly a serious list of charges. Earl Grey in due time 

called on Isbister and his friends for a more specific statement of the griev

ances, and wrote to the governor of Assiniboia, to the London governor of 
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the Hudson's Bay Company, and to the Governor-General of Canada, Lord 

Elgin, asking their attention to the allegations of the petition. 

Some two months after Lord Grey's letter was received, the Hudson's 

Bay Company governor, Sir J . H. Pelly, submitted a long and minute 

answer to the various charges of the petitioners. As is usually the case, 

both parties had some advantages. As to the enormous profits, the com

pany was able to show that they had unfortunately not been able to make 

"more than the ordinary rate of mercantile profit." They replied as to 

the religious interests of the natives, that their sole objects, as stated in the 

charter, were trade and the discovery of a Northwest passage, but that they 

had helped at a considerable annual expense the Church Missionary 

Society, Wesleyan Missionary Society, and a Roman Catholic missionary 

society. The company gives a most indignant denial to the charge that 

they had resumed the trade in spirituous liquors with the Indians, though 

admitting in the neighborhood of Red River the use of small quantities of 

strong drink in meeting the American traders. 

This answer did not, however, quiet the storm. Isbister returned to the 

attack, giving the evidence of Mr. Alexander Simpson, a trader on the 

Pacific coast, and the extensive and strong letter of the Rev. Herbert 

Beaver, the former chaplain of the Hudson's Bay Company at Vancouver. 

Isbister also raised the question of the validity of the company's charter. 

The company again replied, and so the battle raged, reply and rejoinder, 

quotations and evidence ad libitum. Isbister may not have proved his case, 

but his championship won the approbation of many independent observers. 

Lord Elgin, the efficient and popular Governor-General of Canada, 

gave such reply as he was able. He states that the distance of Red River 

was so great and the intercourse so little, that taking into account the 

peculiar jurisdiction of the company, he found it difficult to obtain the 

information sought. As to the complaints of the religious neglect of the 

Indians, Lord Elgin states that disappointments in this matter occur in 

other quarters as weU as in the Hudson's Bay Company's territories, but 

declares that the results of his inquiries in the matter " i s highly favorable 

to the company, and that it has left in his mind the impression that the 


